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CHAPTER I 

THE HUGUENOT BACKGROUND 

The purpose of this work is to explore the life 

and political philosophy of Jacques Abbadie (1654-1727), 

French Protestant divine, historian, and political theorist 

Although Abbadie was one of the more well-traveled men of 

his day, leaving France to reside in Brandenburg, England, 

and Ireland by life's end, his interest in the experiences 

of his Huguenot coreligionists back home prior to and fol-

lowing the revocation of the Edict of Nantes in 16 85 never 

flagged. Eventually, because of the circumstances in Franc 

and the situations in which he found himself, the Protestan 

minister came to deal with politics, a subject for which 

his training was inadequate. The political concepts that 

he evolved leaned heavily upon the ideas of John Calvin, 

the man whose thought shaped his primary interest, theology 

John Calvin, although best-known for his theolog-

ical writings, also proferred his political opinions at 

various times over the course of his career. It was in 

the nstitutes of the Christian Religion, in fact, that 

he offered his most comprehensive remarks on this subject. 

In the fourth book, twentieth chapter, he dealt with the 



2 

subject of "Civil Government." A number of important 

political concepts emerge from this chapter, several of 

which are germane to the material that follows. 

John Calvin believed, first, that civil government 

was an essential condition of life. It was ordained by 

God as a distinct entity separate from spiritual govern-

2 
ment. In fact, the division is so basic that neither 

secular nor spiritual government may interfere with the 

3 other without negatmg its very nature. Magistrates, 

created by God, must look to the preservation of an 

atmosphere of godliness in civil society so that Law will 

be based on true piety. The chief responsibilities of 

magistrates are "righteousness (justice)" and "judgment 

4 
(control of wickedness)." On a broader scale, government 

in mankind takes three forms: Monarchy, Aristocracy, and 

Democracy. It is God in His eternal wisdom who determines 

5 
that which is best for a particular society. Private 

John Calvin, Institutes of the Christian Religion^ 
2 vols., translated by Henry Beveridge (Grand Rapids, 
Michigan: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1962), 2: 
650-676. Hereafter cited as "Calvin." 

2 
Ibid., pp. 651-652. 

3 Ibid., pp. 140-141. Although this is not a refer-
ence to the specific chapter cited above, it is the most 
direct statement made by Calvin on the subject of the divi-
sion. It thus serves a purpose in clarifying allusions 
found in the chapter on civil government to the twofold 
nature of authority. 

^lbid., pp. 652-659. ^lbid., pp. 656-659. 



persons, through conscience as well as fear, owe respect 

and obedience to magistrates as God's appointed. This 

is true even when the officials are tyrants, for, often, 

tyranny is God's means of imposing punishment on a sinful 

7 
society. If a tyrant is to be resisted, this is the 

domain of "popular magistrates" if they "have been appointe 

to curb the tyranny of kings," such as the "Ephori" in 

Sparta, the "Demarchs" in Athens, or, perhaps the three 
g 

orders in moaern kingdoms. However, at times God, in His 

mercy, may use "avengers" to punish or remove a wayward 
9 

monarch. The private individual may ignore a magistrate's 

orders only when they are contrary to the expressed Will 

of God. If the consequences of. his disobedience are severe 

he may be solaced by the knowledge of his redemption throug 

Christ. Such, in brief, are the points of Calvin's 

political philosophy that have application here. 

Calvin's theory remained the basis of Huguenot 

political thought until 16 85. Even the religious wars of 

the sixteenth century could not shake the foundations of 

support for the monarchy entrenched in the sect. Certainl]^ 

it is true that the contemporary thinkers called the 

"monarchomachs" added certain dimensions to the initial 

^lbid., pp. 668-669. ^lbid., pp. 670-674. 

^lbid., p. 675. ^lbid., p. 674. 

Ibid., pp. 675-676. 



core of ideas and expanded the original rationale, but 

the spirit of Calvin remained basic within their works. 

That Calvin's fundamental concepts continued to be 

accepted is indicated by the general submission of the 

Huguenots to the monarchy after the accession of their 

coreligionist, Henry IV, to the throne in 15 89. This 

acceptance continued for a century and began to change 

only after the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes in 16 85. 

It is the thesis of this paper that Jacques 

Abbadie, living a century and a half after Calvin, and 

active in the period of Huguenot political reassessment 

occasioned by the Revocation, struggled to evolve a 

politico-religious theory which would be consonant with 

the original tenor of Reformation Calvinism. And, in 

doing so, Abbadie demonstrated the illogic of a God-

oriented political tlieory in an increasingly secular age. 

The progression of Abbadie's life and theory makes 

for an interesting study, which must, for practical con-

siderations, begin with a brief survey of Huguenot history 

and political theory from 1562-16 85. The period, conve-

niently, may be divided into four appropriate time seg-

ments, which allows for an analysis of each in turn. 

Part I: 1562-1589 

Persecutions connected with the French Reformation 

can be documented as early as the 1520's. During the four 



decades that followed, indications of the increasing ten-

sions between dominant Catholic and growing Protestant 

factions multiplied. In 1547, for instance, the special 

agency called the "burning chamber" began its assigned 

12 task of punishing Protestant heretics. But it was not 

until 1562 that the fragile peace in the French society 

deteriorated into war. In that year, Francis, the Catholic 

Duke of Guise, attacked and massacred a group of Huguenots 

13 at worship in Vassy. This event signaled the beginnings 

of the religious warfare which would devastate France for 

forty years, and may be used for our purposes as initiatinc 

the first of the four designated periods. 

It is crucial to recognize the complexity of the 

French situation which faced the Huguenots in the last 

half of the sixteenth century. Religion was not their onli; 

subject of concern, for political strife, based on family 

jealousies, also played a part in these tumultuous decades. 

"La chambre ardente." 

12 
Philippe Erlanger, St. Bartholomew's Night, 

trans. Patrick O'Brian (New York: Randon House, Pantheon 
Books, 1962), p. 16. Originally published under title 
Le massacre de la Saint-Barthelemy, 24 aout 1572 (Paris: 
Gallinard, 1960) . 

13 
The massacre at Vassy has been called the 

"Sarajevo of the religious wars," by H. 0. Evennett, The 
Cardinal of Lorraine and the Council of Trent, p. 21, 
quoted in Donald R. Kelley, "Martyrs, Myths, and the 
Massacre: the Background of St. Bartholomew," American 
Historical Review 77 (December 1972): 1334. 



Rivalries involving the Valois family led by Catherine de 

Medici, the Guises under Francis and Henry, and the Bour-

bons under Henry of Navarre, supported by the Montmorency 

clan, brought France constantly to the brink of disaster. 

Senseless brutality appeared early and led to the most 

violent event in the early war period: the infamous St. 

Bartholomew's Day Massacre of 15 72, when Catholics in 

Paris and other major cities attacked and murdered thou-

sands of Huguenots. Promises were made by all sides, only 

to be broken when convenience demanded; atrocities occurrec 

only to be regretted when necessity called for compromise. 

While the Guises and the Bourbons fought for family and 

religion, the Valois fought for survival, and the Mont-

morencys fought for political sanity. Only the removal 

of the Valois and Guise leadership and the Catholic con-

version of Bourbon Henry brought peace, finalized in 1598 

by the famous Edict of Nantes. 

The Calvinist political theoreticians during the 

period 1562-1572 had some difficulty synthesizing John 

Calvin's political ideas with the realities of the war 

situation. It was essential for them to view the 

Huguenot participation in warfare as basically defensive 

in nature, with the Huguenots defending the Valois monarch^ 

W. J. Stankiewicz, Politics and Religion in 
Seventeenth Century France (Berkeley and Los Angeles: 
University of California Press, 1960), p. 10. 



15 against the "evil" ambitions of the Guise family. Among 

the Huguenots, monarchy was unopposed as an institution 

and the Valois family was supported as the legitimate 

16 
royal house. As long as these political attitudes were 

accepted, the Calvinists could remain secure in the idea 

17 that they were "reformers, not revolutionists." 

The tone of the theorists changed dramatically 

18 after the St. Bartholomew's Day Massacre in 15 72. 

Sensing a Catholic plot brewing against the "Cause," 

Protestant activists began to speak out. Three names are 

chiefly important among the Protestant publicists of the 

period: Francis Hotman, Theodore Beza, and the anonymous 

author of Vindiciae contra tyrannos, thought to be either 

19' Hubert Languet or Philippe Duplessis-Mornay. 

15 
Nancy Lyman Roelker, Queen of Navarre: Jeanne 

d'Albret, 1528-1572 (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard 
University Press, 1968), p. 294. 

Jeanne d'Albret, Memoires et poesies de Jeanne 
d'Albret publies par le baron de Ruble (Paris: Paul Huart 
et Guillemin, 1893), p. 76. 

17 
James Westfall Thompson, The Wars of Religion in 

France, 1559-1576 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
1909), p. 19. 

18 
This corresponded with the development of 

Huguenot political organization after the Massacre. A 
discussion of the growing organizational structures of the 
faith is found in H. G. Kroenigsberger, "The Organization 
of Revolutionary Parties in France and the Netherlands dur-
ing the Sixteenth Century," Journal of Modern History 27 
(December 1955): 335-351. 

19 
Guy Howard Dodge, The Political Theory of the 

Huguenots of the Dispersion (New York: Columbia Univer-
sity Press, 1947), p. 3. 
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All three of these authors advocated some type of 

active political participation for Huguenots, thus appar-

ently contradicting Calvin's thoughts that religion and 

politics were two separate arenas not to be confused by 

20 religious man. Calvin had, however, indicated that the 

"popular magistrates" might be allowed some control over 

a wayward monarch. In the Institutes of the Christian 

Religion, the theologian stated: 

For when popular magistrates have been appointed 
to curb the tyranny of kings (as the Ephori, who were 
opposed to kings among the Spartans, or Tribunes of 
the people to consuls among the Romans, or Demarchs 
to the senate among the Athenians; and perhaps there 
is something similar to this in the power exercised 
in each kingdom by the three orders, when they hold 
their primary diets) [sic]. So far am I from for-
bidding these officially to check the undue license 
of kings, that if they connive at kings when they 
tyrannise and insult over the humbler of the people, 
I affirm that their dissimulation is not free from 
nefarious perfidy, because they fradulently [sic] 
betray the liberty of the people, while knowing that, 
by the ordinance of God, they are its appointed 
guardians.^l 

Obviously uncomfortable with the possibilities of the 

statement, Calvin did not elaborate on it. It fell to 

thinkers of the generation of religious wars to develop 

an expanded theory of resistance. The concept first 

emerged in the works of Francis Hotman. 

Francis Hotman (1524-1590) had a varied career. 

An activist by nature, he was the leader of the abortive 

^^Calvin, 2: 140-141. ^-^lbid. , p. 675. 



anti-Guise "Amboise plot" of 1562, and barely escaped from 

Bruges on the day of St. Bartholomew. Hence, it is not 

surprising that he should be a strong opponent of the 

misuse of the crown. In his Francogallia, published in 

1573, Hotman took a significant step to broaden Calvin's 

precepts to permit a more positive political stance. He, 

for instance, advocated return to "fundamental and primi-

22 tive laws of the state," which meant to him that the 

crown had to be viewed as elective, not hereditary, and 

23 
that the Estates could remove the king from the throne. 

What made this possible was that Hotman believed that 

24 popular right was the key of political organization, 

25 and dictated that "Salus populi suprema lex esto." This 

"angry essay on the constitutional history of France" 

22 
Donald R. Kelley, Francois Hotman: A Revolu-

tionary's Ordeal (Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton Uni-
versity Press, 1973), p. viii. 

23 
Constitutionalism and Resistance in the Sixteenth 

Century: Three Treatises by Hotman, Beza, and Mornay, 
trans. and ed. Julian H. Franklin (New York: Pegasus Books 
1969), pp. 20, 26. Hereafter cited as Constitutionalism 
and Resistance. It should be noted that the "Estates" 
were responsible for the extreme act of deposition. In 
such a fashion, Hotman remained true to basic Calvinist 
thought. 

24 
Beatrice Reynolds, Proponents of Limited Monarch 

in Sixteenth-Century France: Francis Hotman and Jean Bodin 
Studies in History, Economics and Public Law, no. 334, 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1931), p. 101. 

25 
Francois Hotman, Francogallia, eds. Ralph E. 

Giesey and J. H. M. Salmon (Cambridge, England: Cambridge 
University Press, 1972), pp. 296-297. Hereafter cited as 
Francogallia. 
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supported Salic Law and echoed John Knox in opposing female 

2 6 
control of the crown, which certainly must be taken as a 

direct reference to Catherine de Medici. Recognized as 

27 the ranking juridical theorist of this time and "one of 

2 

the most prolific and effective propagandists of his age," 

Hotman illustrates the growing anger in the Huguenot camp 

toward a wayward crown. 

Theodore Beza (or de Beze), heir to Calvin's pres-

tige, published his De Jure Magistratuum in 1574. In this 

unique work, which at first glance seems out of context 

with Beza's conservative theology, the author accepted the 

principle of armed resistance to an oppressor. Perhaps 

this is explained by the realities of the situation, which 

demanded action for survival rather than theory for dis-

cussion. Beza was willing to embrace violence rather than 

to see his religion destroyed. However, the revolt should 

be carried out only after the lesser magistrates determined 

the necessity of the movement. The king's actual deposi-
29 tion, if necessary, would be left to the Estates-General. 

Beza's theory, briefly stated, develops the idea of a 

2 6 '̂  
Agrippa d'Aubigne, Histoire Universelle, 11 vols. 

(Paris: Librarie Renouard, 1886-1925), 4: 1890, p. 189. 
Portions of this work were published as early as 1616. 

2 7 2 8 
Ibid. Kelley, Francois Hotman, p. xi. 

29 . . . 
Fron Beza's De Jure Magistratuum, m Constitu-

tionalism and Resistance, pp. 110-115. 
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two-fold contract, one between God and King/People, and 

the other between King and People. The monarchy, while 

Gonstitutional, is "divine in nature" although "dependent 

30 upon popular institution." If the contracts are breached 

the individual is permitted to disobey only passively, 

until such time as the overseers, i.e., the lesser magis-

trates or Estates-General, correct the situation, or 

31 direct him into resistance against it. Beza best showed 

his basic religious approach when he assigned absolute 

sovereignty to God and only partial sovereignty to King 

32 and People. Hence, Beza, like Hotman before him, ex-

panded Calvin's fundamental concept while retaining its 

essence. 

The third writer was the author of the Vindiciae 

contra tyrannos, published in 1579. By far the most radi-

cal of the Huguenot writings of the period, the book was 

published anonymously, but has been ascribed to Hubert 

Languet (1518-1581) or to Philippe Duplessis-Mornay 

30 
Harold J. Laski, Introduction to A Defense of 

Liberty Against Tyrants, by Junius Brutus, 16 89 transla-
tion reprint (Gloucester, Massachusetts: Peter Smith, 
1963), p. 25. Originally published as Vindiciae contra 
tyrannos, sive de Principis in populum populique in 
principem legitima potestate (Edimburgi, 1579). 

31 
From Beza's De Jure Magistratuum, m Constitu-

tionalism and Resistance, pp. 108-115. 
32 
Laski, p. 24. 
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33 (1549-1623), both of whom published similar works. The 

Vindiciae is the first and only major work to support the 

right of insurrection based on an outright assumption that 

the people are sovereign over the crown. This sovereignt] 

is founded, in its turn, on the belief that God created gov-

ernment for the needs of the people, and, if those needs 

are not met or government is inefficient or corrupt, the 

people have a right to revolt. As to the question regard-

ing who would initiate the revolt, this was to be left to 

the "leading men, who hold authority from the people as a 

35 whole, or else the local magistrates. . . . " Harold 

Laski, the late well-known English scholar, in discussing 

this, referred to the "meagreness of concession to the 

people," which is illustrative of the Calvinistic distaste 

of the popular masses. "Right" and "Power" are the true 

subjects of the Vindiciae, asserted Laski, and rebellion 

33 
For a brief discussion of the controversy, which 

is not crucial to the immediate topic, see Constitutionalisi 
and Resistance, pp. 138-139. 

34 / . . 
Agrippa d'Aubigne, Histoire universelle, 10 vols. 

(Paris: Librairie Renouard, 1886), 1: 256. Portions of 
this work were published as early as 1616. 

35 . . . . . . 
From Vindiciae contra tyrannos, in Constitution-

alism and Resistance, p. 155. 
36 
Laski, p. 48. As an aside, it might be remarked 

that Laski assumed Duplessis-Mornay to be the author of 
the Vindiciae, as does Julian Franklin, editor and trans-
lator of Constitutionalism and Resistance. 
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37 occurs at limits of divergence between the two. The 

author spelled out a double contract, one between God, on 

one side, and "people" and king, on the other, and one 

between king and "people." Both "people" and king were 

responsible for society's godly obligations within these 

arrangements. In addition, this dictated that the king 

was limited and that the "people" were participant in 

3 8 
responsibility. The individual, however, has no recourse 

against tyranny save for passive rebellion or exile unless 

39 called upon by "authority" to revolt. Thus, Calvin's 

original concepts continued to serve as somewhat of a 

brake on Huguenot theory even in its most radical form in 

the late sixteenth century. Although the vagueness of the 

Vindiciae detracts from its ultimate value, a recent 

biographer of Hotman views it as the most important book 

on the subject of political resistance previous to Locke's 

40 work. And Laski assumes the work to have had importance 

37 
Laski, p. 46. 

3 8 
From Vindiciae contra tyrannos, in Constitu-

tionalism and Resistance, pp. 143-149, 158-161. 
39 
Junius Brutus, A Defence of Liberty Against 

Tyrants, 1689 translation, reprint, ed., with an Intro-
duction by Harold J. Laski (Gloucester, Massachusetts: 
Peter Smith, 1963), pp. 212-213. Originally Vindiciae 
contra tyrannos (1579). 

Kelley, Francois Hotman, p. 175. 
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down to Rousseau's time. 

By 15 89, St. Bartholomew's Day was receding in 

memory and the "Politiques" were influencing the French 

political scene. The Politiques were willing to compromise 

religious beliefs for state unity, assuming that " . . . 

the State must, if needful, be saved at the cost of toler-

42 
ation." Although the Politiques had initially been 

despised by both Catholics and Protestants as fdllowers 

of "that athiest Machiavelli," the Huguenots saw their 

best interests served h/ concessions designed to bring 

peace to a ravaged France. Of course, the fact that, after 

1584, Henry of Navarre had become heir to the throne en-

44 couraged the desire to compromise. Both Hotman and Beza, 

influenced by the actualities and the royalist-oriented 

Politiques, modified their earlier viewpoints to reflect 

support of the throne. They now emphasized the concept of 

41 
Laski, p. 54. 

42 
John Neville Figgis, Political Thoughts from 

Gerson to Grotius, 1414-1625, with an Introduction by 
Garrett Mattingly (Cambridge, 1907; 2d ed., 1916; New 
York: Harper and Row, Harper Torchbooks, 1960), p. 128. 

43 
Kelley, Francois Hotman, p. 328. 

44 
The Catholic League, after 1589, reversed its 

stand supporting the monarchy to a position virtually 
identical with the previous Huguenot resistance theory. 
For a discussion of this "about-face," see Richard A. 
Jackson, "Elective Kingship and Consensus Populi in 
Sixteenth-century France," Journal of Modern History 44 
(June, 1972) : 155-171. 
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45 hereditary succession and crown authority. In religious 

theory, the Huguenots captured the Politique spirit by 

initiating support in their ranks for the Gallican Church 

46 
idea. Henry Bourbon, or Henry IV, after the assassina-

tion of his Valois kinsman, Henry III, especially was 

willing to compromise to achieve the obvious advantages 

of peace, which explains in a moment his conversion to 

Catholicism in 1593. 

Part II: 1598-1629 

When Henry of Navarre became héir to the throne 

upon the death of the Duke of Anjou, in June, 1584, the 

Huguenot theorizing subsided. It was thought that the 

Huguenot Henry, as King of France, would create a situation 

in which the Protestants would be favored. However, when 

Navarre became King in 15 89, he was painfully awaré that 

the majority of his subjects were Catholic and that Paris 

as chief bulwark of the Roman Church in France, would 

never remain docile under a Protestant monarch. 

Henry IV, basically a Politique and a pragmatist 

in politics, converted from Huguenotism to Catholicism in 

47 ceremonies at the Basilica of St. Denis on July 25, 1593. 

45 
Stankiewicz, pp. 18, 53. 

46 
Dodge, p. 4. 
Desmond Seward, The First Bourbon (Boston: 

Gambit, Inc., 1971), p. 97. 
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Philippe Duplessis-Mornay, leader of the Protestant 

ministers at the time and close confidant of Henry, was 

appalled, and briefly absented himself from Henry's 

presence. Huguenots throughout France became resentful 

and watchful, hoping that somehow their fears of renewed 

persecution were wrong. Their worries continued, even 

after the issuance of the Edict of Nantes in 1598, until 

it became clear that Henry would enforce the document of 

toleration as the law of the land. Throughout his reign, 

Henry periodically reaffirmed the provisions of the Edict, 

and, with the Huguenot Duke of Sully as the King's chief 

. . 48 

mmister, the fears gradually subsided. 

Perhaps Henry and Sully were beyond sectarian 

politics. In retrospect, it is obvious that Henry acted 

out of interest for France in the first instance, for the 

monarchy in the second, and for his former religious 

colleagues thereafter. France, as he is reported to have 

said, needed time to breathe after decades of civil 
49 intrigue bordering on anarchy. A stable monarchy was 

the appropriate means to provide that respite and Henry 

set about to build a new respect for absolutism. 

4 8 
David Buisseret, Sully and the Growth of Central-

ized Government in France, 159 8-1610 (London: Eyre and 
Spottiswoods, 1968), p. 34. 

49 
David Maland, Culture and Society in 

Seventeenth-Century France (New York: Charles Scribner's 
Sons, 1970), p. 21. 
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recognizing that his heir, not he, would reap the rewards 

of the attempt. It was Henry's conviction that the Dauphin 

would be recognized as the "principal foundation of the 

state . . . ," and when he became the one to whom " . . . 

all the lines of power within the realm should lead," 

50 there would be peace. In the meantime, there was the 

Edict of Nantes, and Henry was dedicated to enforcing 

peace by implementing that compromise solution. 

The Edict of Nantes created a situation in which 

the Huguenots became a "state within a state." Provisions 

of the Edict allowed the Huguenots to have "surety" cities, 

which were virtually independent and could be armed and 

51 defended by the sect. Many historians, including the 

52 Protestant spokesman, Charles M. Weiss, view the years 

from 159 8 to 1629 as a unit in the history of French Cal-

vinism because of the unique permissiveness of the govern-

ment toward the Huguenots. 

Buisseret, p. 202. 

51 
A translation of the complete Edict is found in 

James Fontaine, Memoirs of a Huguenot Family, trans. Ann 
Maury (New York, 1853; reprint ed., Baltimore: Genealogi-
cal Publishing Co., 1967), pp. 453-494. 

^^French historian (1812-1882), author of Histoire 
des ráfugies protestants de France, 2 vols. (Paris, 1853). 
Translated as History of the French Protestant Refugees, 
trans., Henry William Herbert, 2 vols. (New York: Stringer 
& Townsend, 1854). Weiss was awarded the "grand prix 
Gobert" by the French Academy in 1854-1855 for the work. 
See Grand Dictionaire Universel, n.d., s.v. "Weiss, Charles 
M.," Weiss, 1: 25-26. 
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The Huguenot writers of the reign of Henry IV 

adopted a position of support for the monarchy. Even 

Duplessis-Mornay, after initially fearing the implications 

of Henry's conversion to Catholicism, commented that the 

King's desires were obvious: 

Our churches enjoy, by the Grace of God and under 
the blessing of the King's edicts, a condition they 
are not disposed to change. The Gospel is freely 
preached, and not without making some way. Justice 
is dispensed to us, we have towns in which we can 
take shelter from the storm. If any infraction of 
the law occurs, our complaints are listened to and 
reparation is usually made. We might wish that in 
many localities our places of worship were nearer 
and more convenient, that we had a greater share in 
the distribution of honors and offices . . . but ^n 
these are things to be desired, not to be exacted. 

As long as Henry IV remained King and the Edict was en-

forced, the Calvinists were content, if not happy. But 

the approval rested on Henry's person. 

Henry IV was assassinated on May 14, 1610, leaving 

his queen, Marie de Medici, as regent for his young son, 

now Louis XIII. Marie began stripping Sully's treasury, 

which caused the resignation of the minister on January 26, 

1611. In the new situation, the Huguenots began to fear 

that the Edict would not be enforced in its particulars. 

As a consequence, resistance to crown authority appeared 

among elements o.f the Protestant nobility. The proposed 

^ Quoted in P. F. Willert, Henry of Navarre and the 
Huguenots of France (London and New York: G. P. Putnam's 
Sons, 1893), pp. 342-343. 
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marriage of Louis XIII to the Spanish Infanta and the 

continuance of monetary support from the court to the 

54 nobility heightened the tenseness of the situation. In 

1614, the Duke of Cond^ launched a revolt, with the expla-

nation that the population was overtaxed, the nobility 

economically destitute, and justice nonexistent. In doing 

so, he appeared to be initiating a new wave of violence. 

Such was not long the case, however, as he and other 

leaders were bought off in the Treaty of Menéhould of May 

15, 1614, which stipulated that the Estates-General would 

meet in August and conceded increased monetary grants to 

55 the nobility. As a result, when the Estates-General 

finally met in October, 1614, the 4 74 deputies, among them 

"many" Huguenots, offered the most thorough-going support 

56 for the royal government. The truce, however, proved 

temporary. 

In the decade from 1610 to 1620, a rupture developed 

between what were termed the "Huguenots of state" and the 

54 
J. Michael Hayden, France and the Estates-General 

of 1614, Cambridge Studies in Early Modern History, eds. 
J. H. Elliott and H. G. Koenigsberger (London: Cambridge 
University Press, 1974), pp. 54-73. 

Ibid., pp. 66-67. 

56 
Ibid. , pp. 74, 78-80. Accordmg to this source, 

exact numbers of the Huguenots in the Estates-General of 
1614 are unknown, but, because of crown pressures in the 
preceding summer, those identifiable Huguenots were 
generally pro-Regency. 
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5 7 
"Huguenots of religion." From 1559 on, a tenuous union 

had existed between the politically ambitious Protestant 

nobility and the bourgeoisie of the Huguenot community, 

who viewed life in France as a daily struggle to maintain 

the integrity of their religious beliefs and organizations 

At best, the alliance of the two Huguenot groups had its 

problems. Obviously, Conde and his noble associates had 

different priorities than had the bourgeoisie, who had 

benefited economically from the freedom allowed by the 

5 8 

Edict of Nantes. From the Crown's perspective, however, 

there were no such distinctions at this particular period. 

By the fact of their independence, none of the Huguenots 

could be trusted. Asthe crown saw it, given the right cir-

cumstances, Huguenot cities would cooperate with the 
59 nobility as they had done previous to 159 8. 

When Jean du Plessis, Cardinál de Richelieu, 

assumed his ministerial responsibilities under Louis XIII 

in 1624, he obligated himself to a program designed to 

enhance the effectiveness of the Crown. As part of his 

policy of enforcing royal authority, Richelieu planned to 

absorb the Huguenots into the new order by ending their 

special non-religious privileges. On this issue, he could 

57 . 
A. D. Lublmskaya, French Absolutism: The 

Crucial Phase, 1620-29, trans. Brian Pearce (Cambridge, 
Massachusetts: University Press, 1968), pp. 167-169. 

5 8 59 
Thompson, pp. 16-17. Stankiewicz, pp. 109-110 
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expect unqualified Catholic support. 

The "Red Eminence," as Richelieu was termed, and 

his original sponsor, Father Francois le Clerc du Tremblay, 

or Father Joseph, as he was known, set out to end the 

Huguenots' independence, although their reasons differed. 

Richelieu, for "reasons of state," was determined to 

eliminate or neutralize the powerful feudal nobility, 

especially the Huguenot Duke of Rohan (1579-1638).^° This 

meant that the physical strongholds of the Huguenots had 

to be brought under crown control. For his part, Father 

Joseph, for reasons of faith, sought to renew the attempt 

to stamp out heresy which had been legally forbidden by 

61 
the Edict of Nantes. The Huguenots were attacked from 

both directions, and, by the time they realized the danger 

in the Richelieu/Joseph friendship, it was too late; after 

years of sporadic warfare (1622, 1625-1626, 1627-1629), the 

last stronghold of independeht Huguenotism, La Rochelle, 

fell in 1629 to Richelieu's armies. The Grace d'Alais 

rewrote the political portions of the Edict of Nantes after 

6 0 
Richelieu treated Rohan so carefully after the 

Grace d'Alais in 1629 that the Duke was " . . . converted 
. . . into a dedicated royalist." Rohan authored De_ 
l'interest des princes et estats de la chrástiente which 
advocated "authoritarian government." The book was dedi-
cated to Richelieu. George D. Balsama, The Decomposition 
and Rebirth of Post-Reformation France (Dubuque, lowa: 
Kendall/Hunt Co., 1974), p. 168. 

Stankiewicz, p. 95. 
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that tragic city succumbed. Thus, the political inde-

6 2 
pendence of the Huguenots ended. 

In terms of Protestant theory, the 159 8-1629 period 

produced nothing significant, for the divisions in the 

Huguenot ranks prevented development of an organized body 

of thought. Also, until 1610, tolerance under Henry IV 

made political theory a subject of small concern. But, at 

the Saumur Assembly of 1611, it was obvious that the fear 

of persecution had returned, because the gathering produced 

a political statement and created an organizational plan of 

defense to take effect if the growing fears of repression 

were realized. However, no effort was made to adopt an 

anti-royalist political stance. Reflecting Calvin's idea 

that politics and religion were very different subjects, 

some Assembly members even objected to contingency plans 

of defenses, for they had no desire to intimate defiance 

to the throne, even in words. However, because fears out-

weighed complete caution, the Assembly did produce a paper 

6 3 organization. The action of the Saumur Assembly demon-

strates most noticeably the political division in the 

Huguenot camp caused by the death of their benefactor, 

Henry IV. 

^^Richard S. Dunn, The Age of Religious Wars, 1559-
1689 (New York: W. W. Norton Co., 1970), p. 134. 

6 3 
Stankiewicz, pp. 74-75. 
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Only two published Huguenot works seem worthy of 

mention during the period: these were Jean Paul Lescun's 

Apologie des églises reformees (1617/1619), and Brochet de 

la Milletiêre's Discours. The first concerned the area of 

Bearn, which, traditionally, liad a distinct status under 

the House of Navarre. The writer contended that Bearn 

was being mistreated because the province was not directly 

under the provisions of the Edict of Nantes. The second 

writing was a reply to a condemnation of the Huguenot 

Assembly of La Rochelle in 1621 by one Tilenus, who thought 

the meeting, which saw the "Huguenots of state" busy stir-

ring up anti-royalist sentiment, to be treasonous. Actually, 

the Assembly, under the Duke of Rohan, did set up a plan 

for the military defense of Huguenot cities in the south 

of France if necessity demanded, but many Huguenot cities 

declined participation in the arrangement in order to be 

judged loyal to Louis XIII. As such, the Discours is more 

theoretical than Lescun's work. Milletiere advocated the 

right to revolt if the agreement between people and King 

64 was subverted by the monarch. In the period of early 

seventeenth-century Huguenot political conformism, here 

is the only trace of the sixteenth-century Hotman and Beza 

theories still extant. Even the "Oath of Union," taken by 

representatives of the "rebellious" Huguenot towns in the 

^"^lbid., pp. 82-83. 
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1627-1629 uprising under Rohan, was noticeably pro-

monarchy: 

We solemnly protest before God that we wish to live 
and die in the obedience, subjection, and fidelity 
that we owe the king who is the legitimate and 
natural prince that God has given us. We feel bound 
to this duty by the laws of our consciences, and this 
with the benefits of his edicts, warrants, declara-
tions, and general and specific concessions that were 
made for the security and maintenance of the reformed 
churches in this realm. Inasmuch as the enemies of 
his state and our peace have violated and infringed 
them and continually strive to do so, we declare and 
protest to you that we will use all the courage and 
strength that God has given us to ensure that they 
are faithfully maintained and observed.65 

As the quotation suggests, after the Edict of 

Nantes, the majority of the Huguenots "were invariably 

fi fi 
royalist." That this was so is made more evident by the 

fact that most Huguenot cities had not joined the Rohan 

rising, and thus were even more conformist than was the 

"Oath of Union." In sum, except under extreme provocation, 

and then only to a very limited degree, the Huguenots had 

returned to their pre-St. Bartholomew Day position. 

Part III: 1629-1660 

The Grâce d'Alais amounted to a pardon disguised 

as a treaty. Cardinal Richelieu had no desire to alienate 

Louis' Huguenot subjects more than necessary. Fearing war 

William F. Church, Richelieu and Reason of State 
(Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1972), 
p. 194. 

^^lbid., p. 187. 
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with the Hapsburgs, the minister wanted French unity above 

all else. He could achieve this end if the Huguenots were 

treated with a light hand and were made to realize that 

6 7 
they survived at the behest of the monarch. Thus, the 

A 

Grace took away the surety cities of the Protestants, 

effectively removing their political independence, but, at 

the same time, leaving religious freedoms intact under 
6 8 A 

provisions of the Edict of Nantes. Viewing the Grace 
as an act of mercy, the Huguenots became "docile and 

grateful. 

Richelieu, however, had no intention of leaving 

the Huguenots forever free to pursue their own religious 

way. He saw the Grace as Henry IV had seen the policy he 

followed: a practical, but very temporary, measure. In-

deed, after taking official appointment as leading minister 

in 1624, Richelieu, according to his Testament politique, 

recalled: 

r 7 

C. V. Wedgwood, Richelieu and the French Monarchy 
(London: The English Universities Press, Ltd., 1949), p. 
69. Although Richelieu "distrusted and despised the 
Huguenots," his policy was motivated by politics, not 
religion and the sect was "punished . . . (for) pure re-
bellion." Church, p. 189. 

6 8 
Geoffrey R. R. Treasure, Cardinal Richelieu and 

the Development of Absolutism (London: Adam and Charles 
Black, 1972), p. 105. 

69 
Wedgwood, p. 69. 
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I promised to employ all my energies and all the 
authority which it pleased him to give me to ruin 
the Huguenot party, to abase the pride of the no-
bility, return all subjects to their duty, and ele-
vate his name in foreign states to the point at 
which it should be.'̂ O 

In the years after 1629, Richelieu propounded 
s 

peaceful conversion tactics as the means of bringing 

Huguenots back into the Mother Church. He consistently 

maintained the religious liberties previously granted the 
71 Calvinists, but certainly added no more to the list. 

He utilized the power he possessed over the economic sector 

to subsidize the bourgeois Huguenots in order to draw them 

toward the monarchy and away from the more rebellious noble 

72 73 

remnants of the religion. By "ruining them with peace," 

Richelieu would allow the movement, sometimes running on 

sheer hatred, to turn itself into a positive political and 

economic asset for Louis XIII and France. And he was 

marvelously successful in his plan. 

When the nobility and Crown clashed in 1631-32, 

70 
Cardinal de Richelieu, Testament politique, ed. 

Louis Andre (Paris: Robert Laffont, 1947), p. 95. 
71 
Standiewicz, pp. 114-117. Accordmg to this 

source, Richelieu appeared tolerant on the surface only, 
for he continued to allow infringements on rights pro-
tected by the Edict as long as they were not blatantly 
obvious. 

72 
Balsama, pp. 154-155. 

73 
Richelieu coined the expression m 1625. Cardi-

nal de Richelieu, Memoires, 10 vols. (Paris: Librairie 
Renouard, 1907-1931), 5: 1921, p. 187. 
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the major Huguenot cities remained pro-monarchy, which 

testified to the efficacy of Richelieu's policies.^^ 

Even under the Cardinal's successor, Jules Í4azarin, the 

bourgeois Huguenots refused to collaborate with the nobles 

in the Fronde of the 1650's.^^ Both Louis XIV and his 

chief minister noted the Protestant faithfulness to the 

throne and the latter complimented Montauban, that most 

Protestant of French cities, in these words: 

I have no cause to complain of the little flock; 
if they browse on bad herbage at least they do not 
stray away.76 

The Crown, in tribute to the Huguenot loyalty, vowed to 

77 guard their rights and privileges and carried out this 

promise in 16 52 with the Edict of Pacification, which con-

firmed all previous acts of tolerance. Although the Edict 

later was revoked because of pressure from the Catholic 

clergy, Mazarin and Louis continued a generally moderate 

7 8 
policy toward the dissenters. 

While both Richelieu and Mazarin thought it essen-

tial to placate the Calvinists, the Protestants had a good 

74 
Samuel Smiles, The Huguenots: Their settlements, 

Churches, and Industries in England and reland (New York: 
Harper and Brothers, 1868), p. 131. 

75 
Ernst H. Kossmann, La Fronde (Leiden: Universi-

taire Pers Leiden, 1954) , pp. 247-248. 
76 

Quoted in Smiles, p. 131. Also quoted in 
Stankiewicz, p. 147, n. 40. 

^^Smiles, p. 131. ^^Stankiewicz, pp. 148-149. 
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reason to cooperate with the Crown. Because of the English 

Civil War of the 1640's, the Crown became wary of possible 

revolutionary French Calvinist movements. The Huguenots, 

fearing that the Crown would repress "the faith" to avert 

possible rebellion, went far out of their way to mollify 

royal Catholic suspicion that they were treasonous. They 

were convincing, as is obvious from the fact that Mazarin, 

while distrusting Oliver Cromwell's designs, rested com-

79 fortably secure from Calvinist plots in France. 

Huguenot political theory from 1629 to 1660 may be 

said to have been either royalist or entirely comfortable 

with the original Calvinistic isolation from political sub-

jects which Hotman and Beza had modified in the sixteenth-

80 
century. This may be attributed to the fact that the 

Grace of Alais forced the movement to rely solely on the 

King for its continued existence. Four men merit brief 

attention as political spokesmen for the Huguenot cause 

in the period. André Rivet, author of Jesuita vapulans, 

and Pierre DuMoulin, who wrote Hyperaspites ou Defenseur, 

bolstered the ideal of monarchy, and especially "praised 

and extolled the clemency of Louis XIII." Moise Amyraut, 

in 1647, in his Discours de la souverainete des Roys, 

^^lbid., pp. 146-147. 

Rf) 

John B. Wolf, Louis XIV (New York: W. W. Norton 
and Co., Inc., Norton Library, 1968), p. 384. 
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condemned the "very thought of reducing the authority of 

a monarch." Louis Herault, pastor at Alencon, published 

Le Pacifique royal en deuil in 1649 and bluntly stated 

that sovereignty did not exist save "in a monarchial 

state."̂ -'-

Some political theory was preached from Calvinist 

pulpits, particularly near the charged Parisian environ-

ment. Clergymen, such as Jean Daille, Charles Drelincourt, 

and Jean Mestrézat, joined with the Protestant pamphleteers 

after the outbreak of the English Civil V/ar in 1642 in 

attempting to persuade the Crown and Catholic France that 

8 2 they were loyal subjects. 

It is interesting to note that the only major 

statements of a quasi-republican spirit during the period 

have to be attributed to the non-Huguenot Frondeur theore-

ticians and, especially, to one Claude Joly, who advocated 

parliamentary control of the monarchy and tolerance for 

minority sects in his major work, Recueil de maximes 

veritables. . . . 

81 ^ 
Stankiewicz, pp. 139-141. Herault's theory re-

flects that of Jean Bodin on the subject of sovereignty. 
According to Julian H. Franklin, Bodin thought that "by 
the very concept of a political order, a sovereign author-
ity exists and must be absolute as well as indivisible." 
Julian H. Franklin, Jean Bodin and the Rise of Absolutist 
Theory (Cambridge, England: Cambridge University Press, 
1973), p. 23. 

^^lbid., p. 139. 

8 3 
Paul Rice Doolin, The Fronde (Cambridge: 

Harvard University Press, 1935), pp. 121-134. 
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In summary, the monarchist tendency dominates the 

writings and sermons of Huguenot theoreticians from the 

Grace d'Alais to the death of Mazarin. The Protestants, 

seeing no solution in resistance, continued to support 

monarchy in hopes of survival. Even the defeat of the 

nobility in the Fronde, which should have forewarned them 

that the King need make no more concessions for their sup-

port, failed to impress upon them that their position was 

tenuous regardless of the support they demonstrated for 

the monarchy. 

When the twenty-ninth National Huguenot Synod met 

in the winter of 1659, no delegate suspected that it would 

84 be the last for the sect, But, by 1660, Louis XIV was 

"unwilling to recognize the existence of a 'Gallican 

Protestant Church' as a nationwide institution," and re-

fused permission for the national synods to continue 

85 meeting. The triumph of the supremacy of the crown was 

enough to doom the independence of the Huguenot faith. 

That fact became increasingly clear in the days of Louis' 

majority. 

^ Pierre Gaxotte, The Age of Louis XIV, trans. 
Michael Shaw (Paris: Hachette, 19 46; New York: The 
Macmillan Co., 1970), p. 207. 

^^Wolf, p. 384. 
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Part IV: 1660-1685 

With the death of Mazarin in 1661, Louis XIV 

became his own chief minister. For several years, his 

policies regarding the Huguenots continued to be those of 

Mazarin and Richelieu before him. Left alone for a time, 

the Protestants responded favorably in advocating sub-

servience to the authority of the crown, a policy which 

not only satisfied Calvinistic interpretations regarding 

political affairs, but which had become an historical 

tradition within the Huguenot ranks. But unhappy days 

were fast approaching for the Calvinists whose numbers at 

the time were approximately one and one-half million people, 

86 
within six-hundred-thirty churches. 

The King was interested in finding some sort of 

middle ground in religion upon which to base his national 

state. Personally, he felt " . . . neither anger nor bit-

8 7 
terness toward his loyal [Huguenot] subjects." His suc-

cess in locating that "middle ground," however, was minimal, 

for the majority of the Catholic clergy was determined to 

turn the monarch toward the open repression of the Protes-

tant "heresy." To be sure, there were French Catholics 

Gaxotte, p. 205. Weiss, 1: 36, says that there 
were 806 churches as of 16 37. If Gaxotte's figures are 
correct, a decline in numbers of churches must be admitted, 
and may be explained by the setbacks to the Huguenot 
nobility in the Fronde era. 

^^Gaxotte, p. 206. 
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who wanted to convert the Huguenots by reason, such as the 

famous Bishop Boussuet, tutor to the Dauphin, and men like 

Paul Hay, who advocated evangelism rather than violence in 

his Traite de la politique de France (1666).^^ In the 

initial years of his majority, the King was inclined to 

lean toward those who advocated peaceful means of dealing 

with differences of religion. That would not remain so for 

many years. 

In 1662, the Jesuit Pierre Menier wrote the Execu-

tion de l'Edit de Nantes and suggested that a strict inter-

pretation of the Edict's regulations would make life very 

inconvenient for those of Calvinist persuasion, thus con-

89 
vincing some Protestants to abjure. Shortly thereafter, 

the Explication de l'Edit de Nantes (1666) , by the legalist 

f 90 
Pierre Bernard, echoed Menier's reasonmg. For instance, 

since the Edict said nothing about Huguenot funerals being 

91 held in the daytime, they should be allowed at night only. 

^^Wolf, pp. 385-386. ^^Stankiewicz, p. 183. 

90 
Gaxotte, p. 206. 

91 . . . 
Stankiewicz, p. 183. An mteresting story is 

told of the Camisard leader, Jean Cavalier, regarding this 
specific regulation. It seems that Cavalier, on safe pas-
sage to converse with Louis XIV concerning a compromise 
solution to post-revocation violence in the south of France, 
requested the mayor of Macon grant him permission to bury 
a soldier who had died of natural causes. The mayor con-
sented, but stipulated that the burial be at night and 
"without noise." Cavalier proceeded to bury the man at 
eight o'clock in the morning with several honorary dis-
charges of musketry. The frustrated official could do 
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The Company of the Holy Sacrament, the Jesuits, and the 

Assemblies of the Clergy quickly utilized this device and 

influenced the King to limit Huguenot freedoms not ex-

9 2 
pressly given in the 1598 Edict. This was a first step 

in what one historian sees as a three-part attempt to move 

toward revocation: first, the King would limit freedoms; 

second, reconversion would be forbidden; and third, all 

93 edicts would be revoked. Therefore, by 1665, a subtle 

and effective persecution began, signaling the consummation 

of the "marriage of the ecclesiastical with the lay and 

94 absolute elements" of Frencli society. 

Louis was vulnerable to arguments that there should 

be one faith for two reasons: first, the practical needs . 

of absolute authority demanded "one God, one law, and one 

95 King," and, second, Louis was a conformist Catholic 

nothing because of Cavalier's safe passage status. Frank 
Puaux, "Les Camisards at Macon," Bulletin de la societe de 
l'histoire du protestantism francais 60 (1911), pp. 438-
4 39, as cited in Shelby T. McCloy, "Persecution of the 
Huguenots in the 18th Century," Church History 20 (Sep-
tember 19 51), p. 67. 

92 
Stankiewicz, pp. 171-179. There is controversy 

over the origins of this policy. While this statement 
represents the traditional view, others stress that the 
policy was Louis' own, arrived at with no clerical or 
church influence. See J. H. M. Salmon, "The King and His 
Conscience, the Religious Problems of Louis XIV," Part 2: 
"The Gallican Church and the Huguenots," History Today 15 
(April 1965), p. 241. 

93 94 
Stankiewicz, p. 183. Ibid., p. 177. 

^\olf, p. 388. 
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given to sporadic displays of spirituality.^^ The practi 

cal and secular aspects of the policy were made clear 

through the pressures of men like Michel Le Tellier, the 

King's Chancellor, and his son, the Marquis de Louvois. 

The spiritual element was the special domain of close 

friends, like Madame de Maintenon, the abjured Huguenot 

9 8 and later Louis' wife. These and others like them 

applied pressure on Louis XIV which ultimately would 

change " . . . the policy of severity to one of violence. 

The trend toward force is clearly symbolized in the fact 

that there were only twelve royal acts regarding the 

Huguenots from 16 60 to 16 79, whereas there were eighty-

five acts from 1679 to 1685."'"°̂  

Various legal approaches were attempted in 

„99 

96 
Salmon, p. 241. 

97 
Philippe Erlanger, Louis XIV, trans. Stephen 

Cox (New York: and Washington: Praeger Publishers, 1970), 
pp. 210-211. Originally published in French in 1965. 
According to the Huguenot minister, Jean Claude, Le Tellier 
took " . . . an extreme joy in sealing the Revocation, but 
died . . . a few days later." See Jean Claude, The Tor-
ments of Protestant Slaves in the French King's Galleys, 
and in the Dungeons of Marseilles, 1686-1707 A.D., ed. and 
trans. Edward Arber (London: Privately printed, 1906), p. 
126. Originally published as Les plaintes des protestans 
cruellement opprimez dans le royaume de France (Cologne: 
Pierre Marteau, 1686). 

9 8 
Charlotte Haldane, Madame de Maintenon, Uncrowned 

Queen of France (Indianapolis and New York: The Bobbs-
Merrill Co., Inc., 1970), pp. 137-138. 

99 100 
Wolf, p. 388. Gaxotte, p. 263. 
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converting the Huguenots prior to the revocation of the 

Edict of Nantes in 16 85. After announcing, as early as 

16 85, that he was determined that one creed should be pro-

fessed by all Frenchmen, Louis ordered the intensification 

of efforts to convert the Huguenot ministers, which had 

been one of Richelieu's pet projects. The Caise des 

Conversions was created, on the suggestion of a former 

Huguenot, Paul Pelisson, to provide a fund for the "pur-

chase" of Huguenot abjurations. Then, according to án act 

of June 17, 16 81, all children over seven years of age 

would be allowed to renounce Protestantism legally, regard-

less of the desires of their parents. Soldierly occupa-

tion of the Protestant homes followed thereafter. The 

Dragonnades were responsible for thousands of forced con-

versions as outrages were committed throughout the Huguenot 

102 areas. Repressions and violence were openly pursued, 

although it is uncertain whether Louis was aware of this 

103 aspect of the Catholic activity. Pleased with reports 

of massive numbers of conversions, Louis declared that the 

A letter from Pelisson to Languedoc Bishops 
(June 12, 1677), describing the purchasing of converts, 
and a full translation of the 16 81 act may be found in 
Fontaine, pp. 501-503, 504-505, respectively. 

"^^^Erlanger, Louis XIV, p. 211. 

10 3 
Donald Douglas, The Huguenot (New York: E. P. 

Dutton and Co. , Inc, 1954), p. 28; Gaxotte, p. 210; 
Erlanger, Louis XIV, p. 211. 
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^dj-ct was no longer necessary and revoked it at Fountaine-

bleau on Thursday, October 18, 1685. "'•̂ ^ 

Huguenot political theory from 1660 to 16 85 is a 

review of many of the same names and the same theories as 

found in the 16 50's, with only a few additions. The 

pastors Drelincourt, Amyraut, Bochart, and Daille continued 

their vocal support of monarchy and were joined by Dubosc 

and Herault in advocating submission to a King appointed 

by God. Herault, in fact, dedicated his Le pacifique royal 

en joye (16 85) to Charles II, to commemorate the Stuart's 

10 6 
restoration to the English throne. 

The outstanding Huguenot theoreticians during the 

twenty-five years before the Revocation include Jean 

Claude, Pierre Jurieu, and Elie Merlat. All of these men 

advocated "obedience to the King, right up to the fatal 

107 
year of 16 85." The well-known Guy Howard Dodge, author 

of the Political Theory of the Huguenots of the Dispersion, 

calls their testimonies favoring strong monarchy, in the 

face of persecution, acts of "desperate royalism," which, 

they hoped, would protect the Huguenots from extinction by 

•^^^Haldane, p. 166. 

105 
Salmon, p. 240. A translation of the text of 

the Revocation may be found in Fontaine, pp. 506-510. 

Stankiewicz, pp. 174-175. 

107-r, .-, T-,c: 
Ibid., p. 175. 
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10 8 
their enemies. Claude and Jurieu, however, qualified 

their royalism in that they retained the idea that a sub-

ject's spiritual conscience must not be violated by the 

109 
King. In this, they echoed the position that Calvin 

had enunciated over a century before. While, in the 

Institutes, Calvin had suggested that civil disobedience 

could be allowed the individual only on these grounds, 

he had said little other than that, for to give the in-

dividual too much freedom contained possibilities which 

the Genevan did not want to consider, given his idea of 

man's depravity. Before 16 85, both Claude and Jurieu 

followed Calvin's lead, leaving possible resistance only 

vaguely defined. In the case of Calude, he made his 

political reputation in debates with men like Bossuet over 

the subject of the continuation of the Edict of Nantes. 

He later added to his standing with an account of the 

persecutions underway in France against the Huguenots. 

As for Jurieu, author of several books, he became the fore-

most Huguenot spokesman in the period after the Revocation, 

and, eventually adopted the idea of popular sovereignty. 

^^^Dodge, p. 7. -^^^lbid. , p. 10. 

Calvin, 2: 675-676, says, "We are subject to 
the men who rule over us, but subject only in the Lord. 
If they command anything against Him let us not pay the 
least regard to it. . . ." 

111 '' 
Claude, Les plaintes des protestans cruellement 

opprimez dans le royaume de France (1686). 
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As for Merlat, the third, he had been persecuted in prison 

for his beliefs. Despite this, he wrote, in his Traite" 

sur les pouvoirs absolus des souverains,'̂ '''̂  that all must 

be endured by the righteous and that persecution must be 

passively tolerated with no thought of physical retaliation 

Interestingly, Merlat's comments were published approxi-

mately two months before the Revocation. "̂•'•'̂  Hence, he 

appears unusually submissive in reacting to the chain of 

events which was obviously leading to the drastic revoca-

tion. And, then, when he did react, it was with an extreme 

form of the same type of rationale that had motivated 

Huguenot theory for eighty years. Dodge comments that 

Merlat must be discounted as not reflective of the géneral 

attitude within French Calvinism by this time, and con-

tinues by suggesting that Calude and Jurieu best reflect 

that moderate stance to which most Huguenots subscribed. 

As the events leading to revocation escalated, even these 

two "moderates" began to question their previous stands. 

Jurieu, especially, bowed to what he considered the 

necessity of changing his perspective and, after the 

-1 -1 Q . 

Elie Merlat, Traite sur les pouvoirs absolus 
des souverains pour servir d'instruction de consolation 
et d'apologie aux eglises reformees de France qui sont 
affligees (Cologne: J. Cassander, 1685). 

113 
Dodge, pp. 7-8. 

114 
Ibid., p. 10. 
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Revocation, became an outspoken critic of Louis XIV and 

his government. 

Summary: 1562-1685 

The starting point of sixteenth and seventeenth 

century Huguenot political theorizing stemmed from the 

statements of John Calvin, himself. Calvin, in one inter-

preter's expressive terminology, affirmed that "spiritual 

government denies its own nature if it usurps the proper 

function of the secular government." This formed the 

foundation of theory for the French Huguenots. Only in 

extreme cases of religious violations by the King was the 

individual allowed to react, and then the emphasis was 

117 placed on disobedience rather than outright revolt. 

To allow the individual too much authority over God-

appointed officials would lead to chaos and subvert the 

order which God had created. 

When viewed from this perspective, the theories of 

Hotman and Beza become slight deviations from the norm. 

However, after finding comfortable friends in the 

115 
For more on Jurieu, see pp. 135-138 below. 
Duncan B. Forrester, "Martin Luther and John 

Calvin," in History of Political Philosophy, eds. Leo 
Strauss and Joseph Cropsey (Chicago: Rand McNally & Co., 
1969), p. 289. It might be noted that Calvin exerted more 
pressure on secular government in Geneva than this state-
ment would indicate. 

•"••̂ Ĉalvin, 2: 675-676. 
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Politiques, who were politically tolerant of religious 

differences, their revolutionary doctrines were tempered. 

After Henry IV, one of their own Huguenot brethren, be-

came heir apparent to the throne of France, the radicalism 

of their theories fell out of fashion with later theore-

ticians of the faith. 

Thus, for approximately a century, the strong 

emphasis in Huguenotism vis-a-vis politics was to be con-

sistently royalist or neutral. The events of the reign 

of Louis XIV shook that traditional foundation of thought, 

but, until 16 85, not enough to upset the policy of monar-

chical support. However, the men of 16 85 and after were 

put into the position of having to choose among three 

alternatives: persecution, flight, or resistance. For 

those within France who chose to stay, passive acceptance 

of the first of the three became their lot. For some, 

flight was the most comfortable way out of the dilemma. 

Others, like Jurieu, in Rotterdam at the Ecole 111ustre, 

opted for the reappraisal of the sixteenth-century Huguenot 

concepts of popular sovereignty, adding elements of radical 

secular thought which pushed far beyond the intentions of 

Calvin and the monarchomachs. And then there were some 

118 
who attempted to find the "milieu raisonable," and. 

118 / 
Jacques Abbadie, Defense de la nation britannique, 

ou les droits de Dieu, de la nature et de la sociéte 
clairement établis au sujet de la rávolution d'Angleterre, 
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while retaining the traditions of Calvin and the additions 

of the monarchomachs, sought to evolve theories of sover-

eignty and resistance which would maintain the predominant 

involvement of God as the originator and motivator of man's 

political affairs. 

Jacques Abbadie, born in France, and, eventually, 

a Huguenot pastor in Berlin and London, is an example of 

this latter position. His attempts to maintain traditional 

Christian viewpoints in an age of rising secularism demon-

strate the awkwardness and infeasibility of such a project. 

And his political statements, strained beyond logic, stand 

as testimony to the frustrations of a generation of Cal-

vinists who saw their political world crumbling around 

them, and who were having difficulty finding tools with 

which to bolster it. 

contre 1'auteur de "L'avis important aux refugies"(Londres, 
1692), p. 216. Abbadie thought of a compromise between 
absolute authority and popular sovereignty as the solution 
to political society's dilemmas. 



CHAPTER II 

LIFE OF JACQUES ABBADIE 

There are many missing links in the story of 

Jacques Abbadie, once celebrated Huguenot pastor and 

author. However, enough information has been collected 

to allow a construction of his major movements which, 

during his lifetime, took him to many of the centers of 

western Europe. Because in this study the emphasis is 

placed upon his political thinking, such lacunae as exist 

do not constitute an important problem. For appreciation 

of Abbadie's political thought, as developed in subsequent 

chapters, a synopsis of the circumstances of his life must 

come first so that the reader may observe the relationship 

between the two. 

It is generally agreed that Jacques Abbadie was 

born at Nay, in southern France/in the year 1654 to a poor 

Huguenot family. Recognized as an intelligent child, he 

was educated through the efforts of the local Huguenot 

pastors, especially the pastor at Nay and later at Orthez, 

Jean de la Placette. He studied under Placette as long as 

possible, then continued his work at Puylaurens, Saumer 

and Sedan. In 16 71, at age seventeen, he took the degree 

42 
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Doctor of Divinity from the Protestant Academy at Sedan, 

and, shortly thereafter, journeyed to Paris to seek experi-

ence within the ministry under the great Jean Claude, who 

was one of the most notable spokesmen of the Huguenots at 

the time. 

While at Paris, Abbadie began work on the Traite 

de la verite de la religion chretienne, his first major 

book. When published in 16 84, this book created Abbadie's 

reputation in the literary circles of Europe, causing even 

the famous Madame de Sevigné to comment on the uniqueness 

2 
of the thought and its presentation. In the interim, 

about 16 80, the famous Elector Frederick William of 

Information of a general nature regarding Abbadie's 
life is taken from sources such as: Alexander Chalmers, 
The General Biographical Dictionary, 1812 ed., s.v. "Abbadie, 
James." Dictionary of National Biography, 1921 ed., s.c. 
"Abbadie, Jacques (or James)."; Dictionnaire de Biographie 
Francaise, 1933 ed., s.v. "Abbadie (Jacques)."; Biographie 
Universelle, 1843 ed., s.v. "Abbadie (Jacques)." No further 
citations will be given to the very general sources, for 
all carry approximately the same material. Where there is 
specialized or controversial information, the documentation 
will be given. Also, it should be noted that no source is 
available for Abbadie's exact day and month of birth, al-
though possibilities were scrutinized in botli the British 
Museum, in London, and in the Archives Nationales, in Paris. 

De Madame de Sevigne au Comte de Bussy Rabutin, 
13^ Aout, 16 88, in Madame de Sevigne, Lettres de Madame de 
Sevigne de sa Famille et de ses amis, ed. M. Monmerque, 
14 vols. (Paris: Librairie Hachette, 1862), 8: 166. This 
is one of fifteen references made to Abbadie's work in 
sévigné's letters. All notations fall in the period 16 86-
1691 and all are highly complimentary. This source calls 
Abbadie's work "divin." 
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Brandenburg had an emissary, the Count d'Espense, placed 

in Paris to search for a minister for the recently estab-

lished Huguenot congregation in Berlin. The choice fell 

3 
on Jacques Abbadie. It may be, then, that Abbadie gained 

an advance reputation through word of his projected work 

spreading, thus accounting for his selection. 

It can be assumed that Abbadie spent some time in 

preparing to leave for Berlin. It was legally necessary 

to petition the government for permission to leave the 

country, as is obvious from the number of such petitions 

extant today in the Archives Nationales in Paris. Often, 

the process was slow and frustrating, and it may be imagined 

that Abbadie waited several months for permission to leave, 

although no petition from the Bearnese exists within the 

Archives' manuscripts. Finally, the young minister began 

the journey from France to Brandenburg. He would never 

3 
Maurice Illaire, Etude suĵ  Jacques Abbadie 

considere comme predicateur (Strassbourg: G. Silbermann, 
1858) , p. 3. 

4 
In the Archives Nationales, all such requests are 

found in the TT section of the Manuscript collections. 
Although there are numerous mentions of Bearn and of 
Abbadies and Abadies, there is no reference in any of the 
material to Jacques Abbadie. The closest one comes to a 
possible Abbadie connection in these manuscripts is found 
in a note regarding the abjuration of the Pau Huguenot 
church en masse in July, 16 85, which listed one "d'Abbadie" 
as a church official. Given the location, and especially, 
the spelling of Abbadie with two "b's," one has reason to 
suspect a connection with Jacques Abbadie. Paris, Archives 
Nationales, MSS TT3, fols. 234, 235, doc. no. 8. 
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reenter France. 

It may be that Abbadie, in his trek to his new 

home, followed the route which many exiles had taken to 

the Margravate of Brandenburg: to Frankfurt on Main, from 

whence " . . . [they] descended the Rhine to Cleves and 

from there through Halberstadt to Berlin."^ The original 

refugees settled at Alt-Landsberg, near Berlin, and moved 

into the city in 1671-72, after which they established 

7 
their church in that city. Abbadie made straight for 

o 

Berlin and arrived there in mid-16 80. 

There were some who thought he would return to 
France at one time. See p. 6 4 below. 

Monique Soubeyrand, "L'immigration huguenot a 
Berlin apré's la revocation de l'édit de Nantes" (These, 
Faculte' des Lettres de Nanterre, n.d.), p. 8. This inter-
esting work is part of the holdings of the Biblioth^que, 
Societe de l'histoire du protestantisme francais, Paris. 

Ibid. 3. 

8. 
As is common regarding these early dates, there 

is some disagreement. 16 7 8 is a date given by two sources, 
most notably: J. P. Erman et F. Reclam, Memoires pour 
servir a l'histoire des refugies francois dans les etats 
du roi, 8 vols. (Berlin: Jean Jasperå, 1782-1794), 3: 1787, 
p. 350, and Aimee Baudouin, Jacques Abbadie: Prediger der 
franzosischen Gemeinde zu Berlin in der Geschichte der 
franzosischen Literatur (Thêse, Dresden: Verlag M. oTttert 
& Co., 1939), p. 9. But dates differ as to departure of 
the previous pastor, Fornerod, indicating discrepancies 
elsewhere. Since it was the custom to entertain a poten-
tial minister as "Proposant" for a position for a short 
time before calling him to service, it seems logical to 
assume that Abbadie arrived in Berlin not long previous to 
his installation as minister, which occurred on September 
4, 16 80, according to several sources, among them J. P. 
Erman, Memoire historique sur la fondation de l'eglise 
francoise de Berlin, (Berlin, 1772), p. 4. 
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The Berlin court into which Abbadie came bustled 

with activity. The intellectual currents swirled most 

actively around the Hohenzollern family, court ambassador 

Ezechiel von Spanheim, and, later, Sophie Charlotte, 

daughter of Ernest Augustus, Elector of Hanover, and sister 

of the future George I of England. Frederick William, the 

"Great Elector," surrounded himself with men of diverse 

interests, capable of considering subjects such as " . . . 

Politics, History, Mathematics, Genealogies, Religion . . . 
9 

(and) Antiquities." Baron von Spanheim, for fifteen years 

Frederick William's gifted diplomatic servant, enhanced 

the literary and cultural scene at court, although he did 

not add to the physical attractiveness of the company. 

Sophie Charlotte was likened to another Minerva, goddess 

of V/isdom, and was conversant in several languages, includ-

ing German, Italian, French and English. Abbadie was not 

out of place with these luminaries. 

Since its foundation, the Huguenot Church of Berlin 

had met in apartments or homes, most often in the apartments 

9 y y 

Gregoire Leti, Abrege de l'histoire de la maison 
se're'nissime et e'̂ lectoralê de Brandébourg (Amsterdam: 
Robert Roger, 1687), p. 61. 

Ibid., p. 273. 

11 . ^ . . N 
Jeane Pierre Erman, Memoires pour servir a 

l'histoire de Sophie Charlotte, reine de Prusse (Berlin: 
G. F. Starcke, 1801), p. 9. 
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12 
of the Count d'Espense. The Church had enjoyed the favor 

of the Great Elector and grew under the leadership of David 

Fornerod, the first pastor, and then, under Abbadie, from 

one hundred original members to approximately two thousand 

13 
by 1690. The initial decade of growth enabled the Church 

to cease meeting in apartments and move in 16 82 into the 

chapel at the Elector's chateau, and then in 16 88 into 

the Temple de la Dorotheestadt, which was shared with the 

Lutheran and Reformed Churches. On May 1, 16 88, the 

congregation commenced services at the Dome, where it was 
1 r 

to remain until long after Abbadie's departure. The 

Huguenottenkirche, in which the present church meets, was 

built in 1705. Abbadie's initial service in Berlin, 

according to one source, was in the apartments of one 

"Baron von Poellnitz," an official at Court and a member 

of the Reformed Church. 

Abbadie was ordained as pastor of the Huguenot 

Church on September 4, 16 80, by "Monsieur Bergius, Doctor 

Erman, Memoire historique sur la fondation de 
l'eglise francoise, pp. 3-4. 

•'•'̂ lbid. , pp. 4, 10. 

14 ^ ^ f 
Paris, Bibliotheque, Societe de l'histoire du 

protestantisme francais, Schickler Collection MSS 7881, 
p. 1. 

W. F. Paul, Les refugies francais dans les etats 
prussiens (Berlin: Rudolph Gaertner, 1886) , pT 6 8. 

16 17 

Ibid. Baudouin, p. 9. 
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of Theology and the Elector's Minister in the Cathedral 

18 
Church." Bergius received aid from Messieurs Schmetau 

and Ursinus, who were also ministers of the church. 

In accepting the position, the youthful Abbadie agreed 

to preach twice each Sunday until other pastors could 

be called to aid in the ministry.^^ He fulfilled all 

responsibilities ably, showing "a great talent for the 

21 chair. . . ," 

Abbadie also found his niche in the court circles 

of scholars, and most profoundly, in the French circle 

founded by Sophie Charlotte, who had spent two years in 

court life in Paris. Abbadie not only contributed, but 

gained an advantage frora the intellectual and cultural 

gatherings in that they helped him preserve purity of 

literary form. In this milieu, Abbadie was happy indeed, 

22 for " . . . it was Paris transplanted into Berlin." A 

nineteenth century writer, R. L. Poole, commented that 

18 y' \ 
Erman et Reclam, Memoires pour servir a 

l'histoire des refugies francais dans les états du roi, 
4: 1787, p. 46. 

19 y 
Erman, Memoire historique sur la fondation de 

l'e'glise francoise, p. 6. 
Erman et Reclam, Memoires pour servir a 

l'histoire des re'fugies francois dans les états "du roi, 
4: 20. ^ 

^•^lbid., 1: 341. 

Marquie, P. F. Abbadie considere comme moraliste 
Etude sur son "Art de se connaître soi-même'"' (Thêse, 
Montauban: Forestie Neveu et Comp^, 1855), pp. 13-14. 
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Abbadie "stands . . . as the representative of . . . [the] 

union of culture and religion. . . ." at the Brandenburg 

court, and 

the tendencies which he promoted were carried into a 
wider field by the board of scholar-divines and phi-
losophers who gave their stamp to the schools founded 
for the French at the outset of the immigration: and 
these schools, in their turn, preserved the tradition 
of the colony and spread it at large among the German 
people.2 3 

In the course of carrying out his functions, 

Abbadie recognized the need of increased organization 

within the French Church in order to handle the multitudes 

of refugees pouring into Berlin as a result of ihcreasing 

socio-religious tension within France. Therefore, in 16 82, 

he requested of Frederick William the right to create a 

"Company of Elders and Deacons" according to the number of 

heads of families in the Church in earlier days. He was 

supported in the request by a Monsieur de Fuchs. Together 

25 they obtained, with some restrictions, their request. 

The Company's functions included overseeing the financial 

affairs of the Church, supervising the care of the poor, 

and maintaining good relations among the French families 

23 
Regmald Lane Poole, A History of the Huguenots 

of the Dispersion at the Recall of the Edict of Nantes 
(London: Macmillan & Co., 1880), pp. 159-160. 

24 
Soubeyrand, p. 4. 

25 . • . . V 
Erman et Reclam, Memoires pour servir a 

l'histoire des refugies francois dans les etats du roi, 
4: 32. 
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within the organization. The Count d'Espense, until 

that time treasurer of the body, gave up that responsi-

bility to the "Company."^^ The church had begun, both 

in numbers and in organization, to reflect Abbadie's 

leadership. The organization of Elders and Deacons at 

first met sporadically in Abbadie's home. Eventually it 

became regularized in meeting and remained in existence 

2 o 

m t o the twentieth century. 

Not all went smoothly for the new minister. Because 

of widespread German animosity against the French, rumor 

often attributed sinister or embarrassing motives to the 

actions of the French congregation and its leadership. 

Abbadie encountered several of these, with only two of 

significance to this study. In 16 82, Abbadie requested of 

Frederick William an official day of mourning for the 

Huguenots still in France, and the Great Elector cooperated. 

Soon thereafter, Abbadie was accused in Berlin of having 

insulted Louis XIV in a sermon. As the French king was 

not an enemy of the Prussian state at that time, the obvi-

ous intent of the rumor was to suggest that refugees might 

cause a break between the two courts, which would not be 

in the interests of Brandenburg. The French Ambassador, 

2 6 • 
Erman, Memoire historique sur la fondation de 

l'eglise francoise, p. 6. 
2 7 . 28 
Ibid. Baudouin, p. 13. 
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Francois de Pas, Comte de Rebenac, was apprised of the 

situation, and eventually even Versailles heard of it. 

However, Abbadie stopped the rumors by showing Rebenac 

tlie sermon which contained no insult to Louis. Rebenac, 

who was friendly to the Huguenots in Berlin, was not hard 

to convince, and the matter died.^^ 

Abbadie, himself, came under attack in 16 85, as 

is indicated by a letter written by the divine to the 

Elector in December of that year while on a visit to The 

Hague: 

One has written to me from Berlin that someone has 
agitated against me in a most ungenerous and unchris-
tian way in order to destroy me in my absence. . . . 
I have written to my friends in Berlin expressing the 
fact that I have preferred the interests of Your 
Highness to my own . . . and I would not be consoled 
at all if I have missed the smallest occasion to show 
my zeal for His service. Monsieur Claude can testify 
that . . . [I am] always divided between the need to 
serve my church and an ardent love and respect for 
Your Highness and I hope that Your Highness is already 
persuaded of this.30 

The letter, dated 16 December, 16 85, served to indicate the 

personal problems which Abbadie faced as a man close to 

the Elector. No indication is given of the person respon-

sible for the attack nor on what grounds it was made, 

although indications are that someone thought him damaging 

29 / 
Ibid., pp. 11-12; Erman et Reclam, Memoires pour 

servir a l'histoire des r^fugies franyois dans les eta F 
du roi, 1: 1782, p. 148, recounts the story. 

30 
Quoted by Baudouin, p. 17. 
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to the Elector's interest. It seems but a continuation 

of the problems faced by the French congregation within 

the alien atmosphere of Berlin. No further information 

is available on such problems after this date, and that 

may be attributed to the fact that the Elector voiced 

personal support and admiration of the French community 

31 as a whole at about this same time. 

Abbadie's closehess to the court appears evident 

in 16 83, when he eulogized Frederick William's daughter-

32 m-law, Elizabeth Henriette, in a funeral sermon. The 

wife of Frederick, Elizabeth Henriette, was in Abbadie's 

33 own words, a "holy princess." Cautiously feeling his 

way so as not to appear unduly flattering, Abbadie paid 

tribute which was obviously heartfelt, especially for the 

34 Prmcess' concern for the Huguenots of Berlin. 

31 
Ibid., p. 12. 

32 
Jacques Abbadie, Sermon sur ces paroles de 1'Apocalypse, Chap. 14, 

qui 
Car 

meruent au Seigneur 
des maintenant ils Î 

oeuvres les 
son Altesse 

V. 13; 
Oui , 

Bienheureux sont les morts 
pour certain, 

se réposent de leurs 
suivent. Prononcé 
Sérénissime Madame 

a l'occasion 
la Princesse 

, dit l'Esp: 
travaux & 
de la mort 
Electorale 

rit: 
leurs 
de 
de 

Brandébourg (Cologne sur la Spree; George Schoults, 
1683) . 

33 . 
Ibid., p. 11. 

34 
Ibid., Quite often in his writings, Abbadie 

directly disclaimed any intention to flatter the famous 
and/or important personages of whom he spoke. However, 
he went to such lengths at times as to become suspect 
of tliat which he denied. 
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Abbadie was exceedingly busy in 16 84. He was in-

strumental in gaining for the church the right to its own 

interpretation of ecclesiastical law, according to the 

French tradition. This meant that affirmation of the 

exiles' custom had to be obtained from only one court 

. . 35 
minister. In addition, one Gabriel d'Artis was appointed 

as second pastor to the church and was ordained at the 

hands of Abbadie in the Church of the Dome on February 1.^^ 

This appointment worked out poorly because d'Artis proved 

argumentative and disruptive of church unity. One source 

remarks that he "resembled Abbadie very little," "had a 

troubled spirit," and created quarrels with everyone he 

37 
met. However, the addition enabled Abbadie to spend 

more time on his writing and in the service of the general 

refugee community. Dr. Abbadie had been writing ever since 

he had begun the Vindication of the Truth of the Christian 

Religion in 16 76. He continued the practice in Berlin and 

journeyed to Holland at least four times, in 16 84, 16 85, 

16 86, and 16 88, to see his works through the publishers 

and, on occasions, to serve as Frederick William's emissary 

35 y 
Erman, Memoire historique sur la fondation de 

l'eglise francoise, p. 8. 
Ibid. 

37 , ^ . . N 
Erman et Reclam, Memoires pour servir a 

l'histoire des refugies francois dans les états du roi, 
3: 35 8-359. However, the minister cooperated with Abbadie 
in resisting a change in pastoral status in 16 88-16 89. 
See pp.59-60 below. 
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to the refugees there. It seems that he was sent by 

the Elector to enlist useful converts to the Elector's 

service, for the Huguenot minister stated in a letter of 

December, 16 85, that he had talked with Jean Claude, espe-

cially, but had been unable to convince him to journey to 

39 
Brandenburg. In the years following, as pressures on 

the Huguenots in France increased, Abbadie's obvious con-

cern for their plight must surely have broadened Frederick 

William's own interest in the French religious minority. 

As the months moved on toward the ultimate revoca-

tion of the Edict of Nantes, Abbadie and his protector, 

Frederick William, became more and more attentive to the 

situation in France. There is some logic in thinking that 

Abbadie might have influenced Frederick William in his 

decision to announce, in the Edict of Potsdam of October 

29, 16 85, that the gates of Brandenburg were open to the 

exiles of France. It is certainly true that the Great 

Elector knew and respected Abbadie well, and, in fact, the 

Elector and his family attended services often in the 

palace chapel, interested always in hearing the great 

3 8 
Biographie Universelle, 1843 ed., s.v. "Abbadie 

(Jacques)," I: 24. Also, for the 16 85 date, see Baudouin, 
p. 17. 

39 
Baudouin, p. 15. Also noted m R. P. Niceron, 

Memoires pour servir a l'histoire des hommes illustres 
' ™ ' ' ' • ' ' • • - • • • • • M * ^ - • . , . • M I I I I • - • . 1 . 1 . I • - .,1 I . 1 1 • I ..1111 - , . _ l I — I . I.. — - . • • I _ . , M ^ 

dans la rfepublique des lettres avec un catalogue raisonne 
de leur ouvrages, 43 vols. (Paris, Briasson, 1727-1745), 
33: 1736, pp, 381-382. 
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rhetoric of the Huguenot minister. It is possible that 

Abbadie may have been involved in the education of the 

Elector's family, for several members of the French congre-

gation were responsible for such. In addition, Abbadie 

was very visible as an advocate of the Huguenot community 

in Berlin and often advised the Elector on court appoint-

ments made from the ranks of the Calvinists.^^ 

As the numbers of refugees increased in Brandenburg, 

Abbadie and his fellow ministers found themselves utilizing 

every spare minute preparing for their comrades. To allo-

cate the work fairly and effectively, the different leaders 

took responsibility for refugees from particular areas in 

France: 

The Count of Beauveau and Monsieur de Briquemault 
interested themselves in the refugees of the Isle de 
France and of Champagne, Mr. de Gaultier took care of 
those from Languedoc, Mr. d'Anche cared for the 
Anjevins and the Poitou residents, and Mr. Abbadie 
cared for those from Bearn.̂ -'-

This arrangement continued to form the foundation of assist-

ance to the French refugees coming to Berlin until Abbadie 

left in 1689. 

By far the most illustrious of the refugees leaving 

France was the Duke of Schomberg, who came to the Branden-

burg capital in the summer of 16 87. Once beloved of 

40 
Baudouin, pp. 19-20. 

41 y . ^ 
Erman et Reclam, Memoires pour servir a 

l'histoire des refugies francois dans les etats du roi, 
2: 34. ^ 
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Louis XIV, Schomberg had been to Portugal "to command the 

armies of the Portuguese King during the war of liberation 

42 
agamst Spam." Because of his Huguenot beliefs, he 

dared not return to France, but rather journeyed to Berlin, 

perhaps via England, and arrived there in June 16 87. 

Upon entering the Great Elector's city, this soldier of 

fortune, reminiscent of the bold generals of the Thirty 

44 
Years War, met a deputation from the Berlin French Church, 

made up of the "three elder pastors of the church: Abbadie, 

45 de Gaultier, and Ancillon. . . ." According to one 

4 6 source, Schomberg became a member of the church, thus 

enhancing the prestige of the body, for the old soldier 

was well-known and respected throughout court circles in 

Europe. 

On March 9, 16 88, the Elector Frederick William 

died. Sadness spread as quickly as the news, for this 

royal personage, equipped not only with political expertise. 

John B. Wolf, Louis XIV (New York: W. W. Norton 
& Co., Inc., 1968), p. 647, n. 23. 

43 
Ibid., p. 396. Wolf makes no reference to Berlin, 

which is certainly an omission of proportions. 
44 
Ibid., p. 647, n. 23. 

45 ^ . . ^ 
Erman et Reclam, Memoires pour servir a 

l'histoire des refugies francois dans les etats du roi, 
2: 220. '^ 

46 y 
Erman, -Memoire historique sur la fondation de 

l'eglise francoise, pp. 15-16. 
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but also human compassion and concern, had been the main-

stay of the French refugees for a decade. Four years 

before, Abbadie had penned his famous Panegyric to the 

Margrave of Brandenburg praising his unselfish, benevolent 

. . 47 
spirit. During those same years , Frederick William had 

proven himself time and again the caretaker for the suf-

fering groups of exiles and had prepared for the eventual 

transition of power by giving his son, Frederick, some 

sage advice: 

You must become a true father to the people, and 
without consideration of religion, to those whom 
God has given you as subjects.'^S 

It seems not unreasonable to assume that Abbadie must have 

worried a great deal over how the heir to the throne would 

respond to the advice. 

The new sovereign, Frederick III, proceeded to 

imitate the Great Elector in his treatment of his French 

subjects, thus maintaining Brandenburg as a refuge for those 

fleeing France. Eventually, Frederick III, or, later, 

Frederick I, as King in Prussia, reaffirmed the Edict of 

49 
Potsdam in the Edict of May 1, 16 89. Although it must 

have been comforting to find that the new monarch was 

Jacques Abbadie, Panegyrique de Mgr. l'Elector 
de Brande'bourg (Rotterdam: R. Leers, 1684). 

48^ w ^ o Soubeyrand, p. 2. 

49 /• 
Erman, Memoire historique sur la fondation des 

colonies francaises, p. 33. 
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trustworthy, Abbadie and his Huguenot colleagues faced 

serious division within the leadership of the French Church 

itself, a disturbing fact which ultimately led to Abbadie's 

departure from Berlin. 

According to numerous biographical sketches, 

Abbadie left Berlin in 16 89 because of his respect and 

love for Marshal Schomberg, who was going to England with 

50 
William III. As one source has it, the death of the 

Great Elector 

. . . seems to have spoilt the charm of his adopted 
home; not that he had anything but happy feelings 
towards his successor. . . . 

and subsequently 

. . . though the Elector was a friend, yet the vener-
able and admirable Schomberg was a dearer one; and at 
the Marshal's pressing invitation, he accompanied him 
to Holland and England.51 

However, it is clear that the matter is more complex than 

the preceding would indicate. As early as 16 87, the Church 

Council had been in open discussion over the problems of 

church ritual and pastoral ranking. This was caused by 

the advent of older pastors from France who claimed that 

French ritual as contained in the Discipline of the Reformed 

Churches of France should be followed precisely and that 

50 . . 
Illaire, p. 4; David Carnegie Agnew, Protestant 

Exiles from France, chiefly in the Reign of Louis X V, or 
The Huguenot Refugees and Their Descendants in Great 
Britain and Ireland, 2 vols. 3rd ed. (N.p.: By the Author, 
1886), 1: 224. 

51 
Agnew, I: 22 4. 
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the number of years in the ministry, and not just in the 

Berlin Church, should be used for pastoral ranking purposes 

This would have had the effect of reducing the position of 

Abbadie, and he refused to cooperate with the Council when 

it suggested compliance with the Discipline in 16 88. 

Hoping to bypass controversy, the Council postponed action 

until 16 89, at which time Abbadie was asked to sign the 

"Confession of Faith" of the Discipline once again. Again 

he refused, as did his colleague, d'Artis. Shortly there-

after, Frederick III was asked to mediate and he eventually 

demanded that all pastors subscribe to the French Disci-

52 

pline. It no longer concerned Abbadie, for he had re-

quested his passport and left the country some time between 

the original 16 89 request, which came about May 1, and the 
53 Elector's demands, dated in December. The other non-

conforming minister, d'Artis, refused Frederick III's 

52 
Baudoum, pp. 20-21. 

53 
Controversy exists on the exact time of departure 

Baudouin, p. 21, indicates that Abbadie left in the Summer 
of 16 88, which can be discounted given the fact that 
Abbadie was not in London with William III at the outset 
of the Revolution. Soubeyrand, p. 27, indicates that he 
protested his signature as of May 1, 16 89, while the 
problem still seethed. Abbadie left before the problem 
ended with a December 7 order from the Elector Frederick 
that the French Discipline would be followed, according to 
Baron F. D. G. Schickler, "Eglises—Berlin," Schickler 
Collection Manuscript Ŝ̂ -'-, p. 1, Bibliotheque, Société de 
l'histoire du protestantisme fran^ais, Paris, France. 
Therefore, the conclusion must be that he left some time 
after May 1, 16 89, but before December 7 of the same year. 
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demands and was eventually removed from his post. 

Although it appears that Abbadie left Berlin in a 

huff, his ministry had not been in vain. As one authority 

on Huguenot Refugee experiences put it a century later: 

Abbadie . . . [and others] . . . inspired an useful 
emulation and their sermons became the models in a 
time when the Germans could have offered no more.55 

It should be noted that, during these years, 

Abbadie's literary work had expanded. In 16 80, he had pub-

lished four sermons under the title Sermons over Diverse 

Scriptural Texts. In 16 84 came his Panegyric to the 

57 
Great Elector and his two-volume Treatise on the Truth 

5 8 of the Christian Religion, with a third volume, Treatise 

59 on the Divinity of Our Lord Jesus Christ, added in 1689, 

54 \ ^ . 
Eugene et Emile Haag, eds., La France protestante, 

2nd ed., 6 vols. (Paris, 1846-1859; Paris: Librairie 
Sandoz et Fischbacher, 1877-1888), 1: 1877, pp. 406-407. 
Suspended several times for various reasons, he was re-
moved for the last time in 1715, left Berlin for good, and 
died in London several years later. 

Erman et Reclam, Memoires pour servir a 
l'histoire des refugies francois dans les etats du roi, 
4: 29-30. * 

Jacques Abbadie, Sermons sur divers textes de 
l'ecriture (Leyde, 1680). 

57 X ^ 
Idem, Panegyrique de Monseigneur de Brandebourg 

(Rotterdam: R. Leers, 1684). 
Idem, Traite' de la verite de la re^ligion 

chretienne, ou l^n etablit la réligion chré^tiennê par 
ses propres caracteres, 2 vols. (Rotterdam: RT Leers, 
1684). 

59 >• ^ • 
Idem, Traite de la divinite de notre seigneur 

Je'sus-Christ (Rotterdam: R. Leers, 1689). 
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shortly after his departure from Berlin. In 16 85, the 

Study on the Real Presence of the Body of Jesus Christ 

in the Eucharist was published. He must have taken some 

satisfaction, as he left, on the extent of this theological 

output. 

England had been cognizant for years that increas-

ing Protestant problems in France might affect her own 

future. The general spirit of the land seems to have 

favored a tolerant attitude toward the refugees, but two 

considerations particularly disturbed the English monarchy: 

first, resident Huguenots, originally considered friendly 

to the Stuart family, had proven themselves untrustworthy 

by leaning to the parliamentary cause in the Rebellion of 

the 1640*s; and, second, both Charles II and James II, in 

addition to their own preferences for Catholicism, had too 

much to gain in maintaining good relations with Louis XIV 

to aid those fleeing from the land of the Sun King. 

Therefore, the monarchy and the English people watched 

carefully the events unfolding in France previous to the 

Revocation. 

Idem, Reflexions sur la presence reele du corps 
de Jesus-Christ dans 1'euchariste, comprises en diverses 
lettres (La Haye: Abraham Troyel, 1685). 

^-^Poole, p. 192. 

6 2 
W. Cunningham, Alién Immigrants to England 

(London: Swan Sonnenscheint Co., Ltd., 1897), p. 226. 
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After the French Edict of June 17, 1681, which 

lowered tlie acceptable age for the conversion of French 

Protestant children to Catholicism from twelve to seven 

years, the English population demanded that their monarch 

take action. Even Sir Henry Savile, English ambassador at 

Paris, advocated a policy designed to attract refugees. 

So, within two months after the Edict, Charles reluctantly 

issued a proclamation offering refuge to the French Protes-

fí 3 

tants willing to come to England. Both Charles II and 

James II attempted collections to benefit the newcomers, 

64 with Charles amassing £200,000 for that purpose. England 

was in the refugee business. Before it was over, 80,000 

to 100,000 refugees would arrive in the British islands. 

When William succeeded Charles and James, he was 

inclined to favor the refugees because of his Protestantism 

and his military needs. His home state, the Netherlands, 

had opened her arms beyond all expectation to the waves of 

immigrants in 16 85, even going so far as to build housing 

for one hundred thousand families. Their coming proved to 

be a beneficial economic investment. Also, more than 3,000 

^ - ^ l b i d . , p p . 2 2 6 - 2 2 7 . 

64 / 
Samuel B a s t i d e , L ' e x o d e des l iuguenots (Vennes-

sous-Lausanne, 1959), p. 36.' 

Ibid. However, the number is set at 40,000 to 
50,000 in Scoville, p. 409. The figures in the body of 
this pâper represent the most commonly cited. 
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troops out of 15,000 in William's army were French, many 

of whom had been soldiers in Louis' army, and 736 of which 

had served the French King as officers.^^ 

William was also encouraged to positive action by 

leading figures within the Huguenot camp, among them the 

aforementioned Pierre Jurieu. Jurieu, as one of the 

Huguenot emigrants' most ardent champions, wrote to the 

English monarch recommending the refugees to his care. 

William replied: 

Rest assured that I will neglect nothing, within my 
power, to protect and further the Protestant religion. 
God will, I trust, enable me to do so; and may I de-
vote the remainder of my life to the advancement of 
his glory.6 7 

Accordingly, William and Mary took the refugees 

under their care, utilizing available funds, creating an 

annual grant in 1696 of £12,000 for general disbursement 

to the French community, and another ii3,000 for ministers, 

entrusting monetary administration to the "French Committee," 

or "Little Committee," as it was often called, and pursuing 

an overall program to aid the displaced French sectarians. 

Queen Anne's reign saw the passing of a General Act of 

6 8 
Naturalization which brought the policies to completion. 

There is no information to indicate the exact date 

of Abbadie's arrival in England. Although the majority of 

Weiss, 1: 267. Ibid., p. 272. 

6 8 
Cunningham, pp. 231-232. 
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sources indicate that Schomberg and Abbadie traveled to-

gether to the Netherlands and England, another source 

states that Schomberg went to England with William, which 

69 would have been in October, 1688. As cited earlier, 

indications point to Abbadie leaving Berlin after May 1, 

16 89, and certainly before December of that year. As with 

so many details in Abbadie's life, there is simply no 

exact documentation to settle the problem. 

It appears, according to the Protestant historian 

Weiss, that some French Catholics, impressed with the 

moderation of the author in his Vindication of the Truth 

of the Christian Religion, thought that the Protestant 

minister might accept Catliolicism and return to France, 

but Abbadie dashed those hopes when he journeyed to join 

. . 70 
Schomberg in the British camp. 

It must be assumed that Dr. Abbadie spent only a 

short time in his new homeland before he journeyed to 

Ireland. There is only flimsy evidence that he went imme-

diately with Marshal Schomberg when William sent the latter 

to Ireland to quell a Jacobite conspiracy in the last 

71 months of 1689, it being equally possible the men met 

in Ireland after traveling from England at separate times. 

^^Niceron, 33: 382. ^^Weiss, 1: 149. 

71 
The very general sources indicate this, based on 

no evidence that could be verified in governmental docu-
mentary depositories. 
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The records are silent on the subject of Abbadie's 

experiences in his introduction to Ireland. In fact, 

there is no evidence as to his duties with the Marshal, 

liis presence at the Battle of the Boyne on July 1, 1690, 

or the specific time he returned to England. He did serve 

as a Chaplain of a French cavalry regiment, as can be dis-

72 cerned from a treasury petition and reply requesting and 

73 grantmg payment for services rendered. Given his pre-

vious record, it may be assumed that Abbadie served the 

French regiment and the Marshal equally well. Surely, he 

must have been crushed by the death of his friend in the 

battle, although Schomberg was eighty-one years old at the 

time, Abbadie might well have wondered about his future 

in a strange land without the aid of his benefactor. 

After his return to England, Abbadie served as one 

of the ministers of the French Church of the Savoy in 

London for seven years, from 1692 to 1699. Certainly, he 

must have been selected because of his ministerial and 

theological experience and reputation, for a contemporary 

observer stated that, generally. 

^^Great Britain, Public Record Office, Calendar 
of Treasury Books, vol. 13 (1691), p. 118: 31 August, 
"Memo to Mr. (Charles) Fox." 

^•^lbid. , p. 148: 7 October, "Memo to Mr. (Charles) 
Fox." 
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. . . it was not upon the account of merit that cer-
tain Ministers were appointed to serve their (Fr.) 
congregation: Merit was principallv regarded only 
in the Chappel [sic] of the Savoy.^^ 

The Savoy was the chief of the twenty-two French churches 

in the city and did bow to the Anglican liturgy, although 

75 French was used in the service. 

Abbadie served the Savoy ably and is described by 

one biographer as a "model to the English preachers, who 

loved to inspire themselves with his fine Treatise on the 

Truth of the Christian Religion and "flocked to hear him."^^ 

Most general sources refer to his zeal and devotion in the 

exercise of his ministerial responsibilities. While at 

77 the Savoy, Abbadie wrote his Panegyric to Queen Mary, in 

which he eulogized the Queen for her charity and Christian 

regard for the refugees. It is likely that he delivered 

this oration at the Savoy, because it was delivered shortly 

after Mary's death in 1694. 

There is a question as to Abbadie's ecclesiastical 

status vis-a-vis the Anglican Church. There appears to be 

no record in official files of a denization by Abbadie in 

74 
Henri Misson de Valbourg, Memoirs and Observations 

in His Travels over England, with Some Account of Scotland 
and Ireland, trans. Mr. Ozell (London: D. Browne, 1719), 
p. 85. 

^^lbid., p. 232. ^^Weiss, 1: 310. 

7 7 
Jacques Abbadie, Panegyrique de Marie, reine 

d'Angleterre et d'Ecosse, decedee â Kensington le 28 
decembre, 1694 (Amsterdam: Nicolas Parmentier, 1695). 
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1689 or 1690 as one might expect. Instead, conflicting 

reports indicate that he entered the English church shortly 

7 8 
after 1694. A statement in an article on another 

Huguenot alleges that Abbadie " . . . had taken orders in 

79 
the English church. . . . " As for indications from 

Abbadie himself, evidently all that has survived are 

several instances in which he expressed agreement with the 

use of the English liturgy, without, however, stating out-

80 right that he had become an Anglican. In the absence of 

unassailable verification, then, we are not able to state 

beyond doubt that he entered the established church. 

Whatever his status in the English ecclesiastical 

world, Abbadie obviously felt solicitous to serve his 

adopted monarch. Not only did he write the panegyric men-

tioned above, but, in 1692, he published a defense of the 

1688 revolution, entitled Defense de la nation 

Smiles, p. 302. 

79 
"An English Pension Paid to Jacques Saurin," in 

"Notes and Queries," Proceedings of the Huguenot Society 
of London 31 (1888-1891), p. 343. . 

80 
Abbadie, in at least three places, indicated 

this. First, in a letter to Archbishop King of Dublin, 
in 1704 (See p. 78 below), then in "La sjience du chretien," 
a sermon preached about the same time, precise date un-
known, in which a plea for unity of the reformed churches 
is found, and, finally, in the fact that he published a 
translation of the English liturgy into French in 1719. 
The latter was not located despite efforts to do so. For 
the sermon mentioned, see Jacques Abbadie, "La s^ience du 
chretien," in Sermons et pane'gyriques de M.J.A., 3 vols. 
(N.p., Franj ois Changuion, 1760), 2: 290-398. 
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81 

britannique. It may have been his work on the revolu-

tion that' brought him to the attention of William origi-

nally, for the Dictionaire de Biographie Francaise states 

that he was given the title of Pastor of the Savoy. for 

82 
his work aiding the King. In 1696, he produced another 

book with obvious political overtones, Histoire de la 

derniere conspiration d'Angleterre.^^ This work, the 

result of research based upon official papers provided by 

the Earl of Portland and Secretary of State Sir William 

84 
Trumbull, certainly was accomplished with the King's 

consent and perhaps by royal appointment in reward of the 

service to William already performed by Abbadie. The sub-

ject was the so-called "Assassination Plot" of 1696, in 

which William escaped harm when the details of the con-

spiracy became known to the court. At this point, its 

importance is in suggesting a continuing tie between the 

Savoy minister and William's court. William was not 

81 / 
Jacques Abbadie, Defense de la nation brittanique, 

ou les droits de Dieu, de la nature et de la societ^ 
clairement établis au sujet de la revolution d'Angleterre, 
contre l'auteur de "L'avis important aux re'̂ fugiés" (Londres, 
1692). 

^^1: 46. 

8 3 \ 
Jacques Abbadie, Histoire de la derniere 

conspiration d'Angleterre avec le dátail des diverses 
entré'prises contre le roi et la nation qui ont precede 
ce dernier attentat (Londres: W. Redmayne, 1696). 

84 
Chalmers, p. 12. 
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averse to using favorable "propaganda" to enhance his 

85 
political position, and Abbadie, consciously or not, 

fit William's needs along those lines. 

William certainly had reason to appreciate the 

services of the French divine. The faithfulness of the 

minister to the cause of William's monarchy is reflected 

in every reference he made in his writings on the situa-

tion in England. The King's Warrant Book of 1695 cites 

a payment for a "Mr. Abbadie" of &10 from the late Queen's 

86 
pension and charity fund. If this was our Mr. Abbadie, 

one would have to assume that the pension was granted and 

paid for several years prior to the 16 95 reference, because 

Mary had been dead for a year. Abbadie also had reason to 

hope that he would be blessed by an ecclesiastical living 

for his direct service to the King in his two quasi-

political works cited above. 

During his service at the Savoy, Abbadie found time 

to publish a major treatise in 1692 entitled L'Art de se 

85 
See Lois G. Schwoerer, "Propaganda in the Revolu-

tion of 1688-89," American Historical Review 82 (October 
1977), pp. 843-874). Although Abbadie is not mentioned 
here, this article is an interesting consideration of a 
subject, which according to Schwoerer, has "not been 
systematically treated." (p. 843). 

86 
Great Britain, Public Record Office, King's 

Warrant Book, vol. 18 (1695) : 25 June, "Notice for Mr. 
Abbadie to be paid. . . . " 
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<^^ . , ^ 87 

connaitre soi'meme. He also managed to prepare, preach, 

and publish a number of his sermons touching on theological 

subjects. Although one may doubt the statement of the his-

torian Weiss that Abbadie "ran the best part of his 

literary career" while at the Savoy,^^ it can be seen that 

it was a productive period for the minister. 

By 1699, Abbadie was ready for a change of scenery, 

or climate, or both. According to most sources, the divine 
complained often about his health and always associated it 

89 with the climate of southern England. There may be some 

truth to this, for, even years later in Ireland, he had 

bouts with what he called "colik" and complained that he 

became ill and inactive " . . . when the Nordest [sic] wind 

90 blows never [sic] so little. . . . " Therefore, the re-

ports of his desiring a change in climate may be true, 

although there are some doubts. Abbadie seemed ready for 

an advancement in rank and may have chosen the rationale 

of health to begin inquiry into a position in Ireland. It 

seems even more likely when one ponders the fact that 

87 . * . -* 
Jacques Abbadie, L'Art de se connoitre soi-meme, 

ou la recherche des sources de la morale (Rotterdam: P. 
vander Slaart, 1692). 

Weiss, 1: 310. 

89 
All general sources make some comment about this. 

90 
Jacques Abbadie to Archbishop King, 17 July 1724, 

King Correspondence, Trinity College Manuscript Collection, 
Dublin, Ireland. 
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Ireland's climate was certainly similar to that of England 

and, hence, should have been equally as detrimental to an 

afflicted constitution. Whatever the reason, it is clear 

that Abbadie wanted out of London. 

Two letters exist in the Public Records Office in 

London on the subject of Abbadie's desire for a different 

appointment. The first is dated January 23, 169 7, and is 

addressed to the Lord Justices of Ireland. Signed by 

William Trumbull, it reads: 

My Lords -
The King having a very good opinion of M. James 
Abadie [slc], a French Protestant Minister, who has 
been in England for some time, and being so well 
pleased with some services done by him as to design 
him a Recompense has thought fitt, for them, to com-
mand me to signify his pleasure to your Lords that 
you should conferre on him some Dignity or Benefice 
of value in the Church of Ireland, upon the first 
opportunity that presents, His Majesty's intention 
therein being to give him a marke of his favour and 
Royall Bounty towards him.^^ 

The second letter, dated September 16, 169 7, from Trumbull 

to Earl Galway says: 

I did by His Majesty's order, recommend to the Late 
Lords-Justices of Ireland Mr. Abbadie, a French Protes-
tant Minister, for some preferment in the Church there, 
he having qualified himself for it, but nothing being 
yet done for him, as he informed me, I take this oppor-
tunity to acquaint your Lords of His Majesty's gracious 
intentions toward him, and to move you in his favour. 

91 
Great Britam, Public Record Office, State Papers 

Domestic Entry Book, vol. 99 (1697): 23 January, Sir 
William Trumbull to Lord Justices of Ireland. 
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that in case the division aforesaid of St. Michan's 
parish be made, you will pledge, if you think fitt, 
to bestow on him one of the remaining portions.9 2 

The issues suggested in these letters are several. 

First, the letters indicate directly a connection between 

William III and Abbadie. Second, Abbadie's two quasi-

political publications opened very real opportunities for 

the minister, whether he intended them to, or not. Third, 

the date on the first letter is interesting, given the 

fact that Abbadie's Conspiracy work had just been published, 

Tliis latter point may indicate two possibilities: Abbadie 

may have applied for a better position at a very convenient 

time, indicating some political opportunism, or William 

may have suggested the recompense, as Trumbull states, as 

an unsolicited gesture of gratitude for the divine. If 

the latter is so, it seems strange that William would 

shuttle a man off to Ireland without consultation. Fourth, 

and last, the second letter indicates Abbadie's impatience. 

There is a sense of frustration inherent here concerning 

the delay. Certainly, the letters raise several questions 

about thé entire transfer of positions. 

According to numerous sources, William wished to 

give the Huguenot minister the Deanery of the famous St. 

Patrick's, Dublin, but for want of Abbadie's facility in 

^^lbid., 16 September 1697, Sir William Trumbull 
to Earl of Galway. 
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9 3 English, couldnot grant him the important position. 

An interesting question arises at this point: Why 

should Ireland be the place? There are many possible 

answers to that. In his book, Clergy and Society, 1600-

1800, A. Tindal Hart explains that tlie excess of applicants 

in England limited possibilities there. The "universities 

were now turning out more ordination candidates, whether 

fellows or not, than the Church could quickly absorb. . . .' 

In addition, Hart asserts that, in the first half of the 

eighteenth century, there were fewer benefices because of 

the practice of holding small ones in plurality. He esti-

94 mates the average living was "no more than £30." England 

most certainly must have been overcrowded as to preferment, 

but Anglican Ireland probably was less so. Norman Ravitch, 

in Sword & Mitre, noted that as late as 1800 this was true: 

. . . in Ireland it (the Established Church) comprised 
no more than one-tenth of the population. The Irish 
sees, thus, were high-paying sinecures for the most 
part—especially in the West and South of the Kingdom 
where conformists to the established Church were 
scarce indeed. . . . The best benefices in the Irish 
Church were either in the patronage of the Crown and 
its viceroys or in that of laymen. . . .^^ 

9 3 
The general sources are almost unanimous m their 

verification of this statement. 
"̂̂ A Tindal Hart, Clergy and Society, 1600-1800 

(London: Church Historical Society, 1968), pp. 63-69. 

95 
Norman Ravitch, Sword and Mitre, Government and 

Episcopate in France and England in the Age of Aristocracy 
(The Hague: Mouton and Co., 1966), p. 137. 
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Thus, availability seems the most likely explanation 

of his appointment. However, his verbal deficiency in 

English restricted the possibilities. This may explain 

why the King shuttled him off to a point far from the 

Court's true concern. It is also possible that Abbadie 

contributed to the selection of the ultimate destination 

by agitating excessively and becoming a nuisance to the 

Court. As Ravitch again points out, Ireland was a "safety 

valve" for English ecclesiastical preferments: "Another 

motive for promoting men to the Irish episcopates was the 

96 need to be rid of them in England." 

Finally, there had been some pressure after 1690 

to have French Protestants settled in Ireland. Frenchman, 

such as the Marquis Ruvigny, later First Earl Galway, re-

97 quested that their former countrymen be settled there. 

In 169 7, a pamphlet proclaiming "The True Way to Render 

Ireland Happy and Secure" suggested that settling French 

Protestants in Ireland would solve all problems in that 

9 8 land. In a most interesting way, the author outlines 

the English concept of Irish problems and concludes: 

^^lbid., p. 138. 

9 7 
Marquis de Ruvigny to M. de Mirmand, December, 

1691, Court Collection, Bibliothêque, Societe de l 'histoire 
du protestantisme francais, Paris. 

9 8 
"The True Way to Render Ireland Happy and Secure 

or A Discourse wherein 'tis shown, that 'tis the Interest 
both of England and Ireland, to Encourage Foreign 
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I'm for gaining as many useful foreigners as possible 
and if we cou'd draw in great numbers of the French 
Protestants, this would be an Act of great Charity to 
them, a great blow to the French King, and the greatest 
kindness that we can do ourselves.99 

The same pamphlet emphasized the impact of the "many men 

of Letters among them," renowned for "their good Breeding 

and Civility," who could influence the "ruder" Irish 

toward "a more Human Way of Living; and thus drive them 

from that Native Barbarity, which has been a great Cause 

of their former Rebellions." Thus, there may even have 

been a politico-religious link in the appointment of a 

French "man of letters" to a position in rugged Ireland. 

Since Abbadie had become a spokesman for the political 

status-quo in the British Isles, this seems the more 

probable. 

Jacques Abbadie, Doctor in Theology, minister to 

Royalty, Peerage, and commoner, friend of Generals, Dukes 

and servants, spokesman for God, Governments, and Charity, 

with publications internationally known, was given a pre-

ferment in Ireland, at Killaloo, in County Clare. He was 

Protestants to Plant in Ireland. In a letter to the Right 
Honorable Robert Molesworth, one of His Majesty's Honour-
able Privy Council in Ireland, and one of the members of 
the Honourable House of Commons, both in England and 
Ireland" (Dublin: Andrew Cook and Eliphal Dobson, 1697). 

99 
Ibid., p. 27. 

Ibid., pp. 9-10. 
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installed as Dean of Killaloo on May 13, 1699. •'•̂•'̂  

As to Killalow [sic] 'tis in Munster, and I cannot 
pretend to be much acquainted with it. But, for all 
I can learn, 'tis in a miserable condition, both as 
to the churches, the cures, and the discipline. It 
abounds with Papists. . . .102 

It would certainly not strain credulity to assume 

that Abbadie had expectations of something better. As one 

source has it, 

The deanery of Killalow, to which four small sine-
cures were united, produced an incumbency lease about 
3120, but was supposed to be worth about 3l39. The 
deanery of St. Patrick's appears to have been of at 
least double that value: but when given to Swift, 
he doubted its being worth more than ÎJ400.10 3 

While it is difficult to piece together the details 

of Abbadie's life before 1699, the insufficiency of informa-

tion for the years thereafter makes it almost impossible 

from that time on. Tantilizing tidbits barely suffice to 

follow the movements and activities of the French divine. 

In essence, records indicate a movement between Portarling-

ton and Dublin, with a trip or two to the Netherlands 

breaking the pattern. The Killaloo Cathedral Register 

Joseph Haydn and Horace Ockerby, eds., The Book 
of Dignities (London: W. H. Allen and Co., Ltd., 1894), 
p. 637. 

102 
Richard Mant, History of the Church of Ireland 

from the Revocation to the Union of the Churches of England 
and Ireland, January 1, 1801 (London: John W. Parker, 
1840), p. 285. Quote from a letter from Archbishop King 
of Dublin to the Archbishop of Canterbury, September 30, 
1714. 

103 
•^""•^lbid. , p. 570. 
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records his presence there only twice, officially, the 

first time in the year of his appointment and the second 

104 
in 1705. His name appears several times, but only in 

reference or over the signature of the subdean. 

Portarlington, located midway between Killaloo and 

Dublin, was of importance to Abbadie during this portion 

of his life. Two citations of his attendance and witness 

of baptismal ceremonies are found in local records, one in 

105 1701 and the other in 1703. This, in itself, does not 

say much, but there are other indications that he spent 

some time in the city. Sir Erasmus D. Borrowes, writing 

in the Ulster Journal of Archaeology remarks that Abbadie 

. . . resided occasionally in Portarlington, naturally 
preferring the refined society of his countrymen, 
civil, military, and ecclesiastical, all more or less 
distinguished to the solitude and seclusion insepa-
rable in that day from the residence of a French 
Refugee on the remote banks of Lough Dearg and the 
wilds of Clare.106 

Also, a "Cornet Daniel d'Abbadie of the Earl of Galway's 

Horse, who was pensioned on the Irish Establishment from 

Dublin, Ireland, Trinity University Manuscript 
Collections, Killaloo Cathedral Register, 1661-1842, 
pp. 34, 52. 

1 n c 

"Registers of the French Church at Portarlmgton, 
Ireland," Publication of the Huguenot Society of London, 
ed., Thomas Philip Le Fanu (London: Spottiswoode and Co., 
Ltd. , 1908) , pp. 29, 39. 

Sir Erasmus D. Borrowés, "The Huguenot Colony 
at Portarlington, in the Queen's County," Ulster Journal 
of Archaeology 3 (January 1855), pp. 221-222. 
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1699 to 172 7 and " . . . may have been some connection of 

the Dean. . . . " was cited as a Portarlington resident 

107 
about 1719. Combine these elements with the fact that 

no residence was provided for the Dean at Killaloo, thus 

making a prolonged stay uncomfortable, and the possibilities 

of Portarlington's importance to the French minister become 

more obvious. Only one original note from Abbadie himself 

has links to the community. In a letter to Archbishop 

King of Dublin on April 5, 1704, Abbadie wrote, 

I waited upon your grace to have the honor to acquaint 
him that, having discharged my duty in the menagement 
[sic] of the affair, your grace knov/s, and having 
showed [sic] to everybody, I mean the chiefest [sic] 
of the congregation, the opinion of our best authors 
and also of our reformators [sic] about their con-
formity with the church of England, I have good hope 
your Lordship will find people well-disposed; but in 
the meantime I must declare to your Grace, that some 
report having been spread among some of them that I 
was too much partiall [sic] and too much inclined for 
the Church of England, which report was growned [sic] 
upon that supposition; that in the affair of Portar-
lington Mylord Bishop of Kildare having left at my 
choice and discretion whither some few [?] and obsti-
nate in their old custom should be permitted to re-
ceive the holy communion in the consecrated Church 
not upon their knees, but after own [sic] manner, I 
had opposed it with great earnest. Mylord Bishop of 
Kildare knows very well that if but a he [sic] [?]: 
Nevertheless [sic] because they should have some 
defiance or jealousie of me, I think, Mylord, it is 
great deal better not to medle [sic] myself further 
in that business, and to remain close and quiet by 
meself [sic]. It will be better in all respects. 
This I humble request. . . .108 

107 
G. L. Lee, The Huguenot Settlements m Ireland 

(London: Longmans, Green and Co., 1936), p. 208. 
10 8 

Jacques Abbadie to Archbishop King, 5 April,1704, 
King Correspondence, Trinity College Manuscript Collections, 
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All of these bits of inforraation can be tied together 

sufficiently well to state that Abbadie was very well 

acquainted with Portarlington, although whether he actu-

ally lived there is unclear. 

In addition to spending time at Portarlington, 

Abbadie often was in Dublin. As early as 1690, he had 

been involved in trying to get the King to appropriate for-

10 9 
feited chapels in Dublin for French use. Also, records 

indicate his presence in the city as witness to baptisms, 

minister at weddings, or as Sunday preacher. In the 

Dublin, Ireland. This letter, written in poor English, is 
demonstrative of the inability of Abbadie to handle the 
language well enough to enable hira to fill a position such 
as Dean of St. Patrick's. However, it does indicate that 
Abbadie had developed sorae facility in the language, a fact 
which sorae general biographers deny directly. 

109 
Thoraas Philip Le Fanu, "The Huguenot Churches 

of Dublin and Their Ministers," Proceedings of the Huguenot 
Society of London 8 (1905-1908), p. 106. 

"Registers of the French Non-Conforraist Churches 
of Lucy Lane and Peter Street, Dublin," Publication of the 
Huguenot Society of London, ed., Thoraas Philip le Fanu 
(London: University Press, Otd., 1901), p. 105; "Regis-
ters of the French ConforTned Churches of St. Patrick and 
St. Mary, Dublin," Publication of the Huguenot Society of 
London, ed., J. J. Digges La Touche (Dublin, London: 
Alexander Thora and Co., 1893), pp. 22, 112, 113; Agnew, p. 
10 4; H. J. Lawlor, The Fasti of St. Patrick's, Dublin 
(Dublin: W. Terapest, 1930), p. 283; Jacques Abbadie, La 
theologie de St. Paul ou le pur christianisrae ^xpliqué^'d^ans 
un serraon sur les paroles de St. Paul, 1 Cor. chap. 2, v. 2 

lyois pei ^- -_ -- ...-̂  , -t-
coramunierent pour prester les sermens ordonnes par le 
parlement (Dublin: Jaques Fabrj, 1704), Le Fanu, "The 
Huguenot Churches of Dublin," p. 121. 
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absence of other documentation linking Abbadie to Dublin, 

it is not possible to add anything further. 

In his service on behalf of the French in Ireland, 

Abbadie evidently performed his last in 1715, when he wrote 

a short pamphlet to the New King, George I, outlining the 

attitudes of the French refugees and their needs. The 

records are silent thereafter. 

In the thirty years and more from 1695 to the end 

of his life in 1727, Abbadie saw fit to accept pensions 

when possible. Records indicate that one was issued to 

him in 1695, as cited earlier, and another in 1701. In 

the case of the latter, however, the sum was to be paid 

upon appearance or with certificates proving that eraploy-

ment had not been secured. It would appear that Abbadie 

may have been disqualified due to his position at Killaloo. 

Abbadie's narae is absent from subsequent records and other 

manuscripts also make no mention of him. 

According to several general sources, Abbadie 

spent frora 1720 to 1723 in the Netherlands discussing his 

Jacques Abbadie, Adresse des francois re^fugies 
en Irlande a Sa Majeste^ et la harangue a son excellence 
Monseigneur le Corate de Sunderland, vice-roi d'Irlande 
pour Sa Majeste (Londres: Anthoine Meure, 1715). 

112 
Great Britain, Public Record Office, Calendar 

of Treasury Books, vol. 16 (1701): 1 August, "List of 
Perpetuities, Pensions, French Pensioners and half-pay 
on the Irish Establishment as from 1 August,1701." 
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publications and seeing some through the press. No 

documentary information exists to verify this, and only 

one work, L'ouverture des sept sceaux par le Fils de 

114 
Dieu, was published during this time. It seems doubt-

ful that Abbadie spent as much as three years there, given 

the absence of further verification. 

It appears that, in old age, from 1723 to 1727, 

Abbadie suffered ever increasingly from problems of health. 

In the aforementioned letter addressed to Archbishop King 

of Dublin, he remarked that 

Besides my colik [sic], which is almost continual 
when Nord-Est [sic] wind blows never [sic] so little, 
I ara troubled with a cough upon the breath which doth 
not suffer rae to travell. So I hope your Grace will 
be pleased to excuse ray unvoluntary [sic] absence 
frora your gracious visitation. I beg this favour 
frora you, as to believe, that I will never faill [sic] 
to pray for your preservation and prosperity. . . .115 

In 1726, Abbadie spent some tirae in Dublin 

113 
One such source is Jaques George de Chauffepie, 

Nouveau dictionnaire historique et critique pour servir de 
suppliment ou de continuation au dictionnaire historique 
et critique de M. Pierre Bayle, 4 vols. (A la Haye: Pierre 
de Houdt, 1750-1756), 1: 1750, pp. 16-17. 

114 
Jacques Abbadie, Le Triomphe de la providence 

et de la religion: l'ouverture des sept sceaux par le fils 
de Dieu: ou 1'on trouvera la premiere partie de 
1'Apocalypse, claireraent expliquee par ce qu'il y a de 
plus connu dans l'histoire & de raoins contesté' dans la 
parole de Dieu. Avec une nouvelle & tres sensible 
déraonstration de la verite de la religion chretienne 
(Amsterdara: M. C. Le Cene), 1723. 

115 
Jacques Abbadie to Archbishop King, 17 July 1724. 
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atterapting to have his status and living changed. Hugh 

Boulter, Lord Primate of Ireland, wrote two letters con-

cerning the Huguenot divine, one on July 6 and the other 

on September 6. The first, to John Carteret, Lord 

Lieutenant of Ireland, outlined Abbadie's problems and 

perhaps his attitudes near the end of his life. 

Mr. Abbadie, Dean of Killaloo, has been with me 
to desire my recommendations to your Excellency to 
be thought of for sorae deanery which he supposes may 
happen to be vacant by proraotion on this occasion. 
He represents (and has shown me papers from former 
governors here confirming) that he had a proraise in 
King Williara's time; of the first considerable pre-
ferment that fell (which happened to be the deanery 
of St. Patrick's) but that deanery being thought 
improper for one who could speak no English, he was 
put off with that of Killaloo, with a further proraise 
of making his amends in soraewhat better, which has 
never been performed. But his great uneasiness, is 
that raany years ago, when there was an extrerae 
scarcity of raoney here, he was obliged to let all his 
preferraents during his incurabancy for about í]120 per 
ann. though now they would let for about £30 0 per ann. 
he would be glad to take a preferraent of a^OO; or 
3250 per annura for what he has (which is the deannery 
of Killaloo, with four sinecures, all in the gift of 
the crown united by an episcopal union pro bac vice). 
Your Lordship knows hira to have the character of a 
raan of learning, and one well affected to his 
Majesty.116 

Boulter's second letter, to the Bishop of London, indicated 

an obvious deep concern with Abbadie's plight and raakes 

plain that Abbadie was on his way to London. It was dated 

September 6, 1726, 

1 1 fi 

Hugh Boulter, Letters written by His Excellency 
Hugh Boulter, D. D., 2 vols. (Dublin: George Faulkner and 
James Williams, 1770), 1: 73-74. 
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To the Bishop of London: 
The bearer is Mr. Abbadie, Dean of Killaloo, one 

who for many years has made a figure in the world, by 
the writings he has published: I find upon enquiry, 
he has by King William recomraended to the government 
there for somewhat considerable, and would have had 
the deanery of St. Patrick's which fell soon after, 
but that having no knowledge of our language, it was 
thought improper to place hira in the greatest prefer-
ment in this city. However, it was then fixed that 
he should have the next deanery that fell, which hap-
pened to be that of Killaloo, which was given hira with 
one or two little things to raake his araends for its 
falling short of the other deannery, and with those 
helps he had but about half the value of what had been 
designed hira. At first, he raade about £240 per ann. 
of his preferment, but afterwards, upon a great scar-
city of money here, was obliged to let his preferments 
during incumbancy for about fcl20 per ann. which I find 
was a pretty comraon case at that tirae with a great 
raany other clergyraen. He had afterwards repeated 
promises of having soraewhat farther [sic] done for 
hira, but nothing beyond proraises. As this is but a 
sraall incorae, and now he grows old, he finds he wants 
an araanuensis to assist hira in his studies, he would 
gladly have somewhat better liere in England. He has 
firmly adhered to his Majesty's family here in the 
day of trial, and is in every way a worthy raan. I 
shall do my endeavor to serve him here, but as oppor-
tunities raay not offer here so soon, he desired I 
would recoraraend him to your Lordship, in hopes some-
what might be done for him in England. 

He would hope, if that consideration raay be of 
service to him, that as his preferments are all in 
the gift of the government, they might easily be 
obtained for some friend of your Lordship's if the 
Dean had soraewhat given him in England. 

I take the liberty to recoraraend hira to your Lord-
ship's favour and countenance, and if it shall lie 
in your way to help hira to somewhat in England that 
may be an honourable subsistance for him, the sraall 
remainder of life he is likely to live, you will do 
a kindness to a person of merit, and very rauch oblige, 

My Lord, and c.117 

Soraehow, Abbadie, in venturing to London in the 

latter months of 1726, found lodgings at Marylebone. 

•̂ •̂ l̂bid. , pp. 81-82. 
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Whether or not he had an official function to perform is 

unknown. Huguenot ministers had preached at Marylebone for 

years before and it may be reasonable to suppose he did 

the same from time to time. The church is one of high 

tradition, for it was here that Sir Francis Bacon married 

Alice Barnham in 1606, and in the building erected after 

the original was replaced, Lord Byron was baptized on 

March 1, 1788. Later, Lord Nelson's daughter was baptized 

118 in it. Charles Wesley is buried in the churchyard. 

Abbadie's connection with it is part of that heritage. 

The elderly French minister was planning further 

literary work, as described in his obituary in the Daily 

Courant of Thursday, October 5, 1727: 

London Oct. 5 
The 25th of Septeraber, died at Marybone, in the 

74th year of his Age, the learned and pious Jaraes 
Abbadie, of the Province of Be'arn in France, Doctor 
in Divinity, and Dean of Killalow [sic] in Ireland 
. . . When he died, a Subscription was carrying on 
for a general Edition of all his Works, with several 
that had not before been printed, araong which are, 
A New Method to Prove the Iraraortality of the Soul; 
and Annotations upon the Philosophical Coraraentary of 
Mr. Bayle. It is hoped, so useful an Undertakinq 
will raeet with no Discouragement by his Death.H^ 

However, it did "meet with discourageraent," for no edition 

was possible. As the Biographie Universelle of 1843 stated 

118 
Henry B. Wheatley, London, Past and Present, 

3 vols. (London: John Murray, 1891), 2: 495-497. 
119 

Daily Courant, 5 October 1727, Charles Burney 
Collection 259b, British Museura, London, p. 1. 
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Nothing was found among his papers, since this 
wise man composed his works often in his mind, and 
did not write until he was ready to have a book 
printed.120 

Abbadie was buried in the churchyard at Marylebone. 

On his stone was carved his narae, dates of his life, and a 

statement that he was "one of the most eloquent of his 

1.121 
day." Major sources of the day's news cited his passing 

with a few sentences, at least, or a few photographs. 

Such obituaries are found in the Daily Post of October 7, 

1727, The Country Journal, October 7, and the Historical 

122 
Register of 172 7. Niceron made reference to his 

123 
passing. Even Pierre Bayle had a note on the death of 

the French divine, going so far as to end his notice with 

the following: 

He was a strenuous assertor of the Orthodox or 
priraitive doctrine of the Protestants, as appears 
by his writings, which are nuraerous. Besides an 
uncoramon knowledge of the learned languages and 

120l: 25. 

121 
W. H. Manchee, "Marylebone and Its Huguenot 

Associations," Proceedings of the Huguenot Society of 
London 11 (1915-1917), p. 78. 

122 
Daily Post, 6 October 1727, Charles Burney 

Collection 260b, British Museum, London, p. 1; The Country 
Journal or, The Craftsman, 7 October 1727, Charles Burney 
Collection 257b, British Museum, London, p. 3; The His-
torical Register with a Chronological Diary, 23 vo1s. 
(London: R. Nutt, 1717-1739), 12: 1727, p. 1. 

123 
Niceron, 33: 382. 
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the classical authors, he was well-versed in eccle-
siastical and prophane history. But what raised 
and supported his reputation was his elevated genius, 
great penetration, and strong nervous eloquence.124 

In the churchyard, such a marker as once must have 

existed has been obliterated with the passage of tirae. 

Abbadie's name survives only in reference to his writings 

and as a prorainent Huguenot expatriate to the British 

Isles, 

124 . 
Pierre Bayle, A General Dictionary, Historical 

and Critical, trans. J. P. Bernard, Thoraas Birch, John 
Lockman and others, 10 vols. (Rotterdam, 169 7; London: 
G. Strahan, 1734-1741), 1: 1734, p. 22. 



CHAPTER III 

THE CORONATION SERMON OF 16 88 

By the time of Abbadie's arrival in Berlin in 16 80, 

Brandenburg, thanks to the efforts of its outstanding 

ruler, Frederick Wílliam, the Great Elector, had gone 

through enormous changes in the forty years of his rule. 

Having guided the state through the last eight years of 

the Thirty-Years' War, Frederick William had demonstrated 

his skill in directing Brandenburg's foreign policy. He 

continued to display skillful leadership through the chaotic 

years of the Northern War (1655-1660), and the Dutch War 

(1672-1678), alternating alliances as he deemed proper to 

the benefit of his Hohenzollern family and state. Through-

out his maneuvers, two motives controlled his actions: 1) 

he was consistently distrustful of the French, and 2) he 

was always a defender of Protestantism. Internationally, 

only one objective had continued to elude the Elector: 

control of Western Pomerania. Western, or Swedish, Pora-

erania had been coveted since 16 37, when the House of 

Hohenzollern seeraingly had fallen heir to the area. But 

"'•Ferdinand Schevill, The Great Elector (Chicago 
University of Chicago Press, 1946), p. 115. 
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counterclaims and occupation by Swedish troops, often 

backed by French arms, plus recognition of Sweden's pos-

session in the Treaty of Westphalia (164 8), kept the ter-

ritory always out of reach. In 1679, Frederick William, 

incensed by the idea that he had been deserted by his 

Dutch War allies, Austria and Holland, and frustrated by 

the continued disappointment of his Poraeranian ambitions, 

decided to change tactics, and proceeded to ally Branden-

burg with France. In this way, he hoped to isolate Sweden 

and gain French support for a takeover of the disputed 

2 
territory. However, this move quickly proved fruitless. 

By the year of Abbadie's coming, Frederick Williara had 

already corae to suspect that France would not drop her 

support of Sweden. Thus, this objective continued to 

remain out of his reach until the end of his reign. 

Meantime, Brandenburg had changed considerably as 

a result of the international needs of the Great Elector 

from 1640-16 80. No longer was she the disorganized country 

she had been in 1640, for Frederick William had centralized 

the administration and rebuilt the army in order to survive 

3 
in the hazardous European political environment. The 

civil service and the army had come to form the 

2 
Ibid., p. 337. 
3 
F. L. Carsten, The Origins of Prussia (Oxford: 

Clarendon Press, 1954), p. 269. 
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underpinnings of leadership and order within the Branden-
4 

burg state, and, with the efficiency provided by this 

greater organization, Brandenburg had been pulled together. 

Devastated cities had been rebuilt, the meager population 

had grown, and economic growth encouraged. Frederick 

William had been there, watching, if not directing, every 

phase of the growth. This centralization and organization 

produced in Brandenburg an absolutist system, for Frederick 

William had molded his state in his own image. 

Part of Frederick Williara's internal policies 

designed to bring economic growth to Brandenburg was to 

allow settlement of foreign minorities within the state, 

such as Dutch, Swiss, and even some Jews. Certainly, the 

population base would benefit, for over half the inhabi-

tants of Brandenburg had been lost during the Thirty-Years' 

War. Furthermore, these foreigners brought valuable 

expertise with them, thus aiding in the material develop-

ment of the Elector's realras. As for the French, like the 

Dutch, and raany of the Swiss, they had two considerations 

in their favor. The Huguenots woUld, of course, be eco-

nomically helpful. Perhaps equally important, Frederick 

William had continual Calvinist leanings,^ causing hira to 

4 Sidney B. Fay, The Rise of Brandenburg-Prussia to 
1786, revised by Klaus Epstein (New York: Holt, Rinehart 
and Winston, 1937, 1964), p. 70. 

^lbid., p. 43. ^Schevill, p. 249. 
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look with sympathy on Louis XIV's unwanted dissidents. 

Hence, at least fifteen years before the Revocation of 

the Edict of Nantes the Huguenots began to settle in 
7 

Brandenburg. An additional effect of the refugees' 

absorption was that it offered Frederick William a tactful 

way to slap at his enemy, France, even after the establish-
p 

ment of the unsatisfactory alliance with Louis XIV. 

From 16 80 to 16 85, Frederick William continued to 

play the part of France's ally, though inclined raore and 

9 
raore to conclude that Catholic France could not be trusted. 

Meantirae, the French refugee population continued to in-

crease. The chance to break frora the alliance with France 

appeared in 16 85, with the signing of the Revocation by 

Louis XIV. Issuing the Edict of Potsdara shortly thereafter 

and hastening to construct defensive alliances, Frederick 

Williara, thus, closed the door on an erabarrassing period 

in Brandenburg's diploraatic history. In subsequent alli-

ances with the Dutch, Swedes, and Austrians, he began the 

process of strengthening the ability of Protestant and anti-

Bourbon Europe to check the arabitions of Catholic Louis. 

7 
The Huguenot Church in Berlm was founded m 16 72, 

which indicates substantial migrations even before that 
date. See above, Chapter 2. 

o 

From 16 81-16 85, the Elector used the French arabas-
sador at Berlin to communicate raessages decrying the perse-
cution within France, even when the alliance was in effect. 
See Schevill, pp. 357-358. 

^lbid. -^^lbid. , pp. 360-361. 
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This policy continued until his death in 16 88. 

The year 16 88 was the eighth anniversary of 

Abbadie's arrival in Berlin. In those years, the French 

minister had become acquainted with the great and powerful 

figures of the Berlin court and even had established inti-

mate connections within the royal family. As the chief 

minister of the growing Huguenottenkirche in the city, 

Abbadie had become an influential spiritual advisor to 

friends and coreligionists in the capital city. In fact, 

all indications are positive that he took his position as 

pastor of the church very seriously. Having himself settled 

in Brandenburg, he had helped hundreds of fellow refugees 

to construct a foundation for themselves in the state of 

Frederick Williara. As he cared for his people, Abbadie 

could not help but be keenly aware of the iraportance of 

the Elector to their continued prosperity. 

In 16 84, in the Panegyric to the Margrave of 

Brandenburg, Abbadie concluded with these words: 

Heaven and earth see with approval and joy the 
charity of our Prince, deploying itself in favor of 
the unfortunate who have nothing, and they find in 
this place an island, a retreat, an horaeland, a 
Church, an illustrous and generous protector, all 
this which they have lost, and, in sorae ways, raore 
than they have lost. And without doubt, these voices 
and the prayers of raany over whora the great Prince 
cried, have already mounted to the throne of the 
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Divinity; and God, touched by their voices and ours 
has added years and new brilliance to the life of 
this loving and perfect master, which He gives to 
us in His love. . . . H 

At the time of that statement, Frederick William, the 

"illustrious and generous protector" of the Huguenots, had 

approximately four years to live. He died in March, 16 88, 

leaving the Huguenots fearful that his successor, 

Frederick III, despite his father's advice, might not 

maintain the principle of tolerance which his predecessor 

had set. 

Frederick III was a young man in his early thirites 

when he becarae Elector of Brandenburg. His wife was Sophia 

Charlotte, French-speaking daughter of the Elector of 

Hanover (Ernest Augustus) and sister of George I of England 

Frederick, according to Abbadie, seeraed singularly suited 

by teraperaraent, education, raarriage and political ancestry 

to reign over Brandenburg as ably as had his famous 

12 
father. 

But in the last few years before the death of the 

Great Elector, there had been disagreement between father 

and son over the accommodations allowed the children of 

Abbadie, Panegyrique de Monseigneur l'Electeur 
de Brandebourg, p. 40. 

Idem, "Sur le Couronneraent de sa Sé're'nite' 
Electorale de Brandebourg," Serraons et pane'gyriques de 
M. J. A., 3 vols. (N.p.: Francois Changuion, 1760), 2: 
162, 171. Hereafter cited as Coronation. 
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the Elector's second marriage in his final will.-'̂ '̂  111 

feelings between the two men made the refugees uneasy as 

to whether Frederick III would treat thera as kindly as had 

Frederick William. 

The Huguenots were apprehensive of the unknown. 

Would Frederick realize what a valuable support he had in 

the ranks of the estranged French who inhabited his lands? 

After all, they were completely willing to recognize his 

earthly sovereignty. If a way could be found to deraon-

strate publicly their fidelity to the ascended Elector, 

possibly it would insure the continued tolerance of 

Brandenburg's government toward them. And, regardless of 

other consequences, the occasion would encourage the les-

sening of Huguenot fears by vocalizing their support and 

^ ^. 15 expectations. 

For the leaders of the French Protestants in 

•^•^Schevill, pp. 394-399. 

14 
Abbadie, Coronation, p. 15 7. 

15 
Abbadie obviously used his pulpit and his writing 

ability to endear his people to the raonarch under whora they 
lived. It is difficult to accuse hira of individual oppor-
tunism in this, for, consistently, he spoke for the 
Huguenot community. For example, in his Pan^gyrique de 
Monseigneur l'Electeur d'Brandebourg, the tone is always 
expressive of a comraunal appreciation for the Great 
Elector. The sarae is true for later panegyrics, such as 
that to Queen Mary in 1694. See Idem, Panegyrique de 
Marie, reine d'Angleterre, d'Ecosse, de France, & d'Irlande 
. . . decedee å Kensington le 2 8 decembre, 1694. . . . 
(Londres: B. Griffin, 1695). 
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Beriin, an opportunity was not long in presenting itself. 

The coronation day, June 13, was a day of festivity, in 

which numerous speeches of a political nature would be 

made by various political and religious leaders. As the 

minister of the French Protestant Church of Berlin with 

the longest tenure, Jacques Abbadie exercised his proper 

prerogative in delivering one of these speeches. Many 

decades later, in 1760, his words were thought important 

enough to be published as part of a compilation of his 
17 serraons and panegyrics. Frora the contents of the text, 

it is obvious that the rainister was very aware that he was 

voicing the hopes and fears of the general French comraunity 

in Brandenburg. 

After a short introductory coraraentary in which he 

praised God for the "agreeable" days in which Brandenburg 

found itself and emphasized his respect for the new Elector, 

the rainister Abbadie explained that his sermon would be 

18 based on the biblical text of I Kings 10:9, which records 

1 6 
Scoville, p. 401, states that there were about 

6,000 Huguenots in Berlin after the Revocation and that 
Berlin's population was 30,000-35,000 total. Also, for 
interest only, it may be noted that of 1,500,000 people 
in Brandenburg, approximately 20,000 were Huguenots, 
according to Scoville, p. 401. 

1 '-j 

Jacques Abbadie, Sermons et panegyriques de 
M. J. A., 3 vols. (N.p. : Francois Changuion, 1760); 
Also see Haag, p. 40, where it is indicated that the ser-
mon was published separately in 16 88 from Berlin. 

18 
Abbadie, Coronation, pp. 113-114. 
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words of the Queen of Sheba to Solomon: 

Blessed be the Lord thy God, which delighted in 
thee, to set thee on the throne of Israel: because 
the Lord loved Israel forever, therefore made he 
thee King, to do judgment and justice. 

Such a text allowed a wide latitude in considering the 

Huguenot position vis-a-vis Frederick III. For clarity, 

Abbadie broke the sermon into two distinct parts: the 

first considered the general subject of sovereignty and 

the second described Brandenburg and the Elector in glowing 

terras. Finally, the last few pages were given over to an 

exhortation on Christian piety and an appeal to the 

Huguenots to support the new governraent by actions and 

prayers. 

Two things raust be noted about Abbadie's efforts 

at political fence-building in the 16 88 coronation serraon. 

There is, in the eighty-nine page stateraent, an undeniable 

air of optiraisra. Obviously, this was necessary if good 

rapport was to develop between Frederick and the French 

coraraunity. For Abbadie, the subject to be considered was 

19 . . . 

legitiraate sovereignty, as found in Frederick Williara 

and, liopefully, Frederick III. Although the rainister 

implied that there was such a thing as "usurped" sover-

eignty, he made no attempt to define it or suggest that 

•••^lbid. , p. 127. 
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the people should respond to it.^° The corpus of his 

political theory in the sermon amounts to a close approach 

to an unqualified absolutism. The references which 

Abbadie made to Old Testament symbolisra, such as the 

Garden of Eden experience, and to traditional concepts 

of primogeniture and the responsibility of the King before 

God, link the clergyman to pre-Hotman concepts of the 

pblitical state. And, even raore characteristic, these 

same ideas resemble the thought of such men as Robert 

Filmer, who, in his Patriarcha, published in 1680, accepted 

2 1 the idea of "an absolute monarch whose will raakes law." 

Abbadie was not ready to involve hiraself with the "bold 

and uncomproraising assertion of the right of revolution" 

22 associated with John Milton in England or with that of 

the apologist of the English Revolution of 1688, John 

23 Locke. 

20 
Ibid. A discussion of "illegitiraacy" was foreign 

to his purpose on this occasion. And, given Abbadie's 
Calvinistic theology, he would have been hard-pressed to 
deal with the coraplexities of a coraplete discussion, with 
its attendant drift toward human responsibility in the 
control of such tyranny. However, the issue of this omis-
sion becomes very important in determining the outlines of 
Abbadie's political development. See p. 125 below. 

21 
Perez Zagorin, A History of Political Thought in 

the English Revolution (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 
1954), p. 196. 

22 
Ibid., p. 114. The reference is to Milton's work 

in The Tenure of Kings and Magistrates (1649) . 
2 3 
John Locke authored The Two Treatises of Govern-

ment, which becarae the basic defense of the 16 88 English 
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It is of foremost importance to stress that, 

throughout the oration, Abbadie emphasized God as the 

foundation of sovereignty and of all sovereign political 

relationships. This was consistent with the theological 

position Abbadie maintained in his political statements 

.throughout his career. Even when his political outlook 

subsequently developed to the point that he carae to favor 

a form of limited monarchy in 1692, the basic tenet, God's 

prior and greater sovereignty, remained unchanged. He 

was, first of all, a spiritual leader who took his obliga-

tions to God very seriously. Even in 16 88, there was a 

higher obligation than the necessities and significance of 

the situation in which this serraon was delivered: that of 

placing God in his position of priraacy. All raen, including 

Frederick III, were secondarily iraportant; God carae first. 

Jacques Abbadie was not an accoraplished political 

theorist, but he was a polished orator throughout his life. 

Revolution, although, according to Peter Laslett, the work 
was written before the revolution rather than after it. 
See John Locke, Two Treatises of Government, with an Intro-
duction and Notes by Peter Laslett (New York: Carabridge 
University Press, 1960; Mentor Books, 1965), pp. 58-79. 

24 
See, for example, Jacques Abbadie, "Epitre 

dedicatoire au roi de la Grande Bretagne, George I," in 
Sermons et Panegyriques, I: 401-417. This dedicatory 
passage carae from Abbadie's book, La Liturgie de l'Eglise 
Anglicane (1719), a work which does not exist in the major 
repositories in London or Paris. The statements in the 
dedicatory s.election bear out the idea that God is sover-
eign over all, while attributing great raercy and wisdom 
to George I. 
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Although he was pedantic and verbose in the best 

seventeenth-century style in his public statements, he 

presented his major ideas in well-organized fashion. In 

discussing poJ.itical sovereignty, he remained true to his 

habits and built his ideas around "seven iraportant truths" 

pertaining to sovereign authority. For convenience, this 

analysis follows his outline exactly. 

25 I. Sovereignty is "divine in its origin." 

Interpreting the Bible literally, in the Calvinist tradi-

tion, Jacques Abbadie believed in the original existence 

of a perfect harraony between God and Man in the Garden of 

Eden. But, when sin entered the Garden by raan's choice, 

all things changed. Whereas man had enjoyed dominance over 

everything, he became limited, after the Fall, to control 

over his own faraily, a control basic and necessary to raan's 

security, and, thus, protected by the tradition of prirao-

geniture. The patriarchal eleraent, first raentioned here, 

is yet another reflection of certain political theorists 

of the time, including Filmer. 

With the multiplication of families, the situation 

deraanded raore sophisticated organization. Hence, "reason 

and necessity joined to the will of God and to the wise 

^^ldera, Coronation, pp. 127-133. All raaterial in 
this section is found in these pages. Only raajor or 
critical quotations are cited as to exact page. 
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dispensation of his Providence"^^ in "obliging familial 

leaders to give up certain rights in order to establish a 

"Judge and Prince" to reign over them. Elected by the 

people or selected by God, this Prince was to be viewed 

as "descended from God," and as being a "father" to all 

within the society. 

The King is secondary only to God. He, in fact, 

appears to be a god, although a "god of clay."^^ His power 

was so established as to be perraanent: "The man perishes, 

but the Prince never perishes. Human nature is finite, 

sovereign power remains, as becomes the divine and heavenly." 

Abbadie continued on to describe governraent as "a sort of 

2 8 
theocracy or divine governraent," with God as the Sover-

eign Magistrate and the King as a lesser raagistrate. The 

raonarchs of the world not only reign, "by God, but God 

29 
reigns through thera." All lines of power eraanate frora 

^^lbid., p. 129. 

27 
Ibid., p. 132. John Calvin viewed the office of 

the ruler as "divine," and suggested tliat even Scripture, 
such as Psalm 82, refers to them as "gods." See Calvin, 
2: 653. 

2 8 
Abbadie, Coronation, pp. 132-133. 

29 
Ibid. In 1694, Abbadie made reference to William 

III, who successfully replaced Jaraes II, of England, in 
1688, as a raan directed by God to perforra the Divine Will 
of replacing the latter. Idem, A panegyric on our late 
sovereign lady Mary, Queen of England, Scotland, France, 
and Ireland, of glorious and imraortal raeraory . . . (London: 
Hugh Newman, 1695), pp. 19-20. One of the many such 
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God and exist by his will; sovereignty is divine in its 

origin. Thus, Abbadie comes dangerously close to outright 

concepts of divine right monarcliy, even in his terminology 

II. Sovereignty is "necessary in its usage." 

The French clergyman saw the individual as plagued by sin, 

making him weak and ineffectual in dealing with his prob-

lems. The sovereign authority was necessary to assume 

supremacy over affairs which raan found beyond his individ-

ual grasp: 

We are so blind' in our judgraents or so narrow in our 
views, that we could not conduct ourselves in the 
delicate and important affairs by our individual en-
lightenment. God, in order to provide for this need, 
has given counsel to the king since his enlightenraent 
is our own; he conducts us in the difficult affairs 
of the state while we are left to raanage the easier 
affairs of our faraily.31 

The King protects the individual frora external 

threat and arranges agreeraents favoring coraraerce between 

diverse countries. He "raakes alliances," "equips fleets," 

"liberates lands and seas," and "opens a thousand doors to 

32 
prosperity and abundance. . . . " 

The society has internal needs to be raet and these 

citations which could be utilized, this illustrates the 
consistency of Abbadie's assumption of God's utilization 
of Kings in carrying out His Will. 

30 
Idem, Coronation, pp. 133-140. All references 

in this section are taken from these pages, therefore only 
major or critical quotations are cited as to exact page. 

•̂ •'•Ibid. , pp. 134-135. 

32 
Ibid., pp. 135-136. 
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also are handled by the Prince. Because of the sinfulness 

of individuals within society, "violence and injustice may 

triumph." To guarantee that this will not happen, the 

prince has been given "a sword of vengeance" in order to 

"render to each his due," and to provide "justice and 

equity" without which the society would be lost."^^ 

The King, to fulfill his responsibilities, has 

great authority, second only to God Himself: 

Fortunately, we have not the disposition over our-
selves. If we had, we would destroy ourselves and 
others. But God found it good to save us, in re-
serving for Himself the disposition of our conscience 
which He bends as it pleases Him in His grace or jus-
tice, and in giving the Sovereigns which He set over 
us, the disposition of our persons, which has been 
subjected to no other, in order to form a public good 
by the submission of each particular. This is the 
means v/ith which God asserts hiraself to save huraan-
kind frora the violence of passions. He curbs thera 
from outside by the authority of the Prince whom His 
Providence establishes over us. . . .34 

In the Pane"gyrique de Monseigneur de Brandebourg, published 

in 16 84, Abbadie had likened the Prince to the "two lights 

of the world, which God placed . . . in order to dominate 

33 
Ibid., p. 136 . 

34 
Ibid., p. 137. Here is one of the most concise 

stateraents Abbadie made as to his Calvinist-oriented 
political theory in 1688. Visible herein are the assurap-
tions of the depravity of raan, the sovereignty of God, the 
raercy and grace of God, the interference of God in huraan 
affairs, the helplessness of the individual and the desire 
for order in society. • This is Calvin transplanted into 
Berlin more than a century after his death. 
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and clarify man's existence "at the same tirae.""̂ ^ It is 

safe to assume that the concept of the dominance of the 

Prince was of primary importance to Abbadie throughout his 

Berlin experiences. 

Abbadie then suggested that, in the absence of this 

restraint, we would be little more than beasts. "The 

society would be nothing raore than a multitude of personal 

enemies and the succession of generations nothing raore than 

36 
a succession of murders and carnage." 

It is man's sinful nature which causes hira con-

stantly to defy the laws and the authority which protects 

hira from himself. God uses the raonarch to "raaintain the 

laws, to recompense the lawabiding, and to punish the law-

breakers severely." 

Without the King, the laws become useless; and 
without laws, there are no rights; and without rights, 
there is no justice nor order; and without order and 
justice, there is no society; and without society, we 
lose our human qualities.37 

Continuing on a positive note, Abbadie reflected 

that the submission given to a Prince was indicative of a 

3 5 ^ 

Idem, Panegyr ique de Monseigneur L ' E l e c t e u r de 
Brandebourg, p . 171 . 

36 
Idem, Coronation, p. 137. 

3 7 
Ibid., p. 139. Earlier, in another work, Abbadie 

referred to the impossibility of raan's renunciation of 
society without becoming "brutes." Idem, A Vindication of 
the Truth of the Christian Religion, trans. Henry Lussan 
(London: For Jonathan Robinson, John Taylor, John Wyat 
and Richard Wilkin, 1694) , pp.152-153. 
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subject's "dignity and excellence" and suggested that to 

renounce that obedience to sovereignty was to decry "the 

glory we cwe to ourselves."^^ 

Because of these arguments, Abbadie concludes that 

"we are convinced more than of any other thing, of the 

39 
necessity of absolute power." This stateraent, illus-

trative of Abbadie's distrust of "fallen" raan's ability to 

govern himself, sounds like Jacques Bossuet (1637-1704), 

his Catholic counterpart, who voiced support for the abso-

lute sovereignty of Louis XIV. Gaetano Mosca, in his 

Short History of Political Philosophy, suggests that 

Bossuet's thought "was in complete contradiction with the 

40 immediate future." The sarae could be said of the 

38 
Idem, Coronation, p. 140. Abbadie was, through-

out his adult life, interested in human nature and saw, as 
a good Calvinist would, the actions of men as reflective 
of the inner spirits. According to one source, Abbadie was 
a "great connoisseur of men," as indicated by his rationale 
above. A. Sayous, Histoire de la litte'rature francaise á 
l'e'tranger depuis le commenceraent du XVII^ siêcle (Paris: 
J. Cherbuliez, 1853), p. 154. Abbadie's most profound 
attempt to delve into the huraan eleraent as a specific 
subject carae in 1692, when he published L'art de se 
conna tre soi-raerae ou la re'cherche des sources de la 
raorale (Rotterdara, 1692). 

39 
Idem, Coronation, p. 134. This is the most de-

finitive and direct stateraent raade in the serraon indicating 
Abbadie' s pro-autlioritarian stand at the tirae. There is 
no room for revolution here, under any circumstances. 

40 
Gaetano Mosca, A Short History of Political 

Philosophy, tráns., Sondra Z. Koff (New York: Thomas Y. 
Crowell Co., 1972), p. 153. Bossuet's major political 
work was entitled Politique tiree des propres paroles de 
l'e'criture sainte. 
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Huguenot Abbadie as of 16 88. 

III. Sovereignty is "eminent in its dignity." 

Abbadie's description of the King as father within the 

society indicates one of the foundations of the honor to 

be given him. As the father occupies the position of honor 

and authority within the family, so the King occupies the 

same position in the society. Patriarchal monarchism, 

looking back toward the sixteenth-century political theory 

rather than forward to the concepts of the eighteenth-

century, allowed Abbadie the security he desired against 

anarchy. Who could be more responsible for order than a 

God-ordained societal "father"? 

In addition to the position of King-Father, the 

King is the repository of society's rights and of God's 

power: "The monarch is not an individual, but is, so to 

speak, the entire society bound up in one person." What 

the monarch is, society is, and crimes coraraitted by the 

sovereign "are public faults, and are not punished save 

for general desolations." Abbadie pointed out, by way of 

exaraple, that a single sin of the Biblical David cost the 

lives of seventy thousand raen. Often, indeed, God 

punishes evil societies with evil kings, and "blesses 

41 
Abbadie, Coronation, pp. 140-145. All material 

in this section is found in these pages. Only major or 
critical quotations are cited as to exact page. 
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42 
tliose who are worthy with a good king." 

Since the King carries the authority of God's 

power, as well as the traits of God's image, it is the 

responsibility of society to obey his commands. He is 

one of the "tutors of humankind, the first mihisters of 

God, the eyes with which He sees in the sensible and 

corporal worlds, the hands by which he works. . . ,"^^ 

Like Calvin years before, who thought the position 

44 
"sacred," Abbadie wanted all to recognize that the King 

had been set apart from other men. 

At the same time, the eminence of the royal 

dignity should not blind the sovereign himself to his 

duties and responsibilities. As the society continually 

paid its respect to hira, his pride could grow very easily. 

But, warned Abbadie, what raan owed to hira, he owed to God. 

"The measure of their graces must be that of their humility 

45 [before God]." Corapared to God, the rainister reflected. 

42 
Ibid., pp. 142-143. Again, Abbadie's Calvinisra 

is obvious. See Calvin, 2: 670-674. 
"^^lbid., p. 140. 

4 4 
See Calvin, 2: 654, where he says, . . . civil 

authority is in the sight of God, not only sacred and law-
ful, but the raost sacred, and by far the raost honourable, 
of all stations in raortal life." 

45 
Abbadie, Coronation, pp. 143-144. References to 

a sovereign's humility abound in Abbadie's works, especially 
in the panegyrics. In the Panegyric on Mary, pronounced in 
1694, Abbadie asserted, "Humility is most advantageously 
plac'd in the heart of a sovereign, for there it raakes 
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the sovereign is like a luminescent insect which shines 

out in the night, but is lost and lowly in the brightness 

46 of the day. 

The Panegyrique to Frederick William is overwhelm-

ingly clear in its iraplications that Frederick William was 

a humble man before God. And, even with so much praise 

for his benefactor, Abbadie did not place him above God.'̂ '̂  

The ultimate power of the Supreme Being is the one subject 

totally consistent in all of Abbadie's writings, and 

reflects his dependence on Calvinistic theology as the 

basis of his political concepts. 

Abbadie's most flourishing bit of rhetoric on the 

subject of sovereign eminence is found in these cliraactic 

words: 

[tlie sovereign] . . . appears to us to reserable the 
rainbow, which is an agreeable raixture of a cloud 
which comes from below and a light which comes frora 
above, a divine compound of heaven and earth, which 
expresses the glory of God and is a sign of peace 
and protection to man.'^^ 

great restitutions to God; there it opposes the flattery 
of the people . . . " and continued by suggesting.that the 
humility tends to produce the same in society, itself. 
Idem, A panegyric on our late sovereign lady Mary, p. 10. 

46 
Idem, Coronation, p. 144. 

47 '^ 
Idem, Panegyrique de Monseigneur l'Electeur de 

Brandebourg, pp. 204-205. Here Abbadie said, "It is good 
to see this Prince, so terrible to his eneraies, so hurable 
before God. . . . " 

48 
Idem, Coronation, p. 141. 
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IV. Sovereignty is "difficult in its exercise. " "̂^ 

So much is this so, said Abbadie, that one cannot imagine 

anything else as hard. This is because the monarch's 

greatest danger is personal: the sin of pride. Abbadie 

had alluded already to this problem, but went on to spend 

this entire section describing how the sovereign had to 

alienate himself from arabitions in order to find the 

moderate path between extremes in his decision-making. 

When the raonarch ascends the throne, he leaves 

behind his raanly desires. His house ceases to be a siraple 

abode and becomes a "temple where he must continually offer 

himself in sacrifice," and "his throne is a type of altar 

where this public victim raust suffer three types of death." 

He raust die as a raan, as a sinner, and sometimes, even as 

a faithful friend.^^ 

The Prince dies as a man in order to gain a posi-

tion in which he can make unbiased decisions affecting the 

society. He removes himself from "the natural and inno-

cent affections" for friends, "from his proper [huraan] 

51 
interests," and strives for absolute "equity." 

49 . . . 
Ibid., pp. 146-149. All raaterial in this section 

is found in these pages. Only major or critical quotations 
are cited as to exact page. 

^^lbid., 146-147. 

51 
Abbadie uses the terra "equity" in an unusual 

sense. Obviously a man respecting titles and prestige, 
Abbadie nevertheless envisioned a "natural" equity which 
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He must kill within him the reaction of a sinner, 

who would respond in anger to an affront and raete out 

punishment undeserved. He raust, first of all, "punish 

himself" to enable him to reach a state where he can fairly 

punish others. He must "mortify his desires," even though 

he, as sovereign, has all before him. He raust sacrifice 

himself tô God in order to cleanse his actions of any 

arbitrary spirit. 

Finally, the monarch must reraove from within him-

self the reaction of the faithful friend. He must do what 

is necessary, regardless of his relationships with those 

whora he judges. "Justice must impose silence on his 

charity," periodically. He must, after all, support the 

innocent by punishing the guilty, without allowing personal 

emotion to intervene. 

The King's task is doubly difficult because "raercy 

and severity" raust be balanced. Authority can neither 

cannot be expressly defined save in spiritual and abstract 
terras. An advocate of "natural" religion, Abbadie allowed 
his Calvinisra to dictate far too rauch of his political 
meaning and the terminology often becomes misleading. 
Equity is that quality of treating all as they should be 
treated, or as God intended thera to be treated. Equity, 
when considered with justice (separate distinctions), com-
prises the "law of nature," the violation of which causes 
" . . . remorses arising thereupon in our conscience. . . 
The best rule to follow in determining equity is the 
"Golden Rule," Abbadie implied. See Idem, Vindication of 
the Christian Religion, pp. 153, 176. The latter citation 
states that "The natural knowledge we have of the wisdom, 
goodness, and justice of God, is wonderfully agreeable to 
the maxims of equity and justice." The abstractness is 
apparent. 
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pardon nor condemn all; therefore the monarch must con-

sider the merits of each plea before him and make deci-

sions according to tlie specific information available to 

him. There is a distinction, for instance, between wrongs 

committed by accident and those done after premeditation. 

A just solution to a difficult question "makes up the 

52 most essential characteristic of a true sovereign." 

5 3 V. Sovereignty is "sublime in its end." Abbadie 

suggested that goals for the sovereign power included the 

following: the establishment or enforceraent of the laws, 

the protection of the weak, the consolation of the 

afflicted, the defense of possessions, the punishraent of 

the wicked, and the accoraplishment of all other sovereign 

duties. 

The sovereign regulates the present and, thus, 

creates the situations which exist in the future. Abbadie 

described how tliis requires the raonarch to know the past 

and to interpret i ts raeaning for the future. He raust 

listen to wise counsel and ignore rash advice, even when 

the "public" gives the latter. He must know raan's greatest 

52 
Idera, Coronation, p. 148. Abbadie seldora talks 

about "equity" without raentioning "justice" beside it as 
part of the sarae statement, and again, the concept of jus-
tice is best realized when the Golden Rule is impleraented. 
Idem, Vindication of the Christian Religion, pp. 173-176. 

53 
Idem, Coronation, pp. 149-151. All raaterial in 

this section is found in these pages. Only major or criti-
cal quotations are cited as to exact page. 
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interests and his greatest faults, and, basing his deci-

sion on all the above, must lead society in paths bene-

ficial to it. 

Another goal of sovereignty is to provide justice 

to all regardless of wealth or station. "The great must 

not become the victims of envy because of their power" 

and "the small must not be oppressed because of their 

weakness." The monarch must "relieve the poor and conserve 

54 the abundance of the rich." 

Finally, Abbadie reflected on the consolation of 

the afflicted, which he had already mentioned as a goal 

of sovereignty. In this slightly raore detailed discussion, 

the pastor drew examples from "these sad years" when 

"heaven and earth close theraselves equally to our cries 

and needs. . . . " Obviously referring to the position of 

55 the Huguenots at the tirae, he returned to an earlier 

54 
Ibid., pp. 150-151. Abbadie's Calvinisra forced 

him into a position of distrusting the "rabble," who were 
reflective of God's disapproval or punishment upon sinful 
men. Abbadie's writings tend always to be somewhat aris-
tocratic in tone, which should be understandable given his 
court connections and intellectual accomplishraents. 

55 
This was a consistent therae with Abbadie, and 

raarked his concern for his persecuted sectarian colleagues 
The rainister was a raaster at eliciting syrapathy while 
giving praise. Witness the following stateraent, raade in 
tribute to Mary Stuart after her death: 

With one hand she dryd the tears of the afflicted, 
and with the other drew a veil over their raisery. 
She was no less charitable in her way of relieving 
them, than in the relief she gave them. With equal 
care she sought occasions to exercise her virtue. 
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concept, that of the monarch as the "father" of the society, 

and said that that title, indicative of concern for the 

downtrodden, was descriptive of "all true sovereigns." 

Certainly not a complete list of the goals which 

sovereignty embraced, Abbadie's suggestions probably were 

intended to provide a groundwork for statements referring 

to tlie Huguenots themselves. This possibility explains, 

to a certain extent, the brevity and generally disorga-

nized nature of this section of the serraon. Since the 

earlier parts of the stateraent had been well-organized, it 

is not unreasonable to assurae this rationale for the 

inconsistency here. 

VI. Sovereignty is "holy in its duties." The 

sovereign magistrate holds society in his grasp, Abbadie 

asserted, and God demands account of the way in which he 

exercises that power. Set over men to provide justice and 

direction, the King raust have his "eyes turned toward 

heaven, the law, and toward innocence." Of legitiraate 

sovereigns everywhere, Abbadie coramented: 

and avoided every temptation to vain glory. She 
always conceal'd the good that she did, and has 
been seen to weep for that which she could not do. 

Idem, A panegyric on our late sovereign lady Mary, p. 11. 

Idera, Coronation, pp. 152-154. All material in 
this section is found in these pages. Only major or 
critical quotations are cited as to exact page. 
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Their tribunal must be an altar similar to the altars 
of the God of Israel, an inviolable island for proven 
innocence, but inaccessible to clear and voluntary 
crime.^7 

Abbadie referred to the duties of the King as de-

fending "the faith," advancing "the true religion," and 

5 8 
preventing "the progress of error" as much as the "sweet 

and merciful means of the Gospel permit him. . . . " The 

minister never suggested what steps he would expect the 

monarch to take in accomplishing these things, and ended 

even this small venture into the purely religious arena by 

saying that the King raust be pious and show that, for raost 

intents and purposes, his reign is that of God's. 

In discussing the relationship of religion to the 

throne, Abbadie was treading on the frontiers of ministerial 

responsibility and prerogative, for Calvin, as well as 

Martin Luther before him, had suggested that the theologian 

should limit hiraself to encouraging the authorities to con-

59 duct themselves as Christians. Abbadie must have thought, 

as Calvin had, that it was not the minister's place to 

dictate policy to God's appointed civil leader. This goes 

far toward explaining Abbadie's lack of detail in describ-

ing the religious duties of the King. 

Ibid., p. 153. 

5 8 
For comparison with Calvin, see Calvin, 2: 652-

656, 657-659. At this point, Abbadie is very similar to 
the Genevan, even in terminology. 

59 
Forrester, p. 289. 
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The monarch must have attributes beyond those of 

other men. "If he wants, if he fears, if he hopes, it 

must be for the state and not for himself." Since he is 

the image and representative of God's authority on earth, 

he must have patience, piety, and wisdom. 

The sovereign authority, because of his position, 

is not mediocre "in his vices nor in his virtues." Simple 

murder is "always parricide," for he is the father of his 

subjects. "He cannot corarait a single crirae, for his criraes 

multiply and perpetuate themselves by an evil imitation." 

Therefore, for every crime he coraraits, he is judged guilty 

6 0 
of a thousand before God. 

Abbadie ended this section with these words: 

Finally, exact in the accoraplishraent of his 
proraises, faithful in his alliances, valiant in cora-
bat, wise in counsel, just on his throne, and raaster 
of himself above all, he must hurable hiraself before 
God. . . .61 

Always, the raonarchy is to be judged severely by God after 

the death of the sovereign and in anticipation of eternal 

, . . 62 
life. 

6 0 
Abbadie, Coronation, p. 154. 

6 1 
Ibid. Note the subject has returned again to God 

6 2 
Abbadie never deviated frora the concept of the 

King's ultiraate responsibility to God, although in a dif-
ferent circumstance in 1692, he explained that a king was 
responsible to God in this life, through the people. In 
the Defense of the British Nation, he suggested that Louis 
would recognize the evil done to the Huguenots within hours 
after his death as God revealed the tragedy of his actions 
to him. Idem, Defense de la nation britannique, pp. 76-77. 
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VII. Sovereignty is "inviolable in its obliga-

6 3 
tions." Here, Abbadie made his strongest statement for 

the absolute authority of a legitimate sovereign. Reiter-

ating again the Calvinistic idea broached earlier on the 

subject of sovereignty's divine origins, Abbadie said that 

the power of the sovereign is not an accident and is not 

man's creation. God created, established, and controls 

the sovereign power. 

There is, within Abbadie's coronation serraon of 

16 88, an extremely brief and vague reference intimating a 

contract theory. He spoke of a "mutual engagement of the 

prince with the people" and concluded that this "engage-

ment" is so strong as to be inviolable. But Calvin also 

had an allusion to the sarae type arrangeraent when he said 

that " . . . rulers . . . owe rautual duties to those under 

65 thera. . . . " On close examination, it appears that both 

Abbadie and Calvin are emphasizing the responsibility of 

the king toward his subjects, a responsibility which God 

requires to be carried out. Hence, the populace is an 

object, not a subject. It is obvious, in 1688, that 

Abbadie was unwilling to allpw the people any voice of 

judgment against the Prince. So, if "contract" was 

fi 3 

Idem, Coronation, pp. 154-161. All material in 
this section is found in these pages. Only major or 
critical quotations are cited as to exact page. 

^"^lbid. , pp. 156-157. ^^Calvin, 2: 673. 
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intended, it was only as a comment on God's work associ-

ating Prince and people together. Abbadie's reference, 

when seen in this light, remains consistent both within 

Calvin's thought and his own as recorded elsewhere through-

out the sermon. 

Under no circurastance raay the individual revolt 

against the legitimate sovereignty, nor may the ruler, if 

the people have done wrong, fail to realize that his sub-

jects are God's children: 

The Prince may abuse his authority, but the people 
may never dispense with the obedience due to him. 
The people may be guilty of sorae fault, but the Prince 
raay not cease to regard thera as the people whora heaven 
has confided to hira.^^ 

Revolt against sovereignty is not only considered a blow 

against society and its safety, but also a revolt and an 

affront against God Hiraself. "Certainly . . . the subjects 

may not reraove the yoke of teraporal authority, or disobey 

fi 7 
the Monarchs without rising up against God. . . . " 

But, on the other side of the arguraent, Abbadie 

cautioned the sovereign not to lose affection for his sub-

jects, for in doing so, he "betrays the confidence of the 

Suprerae Monarch." And, as the people look to the King for 

judgment and justice, so the King will report to the throne 

6 8 
of God for the same. "But, 0 God, what an account!" He 

6 6 
Abbadie, Coronation, p. 157. 

^^lbid., p. 158. ^^lbid. 
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must answer at that time for the crimes and disorder for 

which he is responsible in the society and he will hear 

the voices of all the afflicted or oppressed subjects 

which he ignored or persecuted, and will be judged after 

the testimony of those witnesses. 

The obligations of the sovereign to the people and 

vice-versa are inviolable. However, one must not mistake 

the King for the true God: "Search for God in raan, and 

6 9 
put not the man in the place of God." 

For the remaining forty pages of this serraon, the 

French cleric praised God for the Hohenzollern house and 

for Frederick III particularly. He also encouraged the 

Huguenots to live up to their long-held tradition of sub-

raission to authority. It will be possible to pass rapidly 

over the basic facts of the first, and concentrate raore 

specifically on the latter. 

Abbadie likened Frederick III to Soloraon in that 

the blessings of God were reflected in his birth, education, 

and life. Discussing his birth, Abbadie showered praise 

not only on Frederick, but the entire Hohenzollern royal 

house. The characteristics of Frederick were said to in-

clude, but not be liraited to, "firraness, valor, raagnaniraity. 

69 
, Ibid., p. 160. This is Abbadie's final word of 

caution in this purely theoretical discussion, and reflects 
the rainister's concer'n that his praise for the royal office 
will be raisunderstood. For Abbadie, the chief subject was 
God, first and always. 
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and virtue. . . . " and to have come to him as a result of 

70 
the influence of his parents. Frederick William was 

mentioned often, and, as would be expected, always with 

71 
the highest praise. Initially, Abbadie had suggested 

the respect he held for Frederick William in the 

Panegyrique of 1684, but it should be noted that he 

dedicated that work to Frederick, the Elector's "heir." 

Abbadie held the Hohenzollern house in great respect 

all of his life, even though he left Brandenburg in 16 89. 

The education and subsequent life of Frederick, 

according to Abbadie, was beautifully rounded by study and 

experience. He was not a great man simply because of 

birth, but also in that, throughout his lifetirae, he had 

sought after piety, valor, and the love of justice. He 

learned to coraraand by the influence of his father, and 

70 
Ibid., pp. 162-166. Abbadie was convinced, not 

only of God's origination of individuals to serve as Kings, 
but of God's designation of entire farailies in an heredi-
tary lineage, reflecting in 16 84 that God " . . . entailed 
his authority upon one only family, which was a particular 
favor." Idem, Vindication of the Christian Religion, p. 
407. 

71 
Idem, Coronation, p. 165 and others. The Huguenot 

minister utilizes reference to family whenever possible in 
all of his dedicatory and panegyric creations. For instance, 
the Duchess of Hanover is praised to all lengths for giving 
birth to Sophia Charlotte, whom Abbadie found to be alraost 
perfect, given the tone of his praise. Idera, Serraon sur 
ces paroles du Pseau, CXVIII: C'est ici la journáe que 
l'Eternal a fait: Egayons nous en elle. Prononce dans 
l'é'lise francoise de Berlin å l'occasion du raariage de 
leurs Altesses Serenissiraes Monseigneur le Prince Electoral 
& Madarae la Princesse d'Hanovre (Berlin, 1684), pp. i-iv. 
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joined virtue and ability in order to arrive at a place 

where he could lead his subjects faithfully and well. 

And he married a perfect wife in Sophia Charlotte. All 

things indicated his ability to reign effectively, avowed 

Abbadie.'^^ 

Throughout the last twenty pages of the serraon, 

Abbadie made increasingly numerous references to his 

Huguenot compatriots, exhorting them to reflect on where 

they had been and the glories of their conditions in 

Brandenburg. Therefore, he concluded that they should 

prove their faithfulness to the crown by subservience to 

it and cooperation with it. 

Abbadie began by suggesting that the things which 

the Huguenots possessed in Brandenburg were gifts of God 

through the Prince. They had found a haven, he asserted, 

through a godly Prince, who had given them religious free-

7 3 dom, secure possessions, and tranquil farailies. In a 

flowing, expressive style, he continued: 

You see not your goods taken, your farailies fugi-
tive, your houses sraoking, your fields desolated, 
your sanctuaries deraolished, your pastors scattered, 
your bodies dead and bleeding, and your consciences 
groaning under rigorous constraint; one does not corae 
with the sword in hand to force you to be liars and 
hypocrites, idolators, and sacriligious people. You 
fear neither the prisons, the torabs of the living, 
nor the galleys, the hell of this life, and, on this 

72 
Idem, Coronation, pp. 169-174. 

73 
Ibid., p. 177. 
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occasion, the inferno of virtue and innocence nor the 
furor of barbarous soldiers; nor the insults of these 
inhumane cohorts which the Devil armed with supersti-
tion and released against those who undertook to sing 
the praises of God. You are not reduced to fear the 
birth of the children God gives to you, nor to hate 
your proper life. You tremble neither for the cradle 
of your posterity, nor for the sepulchre of your 
fathers. One does not force your eyes to view the 
sad spectacle of the death of your parents, and one 
does not expose for your frightened regard some hide-
ous corpses of persons you have most tenderly loved; 
but serving God with a complete liberty, you have, 
in the peace of heaven and the blessings of the land, 
not only to suffer nothing, but again to fear nothing. 
Fortunate people, state blessed of God, priviledged 
countries, do you not recognize what inestimable 
advantage it is to live under the doraination of a 
Prince loved by God?^^ 

Returning to a partial description of a legitiraate 

sovereign, Abbadie said that the "virtues of the Sovereign 

are not virtues of an individual, but of all the state," 

and remarked that Brandenburg was more fortunate than other 

states, for Frederick III was a worthy exaraple of piety. 

He suggested, in passing, that Frederick worked far too 

hard as a responsible and loving sovereign and that the 

75 
Huguenots should pray for his conservation. 

The Be'arnese continued by remarking that a Prince 

raust be strong and virtuous at the sarae tirae. A well-

meaning but weak monarch is totally ineffective in 

"̂ "̂ lbid. , pp. 178-179. 

"^^lbid., pp. 179-182. The new Elector had been 
dropped by a nurse when an infant and this had left him 
perraanently "misshapen" due to an injury of the spine. 
Therefore Frederick appeared to be in less than vigorous 
health. Schevill, p. 367. 
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producing a just govérnment, as is a strong but unjust 

Prince. The monarchy can be a source of joy or a fountain 

of sorrow, and, fortunately, Brandenburg experienced the 

. 76 former. 

Abbadie, in speaking of Frederick's qualities, had 

fulfilled what he regarded as two necessities: he had 

pleased Frederick, while he had encouraged the Huguenots' 

trust of the new Elector. He then directly exhorted the 

Huguenots to be submissive to Frederick. If his advice 

were accepted, it would confirm the Huguenots as faithful 

subjectS/ and encourage the sovereign in the hope that he 

would be faced with no problems from them. 

This is the place, ray Brothers, to exhort you to the 
faithfulness and obedience which you owe to your 
glorious Sovereign, but we must believe that you lack 
neither the knowledge nor the will in this regard.77 

Continuing, Abbadie suggested that fear of punishment was 

not the only reason for the attachment to Frederick which 

the Huguenots displayed, for they were bound to sovereignty 

7 8 
by conscience, since the Prince represented God. "That 

^^Abbadie, Coronation, pp. 184-187. 

'̂ l̂bid. , pp. 187-188. 

"^^lbid. , p. 188. Here is a direct reference to 
Romans 13:5, which says, "Wherefore ye must needs be sub-
ject, not only for wrath, but also for conscience sake." 
Calvin also made quite an issue of this. See Calvin, 
2: 669. Also, John Calvin, Commentaries on the Epistle 
of Paul the Apostle to the Roraans, 2 vols., trans. and 
ed. John Owen (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Williara B. Eerdmans 
Publishing Co., 1959), 2: 482. 
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which is to Caesar is to God, since Caesar is reclothed in 

a divine power." And, he added, to move against Caesar 

79 was to affront God. 

Never far beneath the surface, the subject of the 

refugee experience burst forth in a positive statement of 

political faith: 

But, to whom do I speak? Must one exhort you to 
faithfulness and to obedience for your sovereign, oh 
you, faithful Christians, raore faithful subjects . . . 
you have never lost faithfulness for the raonarch which 
God has given you, you who have obeyed raasters rude 
and distressing, or cruel and without pity . . . you 
have obeyed those who have afflicted you; 0 God with 
what joy will you obey the raost sweet and raerciful 
sovereign in the entire world and your benefactor in 
particular, who received you so generously and pro-
tects you with jealousy, v/ho gives sustenance to 
your poor with great charity and who has comraenced 
his reign by holy and soleran declarations that he 
would never abandon you.^O 

This stateraent says a great deal about Abbadie's political 

absolutisra in 16 88. The raonarch, Abbadie affirmed, had 

been "given" to the people, an idea which recurs often in 

Abbadie's thought, as previously emphasized. But the 

statement is in reference to Louis XIV; Abbadie obviously 

assumed Louis to be divinely originated, a fact which is 

The inclusive thought of this entire section is 
an application of the comraands found in Roraans 13:1-7, 
which stipulates that divine authority was responsible 
for the origination and continuance of royal power. Verse 
2 states, outright, that "Whosoever therefore resisteth 
the power, resisteth the ordinance of God: and they that 
resist shall receive to themselves damnation." 

^^Abbadie, Coronation, pp. 189-190. 
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very revealing of the lengths to which Abbadie went in 

respecting authority. Even more interesting is the 

complementary thought that the people have obeyed the 

Sun King although he was "rude and distressing." Notice, 

finally, that Abbadie praises them for that, in an indirect 

way, which stretches even John Calvin's rule of obedience. 

In 16 88, it seems that Abbadie had few boundaries, if any, 

on the submission due to the Prince. 

To such few malcontents as may have existed in 

the French community, Abbadie addressed the words: 

Go honor the world and serve sin in the company 
of sinners and the worldly and come not to raix your 
crimes, which call for the vengeance of God, to the 
voice of our recognition, which calls for his succor 
and benedictions . . . or iraraediately repent . . . 
[and] . . . serve God in fear, in order that you may 
serve your prince in faithfulness.°^ 

And, for the rest, including himself, the minister 

concluded that he wished Frederick to find the Huguenots 

holy and just, so that their presence would be pleasing 

to hira. 

As a matter of fact, Frederick, on his side, 

accepted the Huguenots no less willingly than had his 

father. He confirmed the Edict of Potsdam, extended some 

additional benefits to the group, and, generally speaking, 

raade for thera a welcome home. And they evidently served 

him faithfully. 

•̂••Ibid. , p. 190. 
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Criticisms and Conclusions 

Abbadie was a spokesman for his congregation, and, 

on a broader scale, for the French community in Brandenburg. 

As an attempt to forge trusting relations between the 

French Calvinists and the new Elector, the sermon was well 

conceived, if not well executed. The sermon, when de-

livered in June, 16 88, must have been impressive. With 

flourishes of rhetoric appropriately timed for effect, the 

discourse undoubtedly was a success. It would have fared 

better, however, had it remained a vocalized, and not a 

printed, presentation. 

Numerous problems of form and style plague the 

work. Mention need be made here of only raajor stylistic 

defects, thus reserving the emphasis for the political 

theory. Abbadie's coronation sermon is pedantic and repet-

itive throughout, and his organization, tightly woven at 

first, deteriorates until it is hard to find more than a 

vague connection between certain discussions and the sub-

ject they purport to clarify. Both overstatement and 

vagueness weaken the discourse throughout, while all too 

often clarification of a simple point assumes the character 

of a major undertaking. 

The most glaring problera in content is a logical 

one. Abbadie praised the prihciple of absolutisra as 

embodied in the Brandenburg Elector, but then he complained 

that Louis XIV persecuted the Huguenots, although he did 
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not urge his overthrow by tlie faithful. Logically, if 

absolutism is legitimate, then the ruler raay treat his 

subjects as he sees fit, although God raight punish liim 

for it. Given Abbadie's theory, Louis XIV had the right 

to treat the Huguenots in a way he thought best for the 

French society. And, if God was behind the monarch, 

complaint was as illogical as outright revolt. Techni-

cally, the monarch could never be illegitimate, for even 

if repressive, he was simply an agent of affliction sent 

by God for purposes of punishment. The only explanation 

as to why Abbadie did not pursue his complaints to their 

logical end must have been his refusal to condemn the 

Huguenots as people who deserved God's punishment through 

Louis. 

Outside the limits of the above problem, the dis-

course was weak in at least four other ways. All of them 

may be attributable to the fact that Abbadie was too much 

affected by his immediate surroundings and the special 

position in which he found hiraself as a spokesraan for a 

minority within a foreign society. The four areas were: 

1) he made an allusion to "illegitimacy" within sovereignty, 

but neither described it, nor even left space for its ex-

istence within the logic of his thought; 2) for today's 

reader, he tantalizes by vague allusions to popular partic-

ipation in government but never allows a clear-cut respon-

sibility to exist save for God's and the King's; 3) he 
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made no direct statement as to the King's relationship to 

the law of the society; and 4) he allowed his Protestant 

bias to affect his logic regarding the power of the 

monarchs. Each of these must be considered before reaching 

a conclusion about the French Abbadie's theory as of 16 88. 

1) Abbadie stated at the start of his section on 

the seven important truths about the monarch that his 

sermon considered only the legitimate sovereign, not the 

usurper. All of this is well and good, given the occasion. 

But, for political theory, too much is oraitted. It is 

possible to assurae that all stateraents about monarchy made 

in the text of the sermon apply only to legitiraacy and 

that absolute power does not belong to any sovereignty 

but legitimate. Is it to be assuraed that in the case of 

illegitimate sovereignty, the people would not have to 

follow the criteria on the subject of allegiance or sub-

servience to the authority that he set forth? And, yet, 

Abbadie explained raisuse of authority as God's punishraent 

on the sinful society. This iraplied that there was no such 

thing as illegitiraacy in the position of sovereign raagis-

trate. Even if such illegitiraacy was possible, as Abbadie 

indicated it was by reference to "usurped sovereignty," 

what would give the people the right to change their sub-

servient attitude and defy God's punishraent? The charge 

here against the minister must be poor rhetoric, at best. 
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or outright illogic, at worst.^^ 

2) Abbadie intimated there was some kind of agree-

ment between the people and the Prince, but his notions 

are extremely vague and explained not at all. At first, 

he said, the "heads of families gave up part of their 

natural rights" in order to give them "to a man whora they 

established as Judge and Prince over them," and they put 

"between his hands the sword of justice." And, again, 

within the same time-frame, Abbadie commented that the 

prince might be elected by the people or chosen by God. 

If such is true, then some kind of relationship exists 

between Prince and people which takes into account the 

idea that the people remain instruraental in participation 

8 3 
with the Prince. 

The most provocative statement, however, is found 

in the discussion of the inviolable duties of the Sovereign 

power. As cited earlier, Abbadie's words affirraed that: 

[The presence of God] . . . reassures them [the 
rulers] against their fears and shows that that this 
MUTUAL ENGAGEMENT OF THE PRINCE WITH THE PEOPLE AND 
THE PEOPLE WITH THE PRINCE IS SO STRONG AS TO BE 
INVIOLABLE [emphasis added].84 

^^lbid., p. 194. 

8 3 
Jean Bodin, a century before Abbadie, thought 

it destructive of sovereignty to attempt to divide it. 
Perhaps Abbadie was struggling with the logic problera hira-
self, thus accounting for the vagueness. See Franklin, 
p. 23. 

84 
See above, pp. 114-115. 
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The question is: is this to be considered a contract, 

which would indicate duties and obligations for each 

party, the neglect of which eliminates the agreement as 

binding for the offended party in a dispute? But, Abbadie 

bluntly stated that the people must obey regardless of 

situation. At best, it is confusing; at worst, it is 

contradictory. For our study, given the context of the 

statement, the best assumption is that Abbadie did not 

intend to support contract theory in making the statement. 

Regardless of intent, however, it demonstrates Abbadie's 

amateurish approach to political theory. He obviously 

was thinking and speaking for the moment and was not con-

structing a definitive political system. 

3) While terming the law "majestic" on one occa-

sion in the sermon and emphasizing its primary iraportance 

in a society, Abbadie made no direct reference to the 

King's relationship to it. All he said was that the King 

is permitted all he wants. One has little reason to doubt 

that the King was outside the confines of the law based 

on this stateraent, but how does that fit with the ques-

tions raised about the "mutual engagement between people 

and princes" mentioned in the second criticisra above? If 

"mutual engagement" intimates any restriction on the 

monarch, then Abbadie has contradicted his idea that the 

King is permitted everything. 

4) The final problem has to do with the bias 
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Abbadie demonstrated for the Protestants. The allusions 

he made to affairs in Catholic France smack of his hatred 

of Catholicism. Abbadie gave monarchy the charge of ex-

tending the true faith, but accused Louis of pursuing his 

version of that "true faith" by persecuting Huguenot 

"heretics." It might be said in Abbadie's defense that 

this was the norm for Calvinist ministers, for Calvin's 

theology dictated that "truth" was "revealed" by God. 

Therefore, God's ministers knew what God wanted, whether 

it was demonstrable or not to the general public. The 

Huguenots were right; everyone else, and especially the 

"Papists," were wrong. Thus, what was allowed the 

Protestant Prince was denied the Catholic one, even 

though Abbadie did not want to remove even the Catholic 

monarch from the throne. Abbadie assumed this to be 

God's way and never sensed the illogic of it. 

In sumraary, it must be said that Abbadie, in 1688, 

had no "system" to sell to his reader. As a good Calvin-

ist, he must have thought such a system was not the busi-

ness of a theologian. Abbadie simply was attempting to 

protect the resident and incoming Huguenot refugees frora 

their unknown future by appealing to the raercy of the 

new Elector, Frederick III. To do so, it was necessary 

to bow deeply in the direction of political absolutisra, 

an act to which the Huguenots had becorae accustomed 

through three generations under the French monarchy, and 
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which they had found comfortable under the Great Elector. 

Although there are faint suggestions in the sermon which 

offer the possibility of another interpretation, it raust 

be concluded that Abbadie, as a leader of a foreign 

minority in Brandenburg, was a thorough-going Absolutist 

in 1688. There are no traces of a blatant resistance 

theory along the lines of that advocated by George 

Buchanan, who justified "the deposition of Mary Queen of 

8 5 Scots" in the sixteenth century. Neither is there the 

full-blown political theory of contract as found in the 

Huguenot Vindiciae contra tyrannos, although certain 

terrainology tantilizes the reader here. In addition, the 

concept of the legitiraacy of revolt as found in the 

8 6 
Vindiciae is absent in Abbadie's discourse. Obviously, 

Abbadie was concerned with politics only as it touched 

both his religion personally and that of his Huguenot 

charges in Berlin. He was not ready to raake the con-

science more than an individual and religious responsi-

bility. And certainly, the preacher wanted no part of 

popular action against an authority, good or bad, although 

he coraplained of Louis XIV briefly in the serraon. In 1688, 

^^Sibley, p. 335. 

^^See the Vindiciae contra tyrannos, in Franklin, 
Constitutionalism and Resistance, pp. 180-185, 189-197. 
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the implications of an appeal to the conscience on polit-

ical grounds frightened the French minister. To him the 

type of authority deriving from the Old Testament provided 

greater comfort than any based upon the sinfulness of the 

masses. At this point, to consider political questions 

was sufficient. But, due to changed circumstances, in 

only four years, Abbadie found reason to reconsider the 

political framework which he had rather routinely con-

structed from its base in a strict reading of his 

sixteenth-century master's thought. 



CHAPTER IV 

1692: THE DEFENSE DE LA NATION BRITANNIQUE 

As we have seen in chapter two, in 1689, Jacques 

Abbadie departed from Berlin and proceeded through Hol-

land, where he erabarked for England to join Marshal 

Schomberg. The trip signaled not only a physical change 

of residence for the clergyman, but led to a political 

reevaluation, for he was moving to and settling in a land 

which had just witnessed a revolutionary change of leader-

ship. In 1688/1689, the English throne had passed frora 

the Catholic Jaraes II to the Protestants Mary, elder 

daughter of Jaraes II, and her husband, Williara of Orange. 

This event had transpired only raonths before Abbadie's 

arrival in England. For the first tirae, Abbadie had the 

opportunity of viewing politics while unharapered with 

immediate responsibilities to a Huguenot congregation. 

His reinterpretation of his 1688 political position was 

but a result of the opprotunities afforded by both his 

situation and his expanded viewpoint. 

England's famous Revolution of 1688 had been the 

result of many years of suspicion and fear that the throne 

was in danger of drifting toward absolutism, and, possibly, 

131 
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a Catholic one, at that. In 1660, in the aftermath of 

the Puritan Rebellion and its extension, the Cromwellian 

period, Charles II had been restored as King of England. 

A nominal Protestant at best, he was always suspected of 

harboring Catholic views because of his connections with 

the court of Louis XIV. Kis attempts to obtain tolerance 

for the Catholics, as exemplified in his Declaration of 

Indulgence (1672) and other similar policies simply in-

creased English fears. His death in 1685 only brought 

to the throne his very Catholic brother, Jaraes II, who 

did not even attempt to disguise his predilection for 

both Catholicism in religion and absolutism in politics. 

Jaraes II lasted three years as King of England. 

At first, Parliaraent atterapted to raake the best of the 

situation, even aiding the King against the abortive Mon-

2 

mouth uprismg in 1.685. Beneath that support lay the 

hope that, somehow, James would recognize the impossi-

bility of his ambitions. But, religious and political 

disagreements between Parliamentary factions and the King 

grew almost daily, to the point that certain Parliamen-

tarians thought it expedient to England's well-being to 

force the King's removal. At first, a lack of consensus 

The suspicions were well-grounded, for Charles 
professed Catholicism immediately prior to his death in 
1685. 

2 
James R. Jones, The Revolution of 1688 in England 

(London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1972), pp. 59-60. 
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between the recently-formed "Whig" and "Tory" elements 

in Parliament prevented basic agreement on the course to 

take, but when the King, pursuing his own paths, alienated 

3 
all factions, he ensured his own downfall. The revolu-

tion was initiated by an "association" of certain Parlia-

mentary figures with Mary and her forceful Protestant 

husband, William. They were promised support in removing 

James from the throne, and, subsequently, on February 13, 

1689, were offered the crown, after James had fled to 

France. For all intents and purposes, a "bloodless" revo-

lution had occurred. This "Glorious Revolution," as it 

came to be called, thus succeeded in perpetuating England's 

tradition since the sixteenth century of non-Catholicism 

and growing monarchical constitutionalism. 

We can only surmise that Abbadie, moving from 

absolutist Brandenburg, must have felt some unease as he 

contemplated England's experiences in light of his past 

support of authority. But an overriding consideration 

based on the European political position of the Protestant 

states made him think carefully about the meaning of the 

English events of 1688-1689. As raentioned earlier, 

Frederick William of Brandenburg had become more and more 

'3 

John Miller, Popery and Politics in England, 1660-
1688 (Carabridge, England: University Press, 1973), pp. 
250-252. 

4 
Jones, p. 240. 
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concerned that Protestant Europe was too divided and weak 

to protect itself against powerful Catholic and French 

conspiracies against it. The Elector especially assumed 

this to be true after Charles II died and Catholic Jaraes II 

acceded to the throne in England. He had, in fact, en-

couraged his nephew, Williara of Orange, to atterapt the 

reraoval of Jaraes shortly after Jaraes' accession, but 

5 William considered the time inappropriate. Surely, given 

the proximity of Abbadie to Frederick William, he raust 

have caught the drift of thé Elector's thinking on this 

matter. And, even more likely, Abbadie's theology and 

his experiences with the refugees from Catholic oppression 

must hav'e caused him to react positively to an event which 

contrasted with the Balkanized state in which European 

Protestants lived. The new freedom frora congregational 

responsibility now had its effect, as Abbadie conteraplated 

the European scene generally. Patently, England had 

undergone rebellion. To Abbadie, this suggested God's 

hand in the raatter, a rationalization made easier by the 

realization that post-Revolution England did not appear 

to be raired in anarchy. In fact, the Anglican High Clergy 

viewed the Revolution as the work of God through a 

^Schevill, p. 359. 
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conqueror, and it is not unreasonable to believe that 

Abbadie may have been aware of this interpretation of the 

events of 1688-1689. 

After only four years, Abbadie had the opportunity 

to set forth how it was that God was at work in England, 

in preparation for a European-wide Protestant confronta-

tion with the Papist "Anti-Christ" and his royal lackeys. 

How that occasion came to him is in itself an interesting 

story. 

To Pierre Jurieu, by this time living in the 

Netherlands, the year 16 8 9 was supposed to witness the 

defeat and overthrow of the governraent of Louis XIV and 

the vindication of the Huguenots for the tragic events of 

the preceding decade in France. Such is what the volatile 

Huguenot spokesman thought after he had made a detailed 

study of the Apocalypse. In Huguenot centers across 

Western Europe and among the faithful still in France, 
7 

hopes had run high that Jurieu would be proven correct. 

r 

William Lloyd, "The Revolution as an Act of Con-
quest," in The Revolution of 1688: Whig Triumph or Palace 
Revolution?, ed., with an introduction by Gerald M. Straka, 
Problems in European Civilization Series (Boston: D. C. 
Heath & Co., 1963), pp. 25-28. Lloyd was a "High Church" 
spokesman as Bishop of St. Asaph at the time of the Revo-
lution and made the avowal in his work, A Discourse of 
God's Ways of Disposing of Kingdoms (London, 1691), pp. 
17-25, 27-28, 61-67, as quoted in the problems series 
source above. 

7 
Howard Robinson, Bayle the Skeptic (New York: 

Columbia University Press, 1931), p. 117. 
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The Revolution of 1688 in England increased that expecta-

tion by indicating a possible political change in the 

fortunes of the Protestant states of Europe.^ And, when 

tlie League of Augsburg became the Grand Alliance and began 

war against the French court in 1689, the Huguenots were 

ecstatic with expectant joy as to the coming miracle. 

Their exuberance was crushed when 1689 ended and the 

prophecy remained unfulfilled. 

Pierre Jurieu was embarrassed. He had taken the 

mantle of spokesman for the Huguenot cause shortly after 

his arrival in Rotterdam in 1681 when his position at the 

Protestant Academy of Sedan was terrainated by governraental 

seizure of the school. Professor of Theology at the Ecole 

Illustre and minister of the Walloon Church in the Dutch 

city, Jurieu had lambasted Louis XIV and his despised 

"Papism" for years while openly decrying Louis' absolutism 
9 

and supporting the concept of "popular sovereignty." 

o 

Abbadie noted the hopes and expectations in 
general terms on several occasions in his writings. For 
example, in 1694, he referred to Williara's traveling to 
England in 1688, "accorapanied with the prayers and accla-
raations of the whole world that was concern'd in the suc-
cess of his voyage. . . . " Abbadie, A panegyric on our 
late sovereign lady Mary, p. 18. 

9 
Jurieu was an advocate of loyalty to Louis XIV 

until the Revocation of 1685, but thereafter becarae the 
most highly visible Huguenot spokesman against arbitrary 
power, and, especially, that of the Sun King. S_ee Paul 
Seippel, "Un precurseur de la democratie," Bulletin de la 
societe" de l'histoire du protestantisrae francais 66 (1916) 
164-169, which is a brief outline of Jurieu's experiences 
and works. 
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Operating a spy network which reported to the British and 

issuing a newsletter to eraigre's and the faithful still 

within France, Jurieu had gambled in a 1686 publication 

by saying that 1689 would be both the year of doom for the 

French court of Louis and of vindication for the persecuted 

Huguenots. When 1689 ended and no obvious "miracles" 

had occurred, Huguenotism was left in an awkward position. 

A pro-monarchist pamphleteer recognized and took advantage 

of that situation by publishing the Avis aux Refugies, in 

12 
1692. This anonymous publication, which advised the 

Huguenots to quarantine themselves against the dual 

spirits of "satire and republicanism" and to reenter France 

humbly to serve Louis as faithful Frenchmen, was popularly 

13 ascribed to Pierre Bayle of Rotterdara. Bayle, who was 

Jurieu's colleague at the Ecole Illustre, denied authorship, 

but the charge began a war of angry words between the two 

which was to last until 17 06 when Jurieu had the "final" 

These were the Lettres pastoral adressees aux 
fideles de France qui geraissent sous la captivite de 
Babylone, published from 1686-1689. 

This was L'accomplissement des propheties, ou 
la de'liverance prochaine de l'église" 

12 
Monsieur C. L. A. A. P. D. P., Avis iraportant 

aux re^fugies sur leur prochain retour en France, donná 
pour estrennes å l'un d'eux en 1690 (Paris: Gabriel 
Martin, 1692). 

13 
See Charles Bastide, "Bayle est-il l'auteur de 

L'avis aux refugies?" Bulletin de la societe de l'histoire 
du protestantisme francais 56 (1907): 544-558. 
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14 

say. Although the controversy cost Bayle his academic 

position at the Ecole in 1693,^^ it struck Jurieu harder 

in the long run by partially discrediting him as a spokes-

man for the Huguenot cause. 

By 1692, Jacques Abbadie was serving as minister 

at the French Church of the Savoy in London. He wanted no 

personal part in the developing Bayle-Jurieu personality 

squabble, but could not allow Bayle's attack on Huguenotisra 

to go unchallenged. Soon after the Avis was published, 

Abbadie reacted.. Not only was the pastor appalled at the 

suggestions contained in the book, but he was chagrined 

that the Huguenot community had not responded raore quickly 

to condemn the book and its author, whom he thought had 

16 
attacked Huguenot honor. Thus, inspired by his deep 

concern for the "Faith" itself, Abbadie published a 519-

page tome, entitled the Defense de la nation britannique. 

In the De'fense, Abbadie spent little time in dis-

cussing Jurieu's unfulfilled prophecies of what would 

14 
This was m Le philosophe de Roterdara (!) accusi, 

atteint, et convaincu, which Bayle ignored, although cer-
tain friends responded to it. 

15 
Craig B. Brush, Montaigne and Bayle: Variations 

on the Therae of Skepticisra, 2 vols. (The Hague: Martinus 
Nijhoff, 1966), 1: 247. Bayle lost his position after 
Jurieu agitated against hira, but utilized his free tirae to 
work on his Historical and Critical Dictionary, which 
solidified his intellectual prestige in Europe. 

Abbadie, Defense de la nation britannique, pp. 
iii, 3. 
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happen in 1689, suggesting only to the author of the Avis 

that the subject had best be turned over to.the Holy Spirit, 

since men often made mistakes and disagreed with one 
17 

another. He added, 

The refugees have no need of your advice nor of your 
instruction on the subject. They [the Huguenots] know 
that, if God wills to reestablish them, his provi-
dence will find the perfect means.18 

Abbadie's weighty work dealt specifically with political 

questions raised by the Avis aux Refugiés. He made no 

attempt to build a systematic structure encompassing all 

the subjects of politics. ^ But he touched on enough 

diverse material in the Defense to give posterity a glirapse 

of what a segment of the refugee Huguenot, community in 

England thought during the tumultuous decade after the 

revocation of the Edict of Nantes. 

While attacking the author of the Avis, Abbadie 

also took issue with Jurieu's more extrerae political 

statements concerning the sovereignty of the peo.ple. 

Abbadie, in his new domain under the limited English 

constitutional systera, had come to personal terms with 

the idea of popular sovereignty, but desired to qualify 

it by reminding everyone who would read his work that God 

Ibid., p. 13. Ibid., p. 85. 

19 X ^ 
Frank Puaux, "L'evolution des theories politiques 

du protestantisme fran^ais pendant le régne de Louis XIV," 
Bulle'tin de la sociéte de l'histoire du protestantisme 
fran^ais 62 (1913, 1914): 492. 
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retained ultimate authority. It is worth repeating that 

it was his confidence in the presence of God in the Revo-

lutionary events which allowed Abbadie to accept a measure 

of limited sovereignty in his new treatise. Hence, the 

book carries throughout its pages what was still essen-

tially a fundamentally religious spirit. However, in the 

attempt to rationalize the Glorious Revolution for hira-

self, Abbadie now expanded and "liberalized" portions of 

his theory as he had expressed it in 1688. 

The Defense of the British Nation was satirical, 

sarcastic, often repetitive, and lengthy in describing 

imaginary discussions among London Huguenots as to the 

rationale contained in the Avis. Casting hiraself as the 

devil's advocate, Abbadie at first utilized a fresh and 

lively forraat. Soon, however, he advanced to a state of 

seriousness which he raust have felt the discussion deserved 

The end product was a plodding, repetitive discussion of 

Abbadie's thought which contrasted to both the Avis author 

and Jurieu. It is interesting that the rainister never 

referred to either man by name in contesting them, indi-

cating perhaps his formalism and/or a desire to stay away 

from personality-oriented disputes. 

The following pages deal with the political 

thoughts in the Defense of the British Nation. The sub-

jects may be separated into three parts, with the first 

treating of Contract, the second with Power, and the 
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third and last, with Resistance. 

Part I: Contract 

The idea of contract was broached early within 

the Huguenot movement. Both Beza and the author of 

Vindiciae contra tyrannos suggested two-part contracts, 

one between God and the people and the king, and another 

between people and king. The first affirmed God's laws 

in return for His protection and the second dictated sub-

servience to the king's sovereignty in return for his up-

holding of the laws. The rights of resistance seen in 

both monarchoraach works harkened back to violations of 

20 one or both contracts. As suggested earlier, Abbadie 

21 vaguely mtimated the existence of a "contract" in 1688, 

and, finding it useful in 1692 in the Defense, proposed 

the idea of the contract as the central core of his 

22 political ideology. But, in order to discuss the sub-

ject logically, it is necessary to touch on Abbadie's 

interpretations of the origins of society, law and justice 

There are, according to Abbadie, three fundamental 

laws establishing states and empires: the law of society 

is such that, originally, people gave up certain rights 

20 
Sibley, p. 336. 

•̂̂ See Chapter three, pages 126-127, above. 

22 / 
Abbadie, Defense, p. 219. 
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in order to provide for the conservation of the individuals 

within the society. The law of government presupposes the 

creation of a system of laws which are to be used for the 

benefit of all. The law of empire is that there has to 

be direction and constraint over the particulars to obey 

the law created. According to the Savoy minister, Salus 

populi lex suprema in civitate is the motto which best 

describes the spirit of the arrangement.^^ 

Society was originally founded within a time of 

savagery and confusion and was willed by God, who is, 

after all, a "God of order and not disorder."^^ The indi-

viduals agreed on issues among themselves in order to "re-

ceive the right of enjoying each according to his measure 

2 5 and his rank the privileges of the comraunity." And 

Salus populi raeant not only life, but the "commodities of 

life," which included the rights of life, liberty, property. 

23 
Ibid., p. 118-119. Abbadie was not the only 

Huguenot writer to use the expression, for over a century 
before, Francois Hotman had referred to it in his Franco-
Gallia. See Beatrice Reynolds, Proponents of Liraited 
Monarchy in Sixteenth-Century France: Francis Hotraan and 
Jean Bodin (New York: Colurabia University Press, 1931, 
p. 98. And, more recently, Pierre Jurieu had restated 
the motto. See Seipple, p. 166. 

24 • . . . 
Abbadie, Defense, p. 151. Again, the issue is 

completely Calvinistic "order," Calvin, in his "Coraraen-
taries on Romans," spends great amounts of time discussing 
God's "means . . . for the preservation of legitimate 
order." Calvin, pp. 83-87. 

25 / 
Abbadie, Defense, p. 204. 
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children, reputation, and conscience,^^ termed by Abbadie 

"natural prerogatives. "̂ *̂  God is creator and first owner 

of these natural rights and even the individual is to be 

viewed as a leaser, so to speak, for not even he has the 

ultimate disposal of them.^^ 

As First Cause, God willed that societal man 

should create human authority to direct and accomplish 

an atmosphere of justice in the coramunity: 

. . . it is God who asserts Himself to consent 
to the people in order to elevate Princes to the 
throne. . . .29 

Originally, according to Scripture, k-ings were created in 

one of four ways: blood and birth, conquest, election by 

the people, or selection by God through the consent of the 

people. Abbadie's view is that the first was merely an 

extension of the familial authority; the second was pro-

ductive of great misery, especially to Christians; the 

2 6 
Ibid., p. 298. Here we find a definite expan-

sion of Abbadie's previous position in which he had erapha-
sized "conscience" as the iraportant individual right. It 
reflects a partial acceptance of the more liberalized Whig 
position concerning the English monarchy's responsibility 
for "natural rights." 

27 
Ibid., p. 116. Abbadie was an advocate of raany 

things which he. termed "natural." Essentially, he meant 
those things which no man contested in a civilized world. 
These things are obvious. Abbadie advocated a "natural" 
religion which began with the obviousness of God within 
man's environment, and the "Golden Rule" was its chief 
motto. See Idem, Vindication of the Christian Religion, 
pp. 84-90. 

28 /• 2 9 
Idem, Defense, p. 113. Ibid., p. 429. 
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third showed little success, for God was not involved; 

and the fourth was the wise path. Regardless of the ways 

in which kings were chosen, God prescribed that the laws 

of inheritance would determine succession in order to 

30 
prevent anarchy. Actually, Abbadie, while not suggesting 

that monarchial government was the best or only form of 

31 
authority, limited himself to describing that form and 

suggested three overlapping laws pertaining specifically 

to it: the law of the Kingdom, the law of Succession, 

and the law of Contract. The law of Kingdom dictates 

that the king is the source of power and all other 

authority eraanates from hira only. The law of succession 

says that a particular chosen faraily controls the sover-

eign authority in the state through the generations. The 

law of contract, which Abbadie now called the central 

idea in his theory, is that the lcing, when accepting the 

post, proraises to observe the laws and maintain the liberty 

32 
and privileges of his subjects. When all parties have 

^°Ibid., pp. 109-110. 

31 
Ibid., p. 284. He raade a specific issue of that 

fact, which was an atterapt to point out that God was com-
raanding the situation, no raatter the forra of governraent. 
He felt attached to monarchy, for that was the systera with 
which he was acquainted personally. 

•^^lbid., pp. 120-121. In a reference to the sarae 
idea, Abbadie remarked, twenty-seven years later, that 
George I had been charged with the "peace and liberty of 
the people." Once the contract idea was broached by 
Abbadie, he remained consistent in alluding to dual 
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agreed, the contract becomes inviolable.^^ All concepts 

of power are paternal in that the original rights of the 

society were nothing more than the ceded rights of the 

fathers of that society. Therefore, the king is but a 

3 å. 

father to the comraunity. 

If the king is legitimate and respects the con-

tract, i.e., his vows to secure and maintain the society, 

there is nothing which can be done legitimately by the 

people to remove him or even judge him, although God re-

tains the right of ultimate judgment. However, as in the 

case of the father, vis-á-vis his family, if the king 

attempts to destroy the society, which is the equivalent 

of his family, he has to be constrained in the interests 

35 of the community. For all practical purposes, he has 

broken the contract and, as such, has deposed himself 

responsibilities. Idera, "Epitre dedicatoire au roi de la 
Grande Bretagne, George I," p. 410. It should be noted, 
also, that the contract was the basis of the Whig stand 
on dual responsibility. Víhile this does not necessarily 
iraply a debt which Abbadie owed to the Whigs, it does 
suggest an atraosphere in which the idea would be accepted 
readily. 

33 
The idea here is that God, Nature, and Society 

have placed restrictions upon the raonarchy. The contract 
which Abbadie eraphasizes is between the people and the 
king, but God and Nature are obviously part of the 
consideration. 

•^^ldem, Defense, p. 198. According to Abbadie, 
who advocated the paternal monarchy all of his life, 
George I was to be praised for having the "sentiments of 
the father in thc soul of the sovereign." Idem, "Epitre 
dedicatoire au roi de la Grande Bretagne," p. 413. 

•^^ldem, Difense, pp. 109, 302-303. 
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from the authority. Monarchomachic literature is replete 

3 6 
with ideas expressed in similar terms. Abbadie also 

reflects William Barclay here, and, indeed, cites him as 

^ -u 37 a direct source. 

Obviously, Abbadie was influenced by William 

Barclay, who, as a Scot absolutist in France about 1600, 

suggested that kings may depose themselves. In the book, 

The Kingdom and the Royal Power, Barclay liraited resist-

ance to a self-defense basis and avowed that no ruler had 

the right to destroy a society which had been entrusted 

38 
to him. Abbadie constantly referred to James II's 

attempt to destroy England and also coramented that James, 

in essence, deposed himself by the attempt. Abbadie, also 

like Barclay, saw this happening very seldora, thus indi-

cating the French cleric's conservative inclination and 

aversion to violent resistance. 

Abbadie asserted that two things cannot be allowed 

in society: anarchy and tyranny. To corabat these, God 

3 6 
Even Calvin expressed the idea that the king 

could "virtually" depose hiraself if he revolted against 
God. See Calvin, 2: 675, where he says " . . . by raising 
the horn against God, [the king] had virtually abrogated 
his own power." It is only a small step frora that to 
Abbadie's assumption of self-deposition, which he bases on 
contract. The contract, however, places God in the pri-
macy, which is what Calvin would logically have had to do 
if he had put his ideas in terras of contract. 

37 ^ 
Abbadie, Defense, p. 201. 

•^^Sibley, pp. 341-343. 
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has given to man natural magistrates (Fathers) and also 

ways to combat the two disorders: the civil magistrate 

is given a fatherly affection over his subjects, who are 

his "children." This ends the possibility of tyranny. 

Then, to combat anarchy, the father in family and civil 

life is succeeded by the son who takes the responsibility 

to continue the leadership of the unit or community. Love 

forms the temperament of authority; authority nourishes 

love in this natural kingdom; and the object of this love 

is the well-being of the family and state. There is no 

choice of conserving or destroying the society, as there 

is no choice within the family. Medicine taken for an 

ailment, Abbadie claims, is not given the choice of curing 

or not curing the malady and, by analogy, the King has no 

39 
choice but to maintain the coraraunity. 

After agreeing in the contract to respect the 

natural prerogatives of life, liberty, et al., the King 

vows to support the formulated societal laws and to be 

faithful to his own pronouncements, i.e., edicts, decrees, 

etc. Law, after all, is a product of "the sentiment of 

the people," and in effect, "is nothing raore than the 

consent of society.""^^ For example, the French assumed 

•^^Abbadie, De'fense, pp. 110, 137. 

^^lbid., p. 113. Abbadie approaches Hotman raore 
than Calvin in his concepts of the origins of law. Hotman 
believed law to have originated in traditional "custom," 
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the inviolability of Salic law and the English demanded 

consultation of Parliament as part of the societal re-

quirements to be met in the contract. In short, the 

King must respect both natural and statute law. If he 

fails to do so, he has broken the contract. For their 

part, the people recognize his sovereignty as legitimate 

and promise obedience. "God is served in this way by the 

consent of the people in order to establish the power of 

42 
the kings." This statement is revealing; after going 

to great lengths to set the stage for including the people, 

Abbadie returned to the subject which dominated his theory: 

God. 

Law, according to Abbadie, raay be defined in three 

ways: by letter, by design of legislator, or by equity. 

The letter of the law must be followed as much as possible 

by the judges of society, but the spirit of the law is the 

best rule in those cases where the letter does not speak 

to the specific problem. "The letter of the law may be 

contrary to the good of the state and the spirit of the 

law never is." At any rate, the existence of law 

whereas Calvin emphasized "natural equity." Abbadie, 
however, touches on that concept with his ideas of 
"natural prerogativôs." Hence the lines of Abbadie's 
thought continue to follow sixteenth-century Calvinistic 
and monarchomachic theory extensively. See Reynolds, p. 
101. 

41 y 
Abbadie, Defense, p. 205. 

"^^lbid., p. 115. ^-^lbid., pp. 455-456. 
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presupposes that Salus populi lex suprema in civitate is 

the rule. No person, not even the sovereign magistrate, 

may violate that maxim in interpreting the laws. To do 

so is to invite tyranny which destroys the society. This 

is disallowed by the basic contract, which is conceded by 

God for the benefit of all.'̂ '̂  

There is no absolute prerogative found in the 

monarchy. Not even a conqueror can claim arbitrary power, 

for if he could exercise it, he would destroy that which 

45 
he has conquered. No king has a right to turn over his 

state to another or become tyrant over his subjects. As 

adultery may destroy a marriage, so a "notorious and in-

curable tyranny . . . renders the Prince morally incom-

46 patible with his subjects." Nor can the raonarch ask 

unreasonable things of his subjects: "We do not give up 

our honor or prostitute our children and women, or commit 

crimes and go directly against conscience itself for the 

47 safety of the land and the conservation of the society." 

And, again. 

44 
Ibid., pp. 115, 404. These are statements re-

lating God's "pleasure" when a contract is formed. The 
first is general and theoretical; the second regards 
Williara's contract with the English in 1688. 

"^^lbid., pp. 110-113. 

"^^lbid., pp. 429-430. 

^^lbid., p. 204. 
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Our conversation is raore necessary than all things 
. . . more necessary than society, more necessary 
than the government in general, more necessary than 
the Kingdom. . . .48 

Since society cannot demand these things, certainly 

neither can the sovereign whom God and society created. 

God has given Kings the right to do justice, not vio-. 

T 49 lence. 

The contract maintains that which God and society 

intended as limitations on the sovereign power. Abbadie 

utilized the idea of such an arrangement to build a case 

for the right of resistance, which he saw as necessary on 

certain very specific occasions. In order to arrive at 

that point, Abbadie had to construct definit'ions of power 

and its abuse with some care. 

Part II: Power 

Sovereign power is the raeans by which the one who 

has been set over society contributes peace and justice to 

it. Abbadie does not downgrade the importance and sanc-

tity of the legitimate sovereign authority in any of his 

works, including the De^fense. In the latter work, how-

ever, the purpose is to describe usurped or illegitimate 

sovereignty and, specifically, a successful revolution 

48 
Ibid., p. 365. 

4 9 
Ibid., p. 171. This was a favorite sub^ect of 

Abbadie and reminiscent of his scripture reference for the 
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agaiast James II, whom Abbadie viewed as an usurper of 

God's and Nature's rights. There are times when sovereign 

authority, Abbadie affirmed, deposes itself by its actions 

or intentions. 

Abbadie attempted to discuss sovereignty in sophis-

ticated terminology which would appeal to an educated 

English and European audience, hence he defined "power," 

which is a basic component of authority, very specifically 

to include abstract, as well as practical, elements. 

"The idea of power," Abbadie reraarked early in the 

De'fense, "encompasses two others: that of right and that 

50 of force. " Certain functionary duties or rights are 

allowed sovereigns in order for them to carry out their 

obligations to conserve society. These "rights," origi-

nally, are given by God and rest on a strong ethical 

foundation; thus, such things do not reflect poorly on 

the concept of sanctified leadership. Now, leaders of 

states have physical power at their command to be used 

for the preservation of the society. Certainly, the 

definitions of "power" go beyond physical force, a con-

cept Abbadie's Calvinism dictated. But Abbadie is here 

interested in real power that expressed itself in the 

1688 coronation sermon cited in Chapter three above, 
I Kings 10:9, which said that the King had been estab-
lished "to make judgment and justice," Idem, Coronation, 
p. 113. 

50 ^ 
Idem, Defense, p. 102. 
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royal ability to compel people to do certain things judged 

necessary by the sovereign. 

Given these definitions regarding right and force, 

Abbadie went on to distinguish three sorts of power: 1) a 

power limited as regards both right and force, 2) a power 

unlimited as regards both right and force, and 3) a power 

unlimited in force, but limited as to right. Each of 

51 these corresponded to some element of raan's experience. 

The first type of power, liraited as to right and 

force, is best seen in the position of a lesser raagistrate, 

who has neither the right nor the necessary coraraand of 

force to impose his will on the society, nor to destroy 

that society. 

The second form of power, unliraited as regards 

right and force, is the power of God to do as he wills. 

God cannot commit injustice. He can even, conceivably, 

decree the destruction of society, should it so deserve 

it. Abbadie saw man as having three different relation-

ships with God: as criminal, who must suffer God's jus-

tice; as slaves, submissive to God's desires; and as 

subjects to whom God has given freedom. This last is 

53 
descriptive of certain limits God has placed on Himself. 

^•^lbid., p. 103. ^^lbid. 

^^lbid., pp. 103, 123-124. Abbadie's own experi-
ence with God, as he related it, is best seen, perhaps, 
in a stateraent from one of his works: 
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The third sort of power, unlimited in force but 

limited in right, is descriptive of the contractual form 

of government. It is the type of government that Rome had, 

for the Emperors had no right to destroy the society, al-

though they had the necessary powers to do so. To have 

done such would have been an abuse of their authority, and 

i=j= 54 

an offense to God. 

For Abbadie, comraon sense indicated that kings 

must have great force, so the question to be answered was: 

Does the king have total freedom to pursue his own desire? 

The answer he gave was a resounding "no," which would 

validate the deposition of James II, an event with which 

Abbadie dealt only in retrospect. This enabled him to 

concoct lengthy rationalizations to fit his point of view. 

Since Abbadie was addressing the subject of the 

kingly deposition found in the Revolution of 1688, his 

major interest centers on the second type of power, for 

. . . this Treatise . . . I now dedicate to the 
eternal honour of my Divine Redeeraer, the adorable 
Iraraanuel. . . . Forgive, o God, the iraperfections of 
the work, and the sins of the author! Establish and 
spread the infallible truths of thy gospel; that as 
thou has been pleased to raanifest thyself in the 
flesh, all flesh may behold thy glory and bow at thy 
footstool. Amen. 

Some of the spirit of this statement is testimony to the 
reality of the Defense stateraent, as Abbadie saw and lived 
it. Idem, The Diety of Jesus Christ Essential to the 
Christian Religion. A Treatise on the Divinity of our 
Lord Jesus Christ, New Edition of English Translation, 
ed. Abraham Booth (Burlington, N.J.: S. C. Ustick, 1802), 
p. 313. 

54 y 
Idem, Defense, p. 103. 
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it is here that a king could best be attacked. The first 

type of power did not involve a choice; a rainor magis-

trate who had no right to do something and did it, without 

the force to back up his attempt, would be crushed imme-

diately by superior power. However, in Abbadie's defini-

tions, the sovereign who puts himself in the second class 

of having all right and all force has usurped the authority 

of God, Himself. From this point, the minister could de-

fine illegitimacy in terms indicative of his true interest, 

which was religion. 

Sovereign Power must heed the contract explicitly, 

for in it are the things which legitiraacy may undertake. 

As stated earlier, the contract denied the sovereign those 

natural prerogatives which belonged to the society as a 

whole, and, in addition to these, conscience, which be-

longed to God. If the King infringed on any of these three, 

he, in essence, had abused his power. As long as he did 

56 
not infringe upon these, his powers were uncontested. 

Ibid., pp. 107-108. The subject of the Defense 
is God's sovereignty, and that becomes clear when all 
rationalizations are stripped down to their base eleraents 
For an example of Abbadie's overwhelraing God-oriented 
political philosophy in a brief, totally-obvious format, 
see Idera, "Adresse des francois refugies en Irlande a Sa 
Majesté' et la harangue a Son Excellence Monseigneur le 
Corate de Sunderland, .Vice-roy d'Irlande pour Sa Majesté'" 
(Londres: Anthoine Meure, 1715). Also, Idem, "Epitre 
de'dicatoire au roi de la Grande Bretagne." 

Idem, Defense, pp. 162,214. 
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A century before, the Vindiciae had suggested about the 

same thing by defining two contracts, one between man, 

king and God, and one between man and king. If either 

were broken, revolt was allowed. Otherwise, no revolt 

57 
was legitimate. Abbadie reflected the spirit, if not 

the letter, of the Vindiciae although his theory in some 

ways was much more complex. 

Abbadie, like the theorists before him, followed 

the idea of resistance only on specific, carefully defined 

occasions, and had difficulty describing how "right" could 

restrain "power," if power was misused. It must be re-

membered, however, that Abbadie was not writing an instruc-

tion book for revolution, but simply attempting to legiti-

mize one which had already occurred. His detailed rational-

izations allowed resistance when a ruler "deposed himself" 

by usurping rights not his. He also neglected to elucidate 

specifically how one was to identify infringement of right 

by a sovereign authority. But this was not an oversight, 

for he felt that such infringement would be so obvious 

that no explanation would be necessary. This was simply 

an extension of his religious "revelationary truth" into 

58 political situations. Abbadie inquires, for instance. 

Sibley, p. 336. 

58 
Calvinists tended to "recognize" Truth every-

where as obvious to all. Abbadie, an advocate of "natural" 
religion, thought it was completely visible, for God 
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if anyone needed to be informed that the Dragonades were 

undertaking their enterprise against God, or if the 

English needed to be told thát James II was causing their 

59 ruin. 

There might be an occasion when a tyrant was set 

over man to punish him for his sinful nature or for his 

mistakes. Here, Abbadie was very vague, for while the 

tyrant would have no legal rights, given Abbadie's defini-

tions, the fact that God was involved in the origination 

of the power was tantaraount to His approval of tyranny. 

Abbadie appealed to this seldom, for the inherent illogic 

of such a position was apparent. In fact, the minister 

stated that, while God could allow it, this did not happen 

6 n 

often. And this may be one reason for his careful 

avoidance of an open-ended discussion of Louis XIV and his 

treatment of the Huguenots. Abbadie did not want to indi-

cate that Louis was God's "tyrant" sent to persecute 

Huguenot "sinners." Certainly, if there were an occasion 

where a God-inspired tyrant existed, it would be obvious 

and, thus, not need explaining. To overthrow such a king 

would be to offend God. Abbadie saw the dileraraa and. 

intended it that way. Therefore, God "revealed" the 
presence of infringement to those who cared to see. For 
Calvinisra's views on revelation of truth, see a discus-
sion in Forrester, p. 281. 

^^Abbadie, De'fense, pp. 208-209. 

^^lbid., p. 123. 
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while recognizing the theoretical possibility of such a 

tyrant, conveniently skirted the issue by neglecting its 

contemporary application. 

To create absolute power for the monarch, God 

would have to utilize 1) an imraediate oracle, which He 

had not done since the days of Israel; or, 2) the voice 

of the people, which would be irapossible, for the people 

would have no interest in creating the instrument of their 

own destruction, or, 3) the "voice of events," in which 

case a conqueror would not claim legitimacy and would be 

viewed as a brigand. Abbadie did not interpret any of 

these as the case in England, so managed to sidestep its 

fi 1 
possible application there, also. 

Periodically, the specific role of conqueror is 

discussed in the Defense, and such is the case on the 

subject of power. A conqueror may demonstrate the force 

necessary to overturn a society, but no right should be 

attached to that act. Indeed, the conqueror can never be 

known as a King of his conquered people until he has 

recognized the contract and backed away from the infringe-

ment on the rights of the individual and society. To 

destroy the society is never justified, for coraraon sense 

dictates that it is not in the best interests of the 

conqueror to do so, and, in addition, it is also an 

•̂'•Ibid., pp. 130-131. 
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infringement of God's rights.^^ 

The minister opened up the subject of power as 

the means to challenge James II. Since he was convinced 

tliat James had violated the rights of God, Nature and the 

Contract, he could write off James as the wielder of power 

not belonging to him. He did the same in referring to 

Louis XIV, indicting, by direct reference, that king for 

despotic and arbitrary power in violating the law of 

nature, the idea of justice, and sacred and inviolable 

6 3 
agreements. Absolute sovereign power, Abbadie asserts, 

had originated in the Orient and had raoved into Europe 

64 
as a form of plague, which France had contracted. 

Abbadie's silence in further elucidating on Louis XIV is 

deafening. Although somewhat more vocal in 1692 on the 

situation in France, Abbadie generally pursued his 1688 

position in skirting the issues such comment would raise. 

However, the very fact of this increase of interest, minor 

though it is, indicates either the freedora of his new 

position in England, or the intellectual distance Abbadie 

had traveled in a period of four years, in his political 

Ibid., pp. 110-113. To Abbadie, Williara was a 
conqueror, and a "hero" as well, for he recognized the 
hand of God in his doings and raade roora for a contractual 
agreement with the people. He, thus, became a "liberator," 
in Abbadie's own term. Ibid., p. 478. Calvin had used 
the term "avenger" to describe the idea. See Calvin, 
2: 674. 

Abbadie, Defense, p. 61. Ibid., pp. 105-106. 
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theory, or, perhaps, both. 

Finally, Abbadie remarked that laws, by their 

nature, indicated a limit to power, for if sovereignty 

were unlimited, then laws would constitute an infringe-

ment on the sovereign's rights. In other words, the 

people, as authors of law, would become tyrants by 

definition. Such a concept is absurd, according to 

Abbadie. Absolute power does not exist within human 

sovereign authority. 

Part III: Resistance 

By 1692, Abbadie had seen the possibilities of a 

limited monarchy against the background of James II's 

absolutism. He had even participated in the Irish phase 

of the 1688 Revolution in league with his friend, Marshal 

Schoraberg, and, thus, with Williara III. Further, he had 

come to see the Revolution of 1688 as part of God's un-

folding Will on the European stage. Hence, Abbadie was 

willing to consider the concept of popular sovereignty, 

as long as it did not strip the King, as God's agent of 

order, of all power. Abbadie had come to feel that there 

6 6 
was a "milieu raisonable" which would take the best 

from both political worlds. That raiddle way was achieved 

by eraphasizing the idea of God's original and pararaount 

^^lbid., p. 129. ^^lbid., p. 202. 
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sovereignty, while accepting the general appearance of 

popular sovereignty, a subject he had avoided in his 1688 

6 7 
sermon in Brandenburg. So much had Abbadie's surface 

outlook changed that he took issue with the author of the 

Avi^, who had adhered firmly to the concept of absolute 

68 
monarchy. 

6 7 
See above, Chapter III. In the statement in 

1715 to the "Monseigneur le Comte de Sunderland," Abbadie 
referred to George I as a raan "who leaves to God the power 
without limit," and indicates this as a raark of his wisdom. 
Idem, "Adresse des francois reíugié's en Irlande," p. 8. 
But Abbadie was obviously more interested in the appearance 
of popular sovereignty than he was the substance of such. 
Witness the statement he made in 1694: 

But, in vain had both Church and State interpos'd 
in the quarrel between Religion and Superstition, in 
vain had been all the care and courage of our magnan-
imous Prelates, and in vain had the Parliament, that 
Council empower'd both BY THE CROWN and by the nation, 
that sage and, BY THE REGAL AUTHORITY, Legislative 
Assembly, that perpetual Guardian of the Rights and 
Privileges of the Kingdom, that honourable and re-
spected mouth of the people, Interpreter both of its 
Wants and of its Will, in vain, I say, had the Par-
liaraent itself resolv'd to deterraine the difference 
brought before its August Tribunal, IF GRACE HAD NOT 
ALREADY DECIDED THE CONTROVERSIE in the Heart of that 
young Princess. [Emphasis added.] 

Idem, A panegyric on our late sovereign lady Mary, p. 17. 
It must be noted that this statement was made two years 
after the De'fense was published. 

68 z' 
Idem, Defense, pp. 211-216. Abbadie has been 

praised by some as an outright advocate of the concept of 
popular sovereignty, since his Defense is argued often on 
secular grounds. But, his democratic tendencies raust be 
qualified treraendously, even more so that Frank Puaux did 
in 1913, when he noted that Abbadie "did not accept com-
pletely the sovereignty of the people," and called the 
Frenchman a "representative of the moderate ideas" of his 
time. Puaux, "L'evolution des theories politiques," p. 
495. See Conclusion below. 
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Once Abbadie accepted even some degree of popular 

sovereignty, he had to place limits on monarchs, and, in 

the case of the Defens£, on James II, specifically. This 

is why he developed his idea of contract and his defini-

tions of force and right. The theorist then had.to con-

sider the possibility that the King would refuse to be 

restrained by those defined limitations. This is the 

point at which Abbadie had to elucidate a type of resist-

ance theory. 

It must be remembered, always, that Abbadie was 

interested more in the position of God in the political 

system than in any other factor. Also, it must be remem-

bered that, when Abbadie spoke of an individual's right 

to resist, he was citing only resistance against an ille-

gitimate monarch. No person had a right to revolt against 

or disobey a monarch when he was within the liraits of his 

legitimate authority. Thus, to understand Abbadie's 

theory, we must comprehend his definition of what consti-

tuted legitiraacy. 

In a sense, there are two definitions of legiti-

raacy inherent in Abbadie's Defense of the British Nation: 

one is the legitimacy which comes by birth or lineage 

within a royal faraily and includes the right of a King to 

take the throne, while the second is the continuing aspect 

of legitimacy, i.e., the maintenance of legitiraate raonarchy 

on a day-to-day basis. Abbadie assuraed that Jaraes II was 
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legitimate upon taking the throne in 1685, but lost that 

legitimacy by his illegal actions against God, Nature, and 

69 
Society. To be able to condemn James II and, thus, to 

validate the events of 1688, Abbadie spent great time 

describing the course of growing illegitimacy. 

There are three ways in which legitimacy becomes 

illegitimacy within the realm of human sovereignty: 1) 

by the usurpation of God's rights, 2) by the usurpation of 

Nature's rights, and 3) by the usurpation of Society's 

rights. Each of these deserves some explanation, although 

they will sound familiar, for they are, part and parcel, 

the elements which make up the contract already discussed. 

God has set aside certain iteras relating to man 

which he will not cede to any human sovereignty. Abbadie 

takes great pains to discuss this more than adequately 

throughout the Defense, for this is his chief area of 

interest. God's sovereignty extends over four matters, 

with only two directly cited and emphasized as a part of 

the formal structure of Abbadie's theory, but the other 

two are unmistakably implied. Simply put, Abbadie believed 

that God has a dominating hand in the preservation of 

society and in the direction of man's conscience. It is 

not perraitted for a sovereign to destroy the society, for 

it is not ultimately his, nor is destruction compatible 

69 ^ 
Abbadie, Defense, p. 44 9. 
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with the rationale which allowed the creation of his posi-

tion. "Who can consent to tolerate a prince who forms a 

design to destroy the nation over whicH he reigns?", 

Abbadie asks rhetorically. God does not, he then answers 

himself. Descriptions of such attempts recorded in the 

Defense are termed to be "against God." The same is true 

of the attempt to direct man's conscience, which is also 

the domain of God. Under no circumstances does deity 

71 abdicate this right to the huraan sovereign. The chief 

complaint Abbadie had against Louis XIV was that he tried 

72 to dominate the conscience of his Huguenot subjects. 

The conscience was a matter left to the individual and 

God, Himself, and, although Abbadie is vague as to where 

God's authority ends and raan's freedora begins, the problem 

bears little on the minister's political theory. For the 

moment, suffice it to say that to destroy the society or 

to dictate to man's conscience was definitely outside the 

limits of the sovereign's legitiraate authority. 

In addition to these two priraary references to 

"^^lbid., p. 194. "^^lbid., p. 131. 

Ibid., pp. 32-34. A constant therae in Abbadie's 
writings is found here, on the subject of the conscience. 
And God reraained coraplete raaster over that eleraent in 
Abbadie's works frora beginning to end. As an exaraple, 
see Idem, Coronation, p. 133, v;here the rainister attrib-
utes power over the body to Kings, but power over the 
conscience to God only. The Defense was raost vocal on 
this point throughout. 
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subjects wherein God is sovereign, there are two others of 

secondary interest. God, according to both the tone and 

the intimations of Abbadie's work, is especially interested 

in justice. At one point, Abbadie remarked that there 

would be justice for the Huguenots, for God would see to 

73 
it. Also, numerous references are found to the effect 

that God has given the King a sword to "make justice, not 

74 
to do violence." Justice is God's business. 

Finally, God reserves to Himself sole right to be 

God. The King cannot assume himself to be God, nor can 

the people make of the King a deity. This is siraple 

7 5 
idolatry and God will not permit it. 

Abbadie suggested three principles based on the 

above ideas: 1) that God has reserved certain rights which 

He will not cede to a human sovereign, 2) that one may 

believe the sovereign to be infringing upon God's rights 

and to know this without doubt, and 3) that it is permitted 

7 6 
to refuse to obey the monarch when he does these things. 

Abbadie indicated that sorae raen were araazed to hear it 

said that Kings have no absolute power. over their subjects 

7 3 

Idera, De'fense, p. 43. Eventually, he assuraed 
that his optiraisra on this score had been fulfilled in 
England, as is obvious frora his 1715 stateraent that God 
had given them justice, under Williara and his successors 
Idem, "Adresse des francois ré'fugies en Irlande," p. 6. 

74 
Idem, De^ense, pp. 171, 182. 

^^lbid., p. 485. ^^lbid., p. 168. 
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and were fearful that this would destroy royal dignity. 

He assured his readers that there was no attempt to 

destroy that prestige, but that it must not be confounded 

with God's dignity.'̂ '̂  To usurp God's place is beyond the 

limits of legitimacy. 

The second category limiting the lengths to which 

legitimacy can be carried is found in the area of natural 

rights. It is man's natural prerogative to protect life, 

liberty, possessions, children, honor and conscience. We 

have two inalienable rights, according to Abbadie: that 

of seeking our happiness and conserving our persons and 

those things connected to them.'^^ Abbadie argues with 

those who declared that Jesus Christ had come to give hope 

for another world, thereby disallowing any meaning to this 

one. Abbadie responded that "the quality of the Christian 

does not destroy that of the man." Jesus Christ did not 

79 deny to us our "natural rights." 

Abbadie was not willing to say that, in all cases, 

a lirait could be placed on a raonarch's infringeraent on 

77 
Ibid., p. 107. According to Abbadie, the 

problera with Louis XIV was that he had taken hiraself 
to be God. Ibid., pp. 33-34. 

78 
Ibid., p. 260. His ideas here remain consistent 

with the ideas found in the 1688 sermon cited earlier. 
The founding of the society had been for these purposes. 
Idem, Coronation, pp. 128-136. 

79 ^ 
Idem, Defense, pp. 148-150. 
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the individual in the category of "natural prerogatives," 

for the monarch also had to do justice. This meant that 

a criminal might lose his "natural rights" when the King 

restrained him, even to the removal of his right to life.^^ 

Further, this minister said that, if the monarch was not 

violating the rights of man flagrantly, an individual 

would have to suffer privation for the good of the general 

society. Overwhelming numbers of violations would be 

necessary before men could resist the sovereign authority, 

81 
Abbadie intimates. Again, the ideas are Calvinistic 

and monarchomachic; thus, the French pastor reraained true 

to traditional Huguenot theory in sidestepping the problera 

8 2 of determining "how much is too much?" The cleric, with 

^°Ibid., p. 148. 

81 
Ibid., p. 193. Always the violations must be 

flagrantly visible, for Abbadie was fearful of anarchy 
caused by restless spirits within the society. And, for 
Abbadie as for Calvin, the resistance must be led by 
responsible men, or Parliament, in this case. See p. 174, 
below. 

82 
Although Calvin is often quoted as being against 

individual resistance, there are occasions, as we have 
seen, when he seems to permit it, although the vagueness 
of his references allows for wide latitude in interpreta-
tion. In one reference, for instance, frora his "Commen-
taries on Daniel," he suggests that "earthly princes lay 
aside all their power when they rise up against God . . . 
we ought rather utterly to defy than to obey. . . . " John 
Calvin, On God and Political Duty, ed., with an introduc-
tion by John T. McNeill, 2nd ed. (New York: Liberal Arts 
Press, 1956), p. 102. 
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his concept of divine revelation of truth, had faith in 

the ability of the "Elect" to determine the occasion for 

8 3 
resistance. Whatever the case, it is certain that there 

is a point where monarchy's violation of raan's natural 

prerogatives ceases to be legitiraate. 

The third area in which there raust be limits on 

legitimacy is found in the rights held by society, includ-

ing the contract stipulations on statute law, traditions, 

and such things as royal pronounceraents. The monarchy 

cannot ignore those, for they tend to the conservation of 

society. This was all summarized in the contract and 

violations of these constituted illegitimate sovereign 

^ . 8 4 
actions. 

In addition to statute law, however, there is one 

other aspect of societal right which has to be isolated 

here for clarity. There are intiraations in several places 

that not only may the sovereign violate societal rights by 

comraission, thereby losing its legitimacy, but also by 

omission, i.e., the sovereign may, by inaction, fail to 

uphold his responsibility of conserving the society. In 

describing the rationale which declared that James II, of 

England, had become illegitimate in his sovereignty. 

^^lt would be "obvious." Abbadie, Defense, p. 170 

84 
James II was guilty of violating all of the 

charges here, according to Abbadie. Ibid., pp. 371-372. 
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Abbadie cited the "facts" that he had abdicated the throne 

and not carried out his prescribed duties of maintaining 

laws and assuring liberty. He made two specific refer-

ences to this, and, thus, added a new twist to his concept 

of the liraitations iraposed by the contract on sovereign 

4-u •̂  85 authority. 

Oftentiraes in the Defense, Abbadie slipped into a 

reference to a "primitive" state to which raan reverts in 

emergencies. For instance, Abbadie asserts that raan, in 

order to protect his life against an assassin, becomes his 

own judge and jury and raetes out death to the threatening 

individual. Abbadie commented that this was well and 

proper and the state would recognize the legitimacy of 

such an act of self-defense. Then, Abbadie suggested that 

a local magistrate may have to be constrained by the cora-

raunity if he usurped authority unrelated to his position. 

The position is similar to that of the assassin if higher 

authority is not present; the coraraunity has vindicated 

itself of crirainal action by reassuming its original 

Ibid., pp. 53, 209. The abdication idea had 
come to be the Tory defense of the events of 1688/1689. 
Constant supporters of hereditary succession, the Tories 
could not accept the idea that Parliament could declare 
the throne "vacant." However, if James had abdicated, 
the throne could be filled legally by next-in-line of 
kin, or Mary, since they chose to ignore the Prince of 
Wales. For a discussion of both Whig and Tory views, 
see George Macauley Trevelyan, The English Revolution, 
1688-1689 (London: Oxford University Press, 1938, 1960), 
pp. 138-149. 
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8 6 

rights, which is an interpretation of the Vindiciae 

8 7 theory of the century before. The same is true if a 

monarch usurps God's rights or nature's rights; he can be 

overthrown without fear of charges of lese-majeste'. In 

the absence of regularly constituted and legitiraate author-

ity, all of these actions are possible. Even the last is 

acting on behalf of God and Nature, as Abbadie put it, 

and reflects man's reversion to a primitive state of 

affairs where he controls himself and those things around 

88 him for his own security and well-being. It need not 

be pointed out in any detail that there are evident prob-

lems of logic here. Abbadie's chief motto to cover the 

issues raised at this point is that "an extrerae necessity 

8 9 
is the most inviolable of laws," a maxim which left much 

to human interpretation. 

Abbadie had arrived at the point where the actual 

resistance theory could be expressed and understood. Re-

flecting his natural reluctance to resort to violence, he 

had sketched out specific rules under which resistance was 

permissible. He then turned to an elucidation of four 

levels of opposition, reserving violence as the last 

resort to be used only after all non-violent methods had 

8fi / 

For example, see Abbadie, Defense, pp. 172-174. 

^^Laski, p. 24. ^^Abbadie, Defense, pp. 172-175. 

Ibid., p. 156. 
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been exhausted. Abbadie, suggesting that one or all of 

the four might be necessary to change illegitimacy back 

to legitimacy, cited prayer, complaint, disobedience, and 

then rebellion as appropriate stages of protest. 

It is safe to assume that Abbadie, as a minister, 

would be long in coming to a point where he would advocate 

violence, if it could possibly be avoided. In referring 

to the French persecution of the Huguenots, he called the 

French "enemies," and cited the demand of Scripture that 

one pray for them. He made the reference only to say 

that it did not raean to pray for their success, but for 

their conversion. He also used the same term, "enemy," 

to describe a king who becomes illegitiraate by breaching 

the limits of his authority, thereby making it initially 

necessary to pray for him. The prayer is for relief and 

the conversion of the offending party to a legitiraate 

91 path. This is raore than Huguenot theory; it is a theory 

with which a Christian theologian would have to deal if 

he anticipated God's help in the undertaking, and one 

which reveals an aversion to the possible anarchy which 

^ These levels were not elucidated in one place 
in the De'fense, but are apparent throughout the resistance 
discussions therein. 

"̂'•Ibid., pp. 69, 74-76. This is an expanded ver-
sion of the same idea vioced by Calvin in the sixteenth-
century. See Calvin, 2: 674, where he said, "And let us 
reflect that it belongs not to us to cure these evils, 
that all that remains for us is to implore the help of 
the Lord. . . . " 
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sinful man might create. 

The second stage of reaction to illegitiraacy is 

complaint. The author of the Avis had specifically com-

mented that the complaints of the Huguenots against Louis 

were not only boring, but infringed on sovereignty, which 

92 
the writer regarded as absolute. Abbadie responded 

that complaint grounded on untruth was just that, but if 

the charges were true, then it was not an infringement. 

And, if truth had to make noises in order to be heard, 

93 then so be it. Action must be taken to preserve God's 

rights, man's natural prerogatives, or societal rights, 

and, to resort to complaint is a non-violent forra of 

94 
action. His sarcasm reached a height here, for he sug-

gested that the author of the Avis was raore careful about 

strangling man that he was God if he suggested that one 

should not complain when God's rights were being vio-

95 /• 

lated. Earlier in the Defense, Abbadie stated his case 

this way: 

Those of our people who have been in prison and 
on the galleys, who have seen the pillage of their 
goods and the dispersion of their farailies, or those 
who have escaped frora fire and the sword to those 
who massacre the faithful in order to cleanse them 

92 

'lbid., pp. 69-71. 

Abbadie, De'fense, pp. 80-81. 

93 

94 
Ibid., pp. 41 

Ibid., p. 27. 
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of the crime of serving God, do not believe them-
selves obligated to wait for four hundred years for 
our church to have the right of complaining of the 
treatment they have received.^^ 

Against the illegitimate use of authority, complaint is 

legitimate reaction on the part of the people. 

The third category in the expanding reaction of 

the people against illegitimacy is found in disobedience 

to the monarch's orders. Civil disobedience is the begin-

ning of the end for the peaceful handling of discord 

created by improper use of sovereignty. It is not to be 

undertaken casually, but it is a definite and necessary 

point if there are no indications that legitiraacy is re-

turning. Here, Abbadie appealed to the protection of God's 

rights to find his chief rationale for this quasi-extrerae 

action: the violation of the individual's conscience raust 

97 be resisted. Certainly not the only reason to disobey, 

it is the raost obvious of the several, at least to a 

Huguenot such as Abbadie. The right to believe what con-

science directs is more sacred than the right to breathe 

the air or use the land, according to the French minister, 

who explained that he might request permission to do those 

things in certain places out of respect for property, but 

^^lbid., p. 8. This was in reaction to the charge 
that Christians should be tolerant until things changed 
within society. 

^^lbid., p. 156. 
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he cannot agree to believe what he is commanded to believe 

98 
under any circumstances. Also, Abbadie indicated that, 

when individual conscience is violated, the offended has 

99 
a duty to God to disobey, although he must be willing 

to assume responsibility for his act. He may have to 

suffer alone for his actions if he has acted before the 

illegitimate action becomes generally detestable to society 

When the general society does become estranged, however, 

there is revolution. Abbadie, like the Monarchomachs 

of the late 1500's, refused to cast aside his ultimate 

Calvinistic distrust for the individual, as did George 

Buchanan, who gave to the individual the extrerae right 

^ ^ ... 101 
of tyrannicide. 

Revolution is legitiraate when it is in reaction 

to general and continuing infringeraents of rights denied 

to a sovereign. Revolution has one purpose: to change 

the illegitimacy back into legitimacy. It is to be 

avoided as long as possible, for the "popular license 

tends to anarchy and confusion." Even kings know that 

"force often returns force," so that such an extreme 

^^lbid., pp. 179-180. ^^lbid., p. 41. 

Ibid., pp. 361, 366. 

Sibley, p. 335. "Buchanan would vindicate 
both individual and corporate resistance to a ruler who 
has violated divine law." 
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102 solution should be utilized only in extreme situations. 

Also, anarchy might be the final result of revolution, 

which would be senseless, for anarchy always begets 

103 tyranny, whereas tyranny is able to control anarchy. 

Leadership of revolution is essential, and, since the 

specific subject was the revolution of 1688, Abbadie 

assigned the leadership to Parliament, which represented 

the voice of society and stepped into the vacuum on behalf 

104 of "the people" in order to avoid general anarchy. 

Abbadie remained in the "aristocratic" Huguenot tradition 

105 . . 

by viewmg the Parliament as the obviously qualified 

body, whereas, "the people" remained a vague, although 

obviously limited, term. 

1 n o 
Abbadie, Defense, pp. 221-222. Numerous refer-

ences to anarchy are made in the Defense, and Abbadie was 
obviously well-aware that his allowance of resistance 
could be raisused to produce disorder. The 1696 
"Assassination-Plot" was such an occasion, according to 
the Bearnese. See Idera, Histoire de la derniere 
conspiration d'Angleterre. 

•'•̂ •̂ ldera, D£fense, pp. 192-193. This is reflective 
of the Calvinistic concept that even bad rulers are better 
than none. Disorder is to be shunned always. 

-^^^lbid., p. 404. 

•"•̂ Âs Calvin assuraed the "Ephors" or the "Estates" 
responsible in leading resistance (Calvin, 2: 675), Abbadie 
saw Parliament as the necessary body, although he tends to 
generalize often about "men" or "people," as if they are 
solely instrumental in acting. 

•'"̂ Ŝibley, speaking of Duplessis-Mornay, whora he 
assuraed had written the Vindiciae contra tyrannos, states 
that men like the author had expressed the democratic 
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Essentially, the sovereign who declares himself 

107 an enemy to his people has deposed himself, so the 

object of the revolution is to place another, legitimate 

monarch on the throne. Kings are to be considered deposed 

when they are adjudged incapable of governing their people 

However, a monarch may not be judged by the same regularly 

constituted tribunal as a comraon raan; he, instead, is 

108 
judged by the yardstick of public necessity. If a 

nation recalls a King who cannot govern, certainly it re-

calls one who governs badly, Abbadie reraarked. Further, 

if it recalls one who deals out no justice, obviously it 

•-. -, w -I -1 • u • • ^ 109 will be recallmg one who is unjust. 

When the necessity is extrerae, that all perish, 
1 1 A 

the people again becorae legislator.-̂ -̂ '-' 

concept of the "whole people" without really raeaning that 
literally. "This aristocratic flavor pervades most of 
the Huguenot political literature." Sibley, p. 336. As 
the author of the Vindiciae hiraself stated, the "whole 
people" is "the beast of raany heads." Junius Brutus, A 
Defense of Liberty against Tyrants, p. 97. 

•^^^Abbadie, Defense, pp. 201, 256. Again, the 
words of Calvin are to be cited: "For earthly princes 
lay aside all their power when they rise up against God, 
and are unworthy of being reckoned in the nuraber of man-
kind." Calvin, On God and Political Duty, p. 102. 

^^^Abbadie, D|fens£, pp. 227, 430-431. 

^°^Ibid., p. 269. 

•̂ •'•̂ lbid., p. 454. Cf. the reversion of power to 
Beza's idea that the "power conferred reverts to the 
source of its origin," in Laski, p. 24. 
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Thus, Abbadie said that the deposition of a monarch 

had to be based on one or more of the following: 1) the 

destruction of the state; 2) the violation of the rationale 

of a society's existence; 3) the usurpation of divine 

rights; 4) the denial of natural human prerogative; and 

5) the breach of societal law. Once any of these can be 

proven against a monarch, it is "incontestable" that he 

"may or must be deposed. . . . " If these cannot be 

proven, then deposition is not permissible. 

It is impossible to overstress the importance 

Abbadie placed on the idea that care must be exercised in 

undertaking resistance against authority, as described in 

the Defense de la nation britannique. Nuraerous are the 

references as evidence of Abbadie's fear that resistance 

would not be in the best interests of the society, and 

several have been cited above. Suffice it to say that 

Abbadie thought that if the resistance were too easily 

accepted as a. general rule, society would be nothing raore 

than a "raultitude of tyrants," the governraent would be a 
112 

"brigandage," and the state nothing but "confusion." 

Although he thought that misguided resistance 

could lead to anarchy, Abbadie had little detail to offer 

as regards the nature of leadership, save for the refer-

ence to Parliamentary leadership given earlier. Abbadie 

- '!• ' • I I I — 1 1 ' ^ 

•^•^•^Abbadie, D e f e n s e , p . 2 7 4 . I b i d . , p . 4 2 9 . 
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did defend the right of Parliament or a "convention" to 

meet without being called by the King if the "nation" 

demanded it. As already noted, the clergyman felt that 

the people became sovereign legislators if legitimate 

sovereignty were non-existent. Therefore, the "nation" 

could will the Parliament to meet and consider the future 

113 status of sovereign authority in the state. Of course, 

God would be the instigator of such an action. As repre-

sentative of the "nation," the Parliament could change the 

succession laws, if necessary, to provide for the benefit 

and safety of the society. 

When it carae to advocating deposition of a "divine" 

leadership by an appeal to such a revolt. Abbadie was 

plainly very uncorafortable. By atterapting to credit God, 

through the people, with the deposition of James II, 

Abbadie created more inconsistencies than he realized. 

For instance, the single problem of interpreting God's 

Will falls into an abstract category which could permit 

total irresponsibility on the part of any revolutionary. 

^^^lbid., pp. 459-463. 

"̂ •'"̂ lbid., p. 437. It is curious that Abbadie did 
not make a greater issue of leadership than he did. How-
ever, since the leadership of the Revolution of 1688 had 
come from Parliamentary ranks, he must have thought the 
necessity of that role to be obvious in all cases. Calvin 
allowed the "Estates" to control a wayward crown, and, 
thus, Abbadie must have thought it an axiom of political 
truth unnecessary to defend. He certainly would not have 
allowed the rabble a role of direction. 
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Once again, Abbadie's Calvinism leaves a gaping hole in 

his political theory. So much is this so that a revolu-

tion cannot be explained adequately by such a theory, 

even after the fact. 

In order to eliminate the Prince of Wales, the 

claimed son of James II, from taking the throne after his 

father's deposition, the Protestant divine propounded, 

according to him, a distinctive theory that an infant son 

of a manifest enemy of the society must be considered the 

same as the father, who suffers a "civil death," in that 

he has no more rights within the society. The Parliament 

of 1688, of course, decided the son's claim by simply 

115 
ignoring it, but Abbadie wanted to provide a further 

rationale for this vexing issue. 

In concluding the subject of resistance, Abbadie's 

rationale could be stated simply: legitimacy raay turn 

into illegitimacy. When the illegitimacy becoraes over-

whelraingly arbitrary, it may be resisted, even to the 

extreme act of deposition of the monarch. However, when 

such an act succeeded, Abbadie attributed it to God's 

direction. Somehow, when the people act to overthrow a 

tyrant, it is really God who is responsible for the act, 

and he is simply using the people as a secondary force 

•'••̂ l̂bid. , pp. 432-437 
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to perform his will. This fits with Abbadie's con-

sistent idea throughout that God is the first and last 

sovereign and must be recognized as such in all cases. 

However, this brings many questions to mind; for instance, 

when can one be sure that the people are working with and 

for God in overthrowing a monarch? Abbadie simply assumed 

117 one would know, for he stated that "it is no mystery," 

and continued on his way. The Calvinist theorist here 

reflected his assuraption of absolute and revealed Truth. 

God handled those probleras; they were not raan's concern. 

Theoretically speaking, his outlook, which was thoroughly 

grounded in theology, created nuraerous inconsistencies 

which he could not convincingly resolve when he attempted 

to justify the political developraents facing him upon his 

arrival in England. 

1 1 fi 
"It is certain that God and Nature deposes a 

prince who has in his soul qualities which render him 
incapable of government." Ibid., p. 200. And, again, 
"It was not man, but the providence of God and Nature 
which deposed Jaraes." Ibid., p. 209. Also, see Ibid., 
p. 215, for a strong stateraent that the people are 
secondary causes in the revolution. These are only a 
few of the raany citations possible, for the entire under-
current of the book is that God is responsible, though 
man may appear to be. 

•"•̂ l̂bid., p. 170. 



CHAPTER V 

ENGLAND AND PAPISM IN THE DEFENSE 

Despite the semi-democratic ideas enunciated in 

the Defense, support for strong monarchy ran deep within 

the makeup of Jacques Abbadie. A man whose every thought 

was shaped by Scripture, Abbadie was unwilling to venture 

far from the admonition that one should render unto 

Caesar his due. In addition, since man was basically 

depraved, as Calvinist Abbadie believed, at least norainal 

2 

restramt was necessary. Revolution often brings dis-

order and even anarchy, avowed Abbadie, so care raust be 

taken to safeguard society against unwarranted internal 

strife. 

However, in England, Abbadie found the results of 

•^Matthew 22:21; Mark 12:17; Luke 20:25. 

2 
Man's sinful nature dominated Calvmistic thought 

and thus, that of Abbadie. A constant therae in all of 
his writings, the subject of man's depravity reached 
rhetorical perfection in 1688, when, in the coronation 
sermon, Abbadie cried: 

We rebel nearly always against the secret dara v/hich 
opposes the torrent of our corruption, and suffer 
not that laws limit a heart which would be a law 
unto itself. 

Abbadie, Coronation, pp. 138-139. The Defense assuraes 
that all men need constraint of some form. 

180 
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the 1688 Revolution pleasing and promising for the success 

of European Protestantism against the Papist Anti-Christ. 

Accordingly, as a means to validate the monarchy of 

William III, he set out to describe legitimate reasons 

for revolution at certain times in a society. It seemed 

but natural to the Calvinist minister that, since God had 

great respect for the consent of man and for his happiness, 

there would be times when the Diety would have to punish 

a monarch for offensive policies. As the minister remarked, 

natural right, the right of man, and divine right accord 

to man the "uncontested demonstration that Kings may and 
3 

must be deposed on certain occasions." Abbadie bluntly 

declared that there had never been a nation which origi-

nated a king and then gave him the right to destroy the 

state. When King and people collide on matters concern-

ing the ultimate questions in the society, the people must 

be heard, for God is more concerned with them than with 
5 

the one man who happens to be in a position of power. 

In describing the "people," Abbadie certainly did 

not mean the rank and file 6í the citizenry. He seems to 

speak of the "people" as those represented by a 

\bbadie, De^ense, p. 274. 

^lbid., p. 248. 

^lbid., p. 259. 

file:///bbadie
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parliamentary body, which would restrict the term tremen-

dously. Often referring to rank and title throughout 

his writings, Abbadie, even on cursory glance, was not 

7 in any sense a John Lilburne. This, of course, is 

indicative of his education, experiences within court 

circles, and even religion. Calvinisra's emphasis on the 

depravity of man and on the concept of the elite "Elect" 

would have dictated such a stand, even if personal pref-

erence had not. 

Abbadie, as shown in the preceding chapter, de-

manded that a deposition be carried out after kingly vio-

lations had been perpetrated on at least one of three 

bases: God's rights, man's rights, or society's rights. 

Illegitimate action on the part of a monarch makes him 

liable to God and Nature through the people. As we have 

seen, against a legitimate monarchy, no revolt is accept-

able. Also, he often stated that the chief cause of the 

deposition of a king was the latter's attempted destruction 

of the state which has been entrusted to hira. Although rev-

olution may be seldom needed, at times necessity demands it 

Abbadie left perfect equality to the field of 
religion where all souls are equal before God. He seemed 
to accept the inequality within political society as a 
result of the assumption that man was basically ambitious 
and greedy. 

^Leader of the "Levellers," the individualistic 
and democratic-oriented party of raid-seventeenth century 
England. For a discussion of Lilburne, see Zagorin, pp. 
8-19. 
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All of the above are rationalizations of theoret-

ical possibilities, or so they seem without further infor-

mation. However, Abbadie was reacting in the Defense of 

the British Nation to specific situations which had al-

ready occurred. The English Revolution of 1688 witnessed 

James' loss of the throne to his son-in-law and elder 

daughter, William (III) and Mary (II). When the Avis aux 

Refugie^s attacked the revolution, Abbadie felt himself 

forced to respond both with a theoretical vindication-.of 

the "Glorious Revolution," and with specific answers to 

questions raised by the author of the Avis. Abbadie not 

only wanted to defend the system which was protecting him 

and the other refugees, but also wanted to show the 

English that the Huguenots were valuable allies against 

England's enemies. After all, Abbadie remarked, the duty 

of the refugee was to be a thorn in the side of the French 
o 

as a living example of the evils of French persecutions. 

It did not hurt to reraind the British of that, for sorae 

Englishmen were wondering why they should aid any French-
9 

men under any circumstances. In addition, Europe needed 

Abbadie, Defense, pp. 73-74. 

Sir John Knight, Member of the Coraraons, in 1694, 
made a speech on the subject of the Naturalization of 
Foreigner's Act. His remarks indicate an extreme animosity 
toward the French refugees: 

. . . I will conclude all with this motion, let us 
first kick the Bill out of the House, and then 
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to see that God's work in England had produced that Revo-

lution. 

Thus, Abbadie found himself with a similar oppor-

tunity to that which had confronted him in Berlin. And, 

rising to the occasion, he attacked not only the Avis, 

but the general subject of legitimacy as well. Certainly, 

the English noticed the attempt, for, several years later, 

Abbadie was allowed access to British government papers 

in order to write an official history of the so-called 

"Assassination Plot" of 1696."'•̂  

It is necessary to begin this survey with Abbadie's 

description of the general and obvious crimes of James II, 

then proceed to what he considered the greatest problem 

which James represented and which plagued contemporary 

politics: "Papism." 

Foreigners out of the Kingdora. 
The attitude was present in England throughout Abbadie's 
lifetime. Quotation in David C. A. Agnew, Henri de 
Ruvigny, Earl of Galway (Edinburgh: Williara Peterson, 
1846), pp. 211-214. 

This plot, with which the naraes of Sir George 
Barclay and Sir John Fenwick were linked, was designed to 
rid England of William in favor of James' return. When 
the plot became known, the King was preserved and most of 
the conspirators were captured, with the exception of 
Barclay, who fled to France. Fenwick was captured later, 
and, after several raonths, was beheaded. Abbadie's work, 
Histoire de la derniere conspiration d'Angleterre (Londres, 
1696), was a description of the events, for the raost part, 
and, thus, not as important to us as the Defense. How-
ever, his general theme was that it was a Papist-oriented 
plot, which has been noted at appropriate places through-
out this paper. 
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The Deposition of James II 

Jacques Abbadie assumed that the most basic reason 

for the deposition of James II was his "Papism." "Papism" 

was a reference to movements sponsored by the Papacy and 

was applied to any Catholic movement which Abbadie did not 

appreciate. This is an interesting term in itself, for 

his Huguenot predecessors of the sixteenth-century 

"Politique" era had been advocates of Gallicanisra over 

Ultramontanism (Papism) in France as the lesser of twô 

evils. Abbadie was a very traditional Huguenot in alluding 

to the term, but he tended to be very careless in its use. 

Clearly biased throughout the work, the French minister 

colored his expressions with references, often eraotional, 

to James' religious extremisra. Recognizing, however, that 

a theoretical arguraent based on religion alone would not 

answer the Avis, he examined the subject further and 

attempted to offer concrete, rationalist data on James' 

"Papist" malfeasance. 

According to Abbadie, James II had the backing of 

the English people when he came to the throne, as was 

shown by the fact that an abortive revolution, Monraouth's 

12 
Rebellion, was stifled with the aid of Parliaraent. How-

ever, as the minister remarked, Jara.es repaid the courtesies 

and loyalties of the English with bitter currency by 

12 •'•''•Abbadie, Defense, p. 52. Ibid., p. 449. 

http://Jara.es
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committing numerous acts of violence against the laws of 

13 the state and against God, Himself. 

While suggesting that he had no desire to cover 

14 the entire history of James' reign, Abbadie made refer-

ence to the errors of the monarch throughout the De'fense, 

although seldom in a logical manner. The things most 

often cited included: the destruction of the state, in-

fringement on conscience, destruction of Protestant pos-

sessions, conversion of Protestant schools to Catholic, 

15 warring against God, having a Catholic confessor at 

court, violating the laws, disarming the Provinces to 

make them vulnerable to his will, receiving a Papal Nuncio, 

and harassing the Universities of the realra. Sorae of 

James' violations were not only against the law, but even 

17 
against the spirit of Magna Carta, according to Abbadie. 

Often, simple references to one or raore of the 

above accusations seemed to suffice for the arguraents 

which Abbadie advanced, but at one time, he paused long 

enough to list eight ways in which James had atterapted to 

•̂ •̂ lbid., pp. 209-210. The raajority of the 1719 
stateraent which Abbadie raade to George I is taken up with 
a charge that the Papacy was still up to the sarae tricks, 
but that God was with the Protestants, and, especially 
with George I and the English. See Idem, "Epitre 
dédicatoire au roi de la Grande Bretagne, George I." 

•'•̂ ldem, Defen^e, p. 392. Ibid., pp. 375, 404. 

•^^lbid., pp. 52, 309. ^"^lbid., pp. 373-374. 
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undermine English liberties. These have sufficient im-

portance for the clarification of Abbadie's thought to 

warrant commentary. 

First, James claimed a dispensing power by which 

he could abort the laws of the land at his whim. As the 

Huguenot Abbadie had it, all one had to do in order to 

make such action appear legal was to get the judiciary, 

composed of perhaps one dozen judges, to verify the action. 

Abbadie explained that this was simple, for if certain 

judges did not agree, they could be dismissed by the 

monarch. James II, in his coronation oath, proraised to 

"maintain the lav/s," but, instead, "reserved to himself 

the liberty to dispense with those laws." This struck at 

the very root of societal ability to conserve itself and 

18 proved James' illegitimate intentions. 

Secondly, the Ecclesiastical Commission, respon-

sible for ecclesiastical law, university visitation, 

hospital and cathedral operations, and other administrative 

duties, was established and then manipulated by Jaraes in 

order to increase his own power over the state. All 

18 
Ibid., pp. 375-376. Although Abbadie's views 

toward the laws of the state as they related to the monarch 
were vague, at best, in the 1680's, with the Defense, they 
became clearer. Consistently advocating all subservience 
to the laws, Abbadie, in 1694, stated that one of England's 
glories was that no man was exempt "from yielding to the 
laws of the state." Idem, A panegyric on our late sover-
eign lady Mary, p. 25. 
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commissioners were devoted to the court, or, if found 

negligent in loyalty, were asked to leave. In addition, 

appointments were made by the King's Council, and, since 

a Jesuit was on the Council, the entire commission was 

19 
illegal. The powers of the group indicated its useful-

ness for James, for, through the commission, he could 

harass professionals of all types.^^ 

Thirdly, James used his position of power to 

negate or change the charters of many towns and cities, 

thus depriving them of their ancient rights. In addition, 

the King attacked freedom of elections in attempts to 

manipulate them. Since this was such a crucial matter, 

Abbadie used his great eloquence to ask: 

. . . Víhat would be the liberty of Parliaments 
without the liberty of elections? And what would 
be the libertv of England without the liberty of 
Parliaments?2l 

Fourthly, there was a blatant attack on the reli-

gion of the English by the King, which was to be inter-

preted as a direct attack on political liberty. The King's 

most obvious fault here was in attempting to nullify laws 

barring Catholics from office. If such desires were 

19 
One could not allow a Jesuit any control over 

appointments to a commission designed to direct the Angli-
can affairs with which it was entrusted. There was 
suspicion, in addition, that the Ecclesiastical Commission 
was attempting to undermine Anglicanism in favor of 
Catholicism. 

^°Idem, Defense, pp. 377-379. "̂'•Ibid., p. 379. 
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allowed to succeed, Abbadie avowed, persecution would not 

be far behind. Since Abbadie knew something of the sub-

ject of religious persecution, he feared this possibility 

22 

greatly. 

Fifthly, King James organized and armed a Catholic 

army in Ireland for the purpose of controlling and massa-

cring Englishmen. Now, while it was proper to raise an 

army to use in defending the land from outside enemies, it 

was not proper to use such a force against one's own sub-
23 

jects when no provocation existed. 

Sixthly, James corrupted justice by favoring judges 

partial to the court and replaced the unfavorable ones with 

dishonorable raen. In this fashion, he was able to raanipu-

late both the justice of the realra and the finances avail-
24 

able to the monarchy. 

Seventhly, the King founded a comraission to investi-

gate certain groups which sponsored such profitable insti-

tutions as hospitals. The intent of this was to find a 

way to claim the revenue for the Catholic Church. He also 

founded other institutions with the sole purpose of increas-

ing Catholic income and prestige, such as the order of St. 

-, 25 
Andrew, in Scotland. 

Lastly, he did these things in haste, Abbadie 

^^lbid., pp. 379-380. ^^lbid., pp. 380-381. 

^^lbid., p. 381. ^^lbid., pp. 381-382. 
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asserted. He had quickly reversed all government affairs 

to the detriment of the English and to the benefit of the 

Holy Roman Church. Using the dispensive power in England, 

arbitrary power in Scotland, and outright force in Ireland, 

James was undermining the liberty of his subjects.^^ 

One item which received attention in the rationale 

for declaring James an illegitimate monarch was the proc-

lamation published in Scotland avowing James' absolute 

power and annulling all laws against Catholics. The proc-

lamation ended oaths and tests designed to exclude Catholics 

from political participation. Abbadie said that, with this, 

James finally "raised the raask" and proved himself beyond 

doubt the enemy of his people. His next step was to 

27 publish the proclamation within England itself. 

Once Abbadie had made certain that James II appeared 

despotic enough, he asked if the English were wrong to de-

mand the following: reinstatement of ancient usages in 

church and state, carrying out of justice, verification 

of charters, governance by legal officials, cessation of 

the Ecclesiastical Commission and other illegal commissions, 

reinstatement under a legal Parliament of liberty of 

9 f\ 

Ibid., p. 382. Abbadie assumed James to be part 
of a universal conspiracy to develop the possibility of a 
"universal monarchy" under the Pope. He maintained this 
throughout his life. See Idem, "Adresse des francois 
refugie's en Irlande," p. 6. 

27 Idem, De'̂ fense, pp. 367-371. 
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elections, and an end to attacks on conscience. According 

to Abbadie, all people could see the equity of these 

28 demands. 

The most obvious rationale utilized by Abbadie to 

build a case against James was to show that the revolt was 

made necessary by the fact that the violations of the 

rights of God and Nature demanded the people act against 

29 
James. Abbadie's bias was now clearly visible: the 

English people did not remove James; God didl After •• 

quoting Romans 13:1 to the effect that one should obey 

the powers, for power came from God, the author said this 

is true except in the case where the power goes against 

30 God. Utilizing the arguments explained earlier, he con-

cluded with the thought that Jaraes was on the verge of 

enslaving the English and that simply could not be per-

mitted. Finally, when Parliament acted to redress the 

grievances of the English, Jaraes fled to France, thus vio-

lating his contract with the people, and, in essence, 

31 deposing himself. England had been saved from a triple 

32 
slavery: Papist, Irish, and French. 

As to the succession of William and Mary to the 

throne, Abbadie pointed out that Mary was the legitiraate 

^^lbid., pp. 393-395. ^^lbid., p. 92. 

-^^lbid., pp. 302-303. ^-^lbid., pp. 44, 53. 

^^lbid., p. 444. 
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heiress, given the peculiar argument that the infant son 

of a man "civilly dead" to the state was also non-existent. 

This explained Mary to his satisfaction, but to account 

for William was obviously more of a chore. Abbadie simply 

said that Parliament had the absolute right to dictate suc-

cession changes based on the law of necessity^^ and that 

no one questioned that the Prince of Orange was born 

sovereign and thus had the right to oppose the array of 

James II, since not to do so would be to allow harm to 

his family through his wife.^^ Abbadie told the author 

of the Avis that the French, themselves, recognized the 

ability of a people to change the succession, for Pepin 

replaced Childeric and was recognized King thereafter. 

If such was not true, Abbadie gloated, then in France, 

33 
Ibid., p. 235. Here Abbadie's position amounted 

to the Whig one that Parliament could determine succession. 
See Trevelyan, pp. 140-141. Abbadie cannot be placed, in 
a general way, in any of the Whig, Tory, or High-Church 
camps, but accepted portions of them all. He was atterapt-
ing to redefine, not revolutionize, hence utilized what 
seeraed reasonable, regardless of party line. 

34 ^ 
Idem, Defense, p. 209. Abbadie suggested the same in 

1696 and added that William would have allowed the ruin of 
Protestantism and Europe in general, had he not taken 
action. See Idem, The History of the late Conspiracy 
against the King and the Nation with a particular account 
of the Lancashire plot and All the Other Atterapts and 
Machinations of the disaffected Party, since His Majesty's 
Accession to the throne (London: Daniel Brown and Thoraas 
Bennet, 1696), p. 6. 

35 y 
Idem, Defense, p. 458. Also the same is stated 

in History of the Late Conspiracy, p. 173. 
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since the time of Pepin, the monarchy had been a usurped 

one, and all the people were guilty of following an ille-

3 6 
gitimate succession. William, in addition, had qualities 

of leadership which filled the British needs at the time, 

in that he was trustworthy and willing to uphold the 

37 
laws. So, for both theoretical and practical reasons, 

Abbadie formulated an aura of legitimacy for William of 

38 
Orange. 

Abbadie also answered allusions charging William 

with personal ambitions to make England his own. The com-

mentator contended that those who so claimed were simply 

trying to downgrade William's character, and, had he been 

doing something they wanted, they would not have condemned 

39 
him. The minister failed to recognize that his own ra-

tionalization said identically the sarae, although in reverse 

o f: 

Idem, De'̂ fense, pp. 217, 230. 

"^^lbid., pp. 394, 400-401. 

38 
Actually, Abbadie simply rationalized all of 

these arguments to satisfy his needs against the author 
of the Avis. His obvious thought is found in the 1694 
Mary panegyric, in which Abbadie ascribed the raonarchy 
and the events which founded it to "Destiny" and "Provi-
dence" and for the purposes of "edifying a vicious world 
. . . comforting the drooping church, . . . and saving 
[the] sinking country." The Huguenot rainister felt most 
at home by such reasoning. Idera, A panegyric on our late 
sovereign lady Mary, p. 15. 

39 X 
Idem, Defense, p. 401. Also, in 1696, Abbadie 

suggested that William did all within his power to aid 
James until there was no hope that he would change. See 
Idem, History of the late Conspiracy, p. 9. 
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The Avis had brought up the issue of the succession, 

questioning the fact that the throne did not go to the son 

of James, the Prince of Wales. In fact, the Parliament 

never even considered the inheritance of such a son. 

Abbadie responded by suggesting that no one was sure that 

the Prince was the son of James, and even if he was, he 

was civilly dead to the state. 

In one of the most interesting rationales in the 

Defense, Abbadie pursued the arguraent that the infant-.son 

of a man who was declared civilly dead in the state was 

also rendered defunct by the act. He pointed out that an 

adult son who disagreed with the cause of a father when the 

latter took arms against the King and supported the monarch 

retained his titles, honors, and lands. But, if the son 

was an infant and incapable of separate decision frora his 

father, he was assumed to have the vision of the father, 

thus making him an enemy of the state. Far from worrying 

about the silence of the Parliament, Abbadie saw it as 

the verification of his idéa that Parliament did not view 

the child as legally existing. James and his male descend-

ants were legally dead within the state by the right of 

God, the practice of nations, and the inviolable law of 

41 
the good of the State. 

"̂̂ See above, Chapter IV, p. 178. 

•̂""Idem, Defense, pp. 432-438. 
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Continuing his defense of the deposition, Abbadie 

maintained that Parliament had a right to take things into 

its hands as the embodiment of the will of the nation. He 

did not believe, as the author of the Avis thought, that 

politics was a subject too difficult and complex for the 

42 
"people" to understand, and, thus, affirmed that God, 

nature and society dictated the actions taken by the 

Parliament. The Avis' author had also contended that 

Parliament was illegal since the King had not sumraoned it, 

but Abbadie held that the Parliaraent, authorized by the 

primitive and natural rights of the people, could convene 

when necessity demanded and could enact laws essential to 

43 the conservation of the society. 

Our conservation is more necessary than all things 
. . . more necessary than society, more necessary 
than the government in general, raore necessary than 
the Kingdom. . , .^^ 

So, based on the reversion of the people to their 

original rights to protect themselves, Parliaraent embodied 

all rights ceded to government originally. The legality 

of Parliament to act at such a time was beyond question, 

according to the Be'arnese. 

Abbadie, at one point, considered the charge that 

the "deposition" of James II had a relationship to the 

"^^lbid., pp. 205-207. ^-^lbid., pp. 452-455. 

"^^lbid., p. 365. 
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death of Charles I. The Avis' author charged that the 

two examples were indicative of the intolerance and 

illogic of the English in dealing with the subject of 

sovereignty. Abbadie responded that the only connection 

between 1649 and 1685 was the familial connection of 

father and son. Whereas one was true to his religion and 

state, the other was a traitor to both. He also stated 

that the majority of Englishmen did not agree with the 

regicides of 1649 and blamed it on spirits opposed to-. 

peaceful solutions of conflicts. That the English had 

learned from the experience was obvious, for James was 

more the tyrant than Charles and yet he lived, although 

he had to be defeated in Ireland by force of arms. 

The parricide of Charles I aggravated not the 
conduct of the English regarding Jaraes II, but it 
did aggravate James II in his attitude toward the 
English. And the English nation did not have to 
suffer its doom because Charles I died in a tragic 
manner. . . ."*" 

Abbadie sealed his arguments against James with 

an emotional appeal to the reader. Saying that one could 

"^^lbid., pp. 408-411, 413-414. 

46 
Ibid., p. 409. Abbadie disagreed with the regi-

cides of 1649, although he does not go deeply into the 
rationale for the disagreeraent. The aversion of the 
Huguenot to violence, especially to the head of a society, 
with the attendant possibility of anarchy, perhaps explains 
the apparent paradox within his theory. No other reference 
is made to Charles I in Abbadie's writings, to my knowledge, 
See below, pp. 200-201. 
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find the wisdom of the revolution in the results of that 

event, he described England as a calm and peaceful place, 

where freedom of conscience existed for Protestants and 

no one starved to death. He was still convinced of the 

same thing in 1719, when he penned these words in a dedi-

catory passage to George I in his translation of the 

Anglican liturgy into French: 

Happy the days, these beautiful days, these days 
filled with glory, where one credits all things to 
God . . . [and] the name of God is truly sanctified. 

And, he went on to say, in the same passage, that Parlia-

ment and throne were attached "with a happy and perfect 

union" in order to support the state and the world. Rather 

than signaling the downfall of a society, the deposition 

of James II had .brought prosperity and happiness to 

49 
England. Abbadie's religious assuraptions at the tirae 

of his writing need to be mentioned here. Abbadie saw, 

in the events of his day, the same thing that Jurieu saw 

in his studies of the Apocalypse: there was a religious 

revival underway based on the "true" revelation of God 

within Protestantism. Years before the Revolution, he 

had cried. 

"^^lbid., pp. 84-85. 

Idem, "Epitre deciicatoire au roi.de la Grande 
Bretagne, George I," p. 415. 

"^^lbid., pp. 411-413. 
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. . . how can we doubt but that the Gentiles were 
truly called to this knowledge also, especially when 
we see the whole Earth at present replenished with 
the knowledge of the true God, and all men calling 
upon Him in the necessities, celebrating His goodness, 
and putting their whole trust and confidence in Him?50 

Much of his explanation of the events of 1692 was in terms 

of this revival. Abbadie saw God at work in the world to 

defeat the Antichrist, which he intimated to be the Roman 

51 
church. Since Rome corabined with absolute states to 

forward its prosperity, Abbadie had to be against absolut-

isra, at least in theory. As one biographer of Abbadie 

stated: 

The new religion is not established as the others by 
politics and authority, but against thera.52 

For Abbadie, at least in theory, and in England, liraited 

monarchy had to .be justified. He continued to do so in 

very circumscribed terras throughout the years frora William 

and Mary to the Advent of the Hanovers. 

The Great Plague: Papism 

If "God" was tlie primary subject of all of 

Abbadie's writings, the subject of Papism raust be 

50 
Idem, Vindication of the Christian Religion, 

p. 409. 
51 • 
Idem, Defense, pp. 24, 515. These are just two 

of several intimations that the Papacy is the Antichrist 
of the Apocalypse. 

5 2 N . 

Albert Monod, De Pascal a Chateaubriand: les 
dé'fenseurs frangais du Christianisme de 1670 â l̂ 'ÔT 
(Paris: F. Alcan, 1916), pp. 119-120. 
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considered another, although negative, preoccupation. 

One of the most difficult problems encountered in 

the analysis of the Defense of the British Nation is in 

distinguishing and defining the term, "Papism." It is 

difficult because Abbadie made. dozens of passing refer-

ences to the subject without developing a logically orga-

nized pattern of attack on it. Furthermore, the confusion 

is compounded by the fact that, although the term "Papist" 

indicates a specific Catholic who was a Papal lackey,-. 

Abbadie also used the terra. indiscrirainately to indicate 

53 
any Catliolic he disliked. Hence, the pages that follow 

comprise a distillation of those many references arranged 

in a type of artificial order to give cohesion to the 

entire overwhelraing subject. It is not necessary to 

produce proof of the importance of the subject to Abbadie, 

since references have been obvious throughout the previous 

53 
By 1696, Abbadie had decided that all Roman 

Catholics were potential traitors. See Abbadie, History 
of the late Conspiracy, p. 36, in which he said: "there 
were three sorts . . . of Doraestic Eneraies. First the 
zealous and bigoted Roraan-Catholics [author's emphasis], 
or rather all Roman Catholics in general for tho' some of 
'em appear'd more cautious and moderate than the rest, 
'twas the general opinion of the Party that all the Papists 
in England would take up Arms on that occasion. . . . " 
Here, the term "Papist" has come to include all Catholics. 
Also, eighteen years later, in 1714, when Abbadie presented 
a sermon commemorating the advent of George I to the throne, 
he had come to view all Catholics as followers of the Roraan 
"Antichrist." This deraonstrated their intolerable error, 
in his opinion, in being Catholic, whether tolerant or not. 
Idera, "Sermon sur le regne glorieux de Jesus-Christ sur la 
terre," Sermons et pane'gyriques, 3: 1-150. Hereafter 
cited as "Le rêgne glorieux." 
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discussion of his work. 

Most of the material which deals with Papism in 

the Defense does so in relation to England and the deposi-

tion of James II from the throne. This is understandable 

when we recall that Abbadie saw the removal of James in 

the light of a godly battle against the Papist Antichrist. 

James II, according to Abbadie, was striving to establish 

Papism over the ruins of the Reforraed Religion.^^ He 

tried to do this by negating the laws which protected-the 

Protestant society from the evils of the Holy Roman Church 

and its Inquisition. In this, James was the faithful son 

of the Holy Mother Church and fulfilling her demands on 

55 him, so Abbadie reasoned. 

As cited earlier, Abbadie ridiculed the author of 

the Avis for noting sirailarities between the death of 

Charles I and the abdication of Jaraes II. Seeing none, 

the Protestant Abbadie lingered on the subject long enough 

to allow one insight into his motivations througliout the 

De'fense. He paints a brief portrait of Charles which 

pictures him as a man innocent of crirae, save for "sorae 

differneces of politics with his subjects," while he 

accuses Jaraes of flagrant criraes against God, Nature and 

Society. As is well-known, Charles was, by no raeans. 

^^ldem, Defense^, p. 49. 

^^lbid., p. 324. ^^lbid., p. 413. 
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all that innocent; not even James could be accused of 

totally ignoring Parliament for twelve years, as Charles 

had done. It was a curious twist of rationale which 

attempted to make him so innocent. What it suggests, 

rather obviously, is that Abbadie thought of Charles, 

even though he was just barely a Protestant, as not really 

so bad, whereas James was virtually monstrous because he 

was "Papist." Nowhere is Abbadie more transparent in his 

religious bias than here. 

The subject of Papism, however, was greater than 

just the relationships between England and her King. 

According to the Huguenot divine, Catholics, in general, 

57 
were intolerant, as was shown by the events in France. 

Within any society in which Protestants resided, a Catholic 

monarch would attempt sooner or later to destroy that reli-

gious movement. And the Papacy added to the problem by 

not only condoning such a raoveraent, but demanding it as 

just treatment for the "heretics" who had strayed from 

its fold. Abbadie quoted several medieval Catholic 

theorists as prior authorities who had affirmed the harsh 

58 treatment of heretics. The Papacy, in fact, had a long 

history of attempting to link the religious authority 

with the sovereign authority of the state in order to 

^^lbid., pp. 326-327. 

58 Ibid., pp. 319-320, 310-312. 
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pursue its objectives within the societies. As Abbadie 

had it, the Papacy would bring great pressure on any 

monarch to do its bidding, once the Holy See had estab-

6 0 
lished its connections. The end result was a system 

in which a powerful government could force the will of 

the Papacy on the people it was supposed to protect. 

Although it was good for the Papacy, the arrangement was 

61 
fatal for the society. 

Abbadie was disorganized in his discussion of.. 

Papism save for times when he indulged his penchant for 

listing ideas. True to that pattern, which characterizes 

most subjects in the Defense, Abbadie elaborated for a few 

pages on the idea that Papism was incompatible with five 

types of law. Each of these must be revíewed to catch 

59 ^ 
Idem, "Epitre dedicatoire au roi de la Grande 

Bretagne, Georges I," p. 408. Here is but one reference 
among many possible in Abbadie's writings, which shows his 
preoccupation with the alliance of Papacy and governments 
in order to dominate the world. In his later years, 
Abbadie developed this concept to the point that it became 
the dominant theme in his post-16 92 views of the Revolu-
tion. See Idem, "Le regne glorieux." 

Idem, De^fense, pp. 55-56. 

George Savile, Marquess of Halifax, in his 
Letter to a Dissenter, prior to James' loss of his throne, 
affirmed the thought long before Abbadie wrote, when he 
said: 

This alliance between Liberty and Infallibility is 
bringing together the two most contrary things that 
are in the world. The Church of Rome doth not only 
dislike the allowing liberty, but by its principles, 
it cannot do it. 

George Savile, Marquess of Halifax, Coraplete Works, ed. by 
J. P. Kenyon (Baltimore: Penguin Books, 1969), p. 106. 
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the spirit of Abbadie's anti-Papal anger, which led him 

to say that Papism, 

triumphant and. dominant, . . . is today entirely and 
absolutely incompatible with the conservation of the 
people of England who are assumed Protestant and who 
will not change their religion.62 

Papism was, according to Abbadie, contrary to the 

law of society in England. Society had originated to serve 

as the source of comfort and security for the people. 

Papism, however, did not accord rights to "heretics" in 

society. Therefore, such people had no protection for 

their lives, goods, children, liberty, privileges, and the 

rest of the rights which Abbadie described as the "natural 

prerogatives" of man. Thus, in an effort to convert all 

Protestant "heretics," the Papists were capable of vio-

lating all that society represented, even to the execution 

of the unbeliever. The Church even paid those executioners 

"who exterminate the heretics and anathemizes those who 

refuse to exterminate thera," according to Abbadie. Without 

the rights which society provides, the "heretics" were 

powerless. Society was not intended to provide only for 

a certain group of people, but for all people and to leave 

someone defenseless within the society was to negate the 

62 Abbadie, Defense, pp. 335-336. 
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law thereof.^^ 

The law of government was the second law which 

Papism negated, according to the French clergyman. The 

government had the goal of protecting and defending the 

individuals within the society, but this conflicted with 

the goal of the church to exterminate the heretics. 

By the law of government, we are an object of 
direction [i.e., to be directed]. By the law of 
Papism, we are one of destruction [i.e., to be de-
stroyed]. The Prince received of God and society 
the order to protect the people but he receives pf 
the Church, which is his mother and which holds 
itself to be the only one which has the right to 
interpret the will of the Lord, the opposite order 
to destroy the heretics. Which of these two orders 
takes precedence? 

Abbadie answered his own question by reraarking that the 

King would obey the Church, for the rewards and punishraents 

64 within the Papist systera were eternal. Government, thus, 

would be subverted to the interests of the Roraan Church. 

Abbadie continued his survey by suggesting a third 

law which Papism contradicted, that is the law of Empire. 

The right of Nature, according to Abbadie, requires that 

one support only the organization which provides hira with 

security, something that the Papist prince would not do. 

The right of God is also denied to man, for how can one 

^•^lbid., pp. 336-337. According to Abbadie, the 
Catholics in England were not persecuted physically, even 
though they had no political participatory rights in the 
society. Ibid., p. 287. 

^"^lbid., p. 337. 
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not offend God when obeying someone who assumes himself 

to be God and forces those under him to believe as he 

wishes? Consequently, Papism destroys the "law of 

Empire," i.e., the allegiance which the Protestant subject 

should normally owe to his sovereign. 

In the fourth place, Papism violated the law of 

the Kingdom. The Catholic King did not have to instruct 

his Protestant subjects as to his intentions, nor did he 

have to be honest with them, for they were "heretics." 

The Jesuits, according to Abbadie, had provided a rational-

ization for the evil which was produced within a monarch 

and a state when that ruler attempted to convert "heretics." 

Under the catego.ries of "probability," "intention," and 

"equivocation," .the Jesuits excused blatant evil. "Proba-

bility" dictated that if two or three authors appeared 

heretical, this meant that heresy raight be rarapant in the 

society. "Intention" excused persecution, which was 

originated with the express purpose of serving God, 

although the end result may have been catastrophic for 

society. "Equivocation" allowed promises to be made to 

Catholics while none were made to heretics, i.e., the 

Ibid., p. 338. Abbadie bluntly called Cathol-
icisra a false religion in the Defense. Ibid., p. 188. 
He called it "Superstitution" in 1694. Idera, A panegyric 
on our late sovereign lady Mary, p. 17. And he called it 
"our enemy" in 1715. Idem, "Adresse des francois réfugiés 
en Irlande," p. 2. The underlying assumption is that 
Catholicism is completely intolerant to Protestants any-
where. 
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coronation oath was taken with only Catholics in mind. 

All of these Jesuit ideas, Abbadie continued, were based 

on the assumption that the heretics were nothing but a 

community of condemned men, without rights in the 

. ^ 66 society. 

Such was the Church's power that the Catholic King 

"has no liberty [of choice] in regard [to persecuting 

heretics] . . . and he is required to utilize proscription, 

banisliment, massacres, and is considered criminal if Xn his 

heart, he has the simple intention of protecting his sub-

jects." Lying then became a positive virtue and a moral 

quality, for the monarch owed only punishraent and death 

67 
to the heretics. 

The last law negated by Papisra is that of the 

"tempered monarchy," or liraited one, as best seen in 

England. A Papist Prince, according to Abbadie, would 

consider himself absolute when ruling over a society of 

heretics. He would do whatever he wants, even to the 

taking of life, and he would not consider his actions 

unjust in doing this in the name of his religion. 

6 6 y 
Idem, Defense, pp. 338-340. 

^^lbid., pp. 339-348. 

fi 8 

Ibid., pp. 348-352. This was because the Papacy 
considered itself master of Kings, or so Abbadie thought. 
For an excellent view of Abbadie on this point, see History 
of the late Conspiracy, p. 175: " . . . 'tis one of the 
principles of their Religion, that the Pope's jurisdiction 
extends over the temporal authority of Kings. . . . " 
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As Abbadie concluded this listing of the problems 

of the state with the Papist Prince, he put forward an 

interesting thought. Arbitrary power on the part of a 

Papist Prince in a Protestant society would bring about 

revolution, for no one would tolerate a Prince who was 

obliged, by conscience, to destroy all his subjects. 

Therefore, Abbadie reasoned, the mere presence of a Papist 

Prince would foster "anarchy" within the state.^^ Here, 

it is interesting to note that Abbadie equates revolution 

with anarchy, whereas the entire direction of his work has 

been to legitiraatize revolution on certain occasions. If 

Abbadie had been consistent, he would have suggested that 

such a revolution was God's work, and hardly anarchy. 

Although the contradiction exists, it does say 

something of Abbadie's basic political bias. He was 

attempting to give the Glorious Revolution the bent that 

would fit his intellectual needs, whereas his basic in-

clination was to disallow revolution altogether. Under 

the skin of his political "liberalism" beat the heart of 

a true conservative; revolution, in reality, was to hira 

anarchy. His conservatism became even more obvious when 

he said that Papisra, a "true, notorious, universal, con-

summate, and incurable tyranny," forced another sort of 

70 . . . 
tyranny to quell the anarchy. Without realizmg it, he. 

70. 
^^ldem, Defense, pp. 348-350. Ibid. 
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in essence, called William III a tyrant. The inconsist-

encies of his political gyrations had caught up with him, 

and so immersed was he in them that he never realized his 

faux pas. 

Abbadie assumed that a throne would forever remain 

Papist if once it fell into Papist hands. This was what 

he meant when he called the Papist throne an "incurable 

tyranny." The situation was permanent, for once a Papist 

prince had succeeded, laws against the best interests-.of 

the Romish Church and the Prince were to be negated and 

society would lose forever the freedom of conscience it 

u 1^ 71 once held. 

Abbadie paused at this point to describe the events 

surrounding the -ouster of James II from the English throne 

and concluded by saying that the author of the Avis aux 

Refugie^s could not show hira more righteous reasons to 

remove a king from the throne than those relied upon in 

England. Reaching into his rhetorical handbag, Abbadie 

commented that, if it were legal to remove a leper from 

the throne, it certainly was legal to remove James, who 

72 
was afflicted with a disease worse than leprosy. The 

7 1 
Ibid., p. 357. The minister eraphasized again 

the permanent nature of the Catholic conspiracy in 1714. 
See "Le régne glorieux," p. 120. 

^^ldem, Defense, pp. 358-359. Abbadie was alluding 

to "Papism." 
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only reasons why James II was allowed the throne origi-

nally were that he had no male heirs and that the penal 

laws against Catholics protected the state.^^ As Abbadie 

had it, his Catholicism was his least problem, but his 

Papism was the state's greatest problem. This was a 

reference to the difference, usually ignored by Abbadie, 

between "Catholicism" and "Papisra." The minister con-

cluded by stating that a Papist raagistrate in England and 

!_-! • . 74 

a public enemy were identical. It is obvious that •. 

Abbadie felt that Papism was utterly incorapatible with 

the Protestant state. As earlier suggested, he obviously 

thought Papisra was the "Antichrist" of the Apocalypse. 

In the Defense, Abbadie took up several subsidiary 

considerations as part of his overall view of Papisra. One 

was his reaction to the author of the Avis who had raain-

tained that there were sirailarities between Jaraes II and 

Henry IV of France. The Avis had argued that the French, 

by allowing Henry IV to take their throne, were more 

tolerant than the British, who removed James from theirs. 

In the Avis, James' Catholicism and Henry's Protestantism 

were strongly emphasized. Abbadie responded by pointing 

out that there was division within France over the matter 

of Kenry IV taking the throne, while there was none in 

England until James notoriously destroyed his base of 

^^lbid., p. 406. ^^lbid., p. 405. 
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support by attempting to ruin the society. Also, Abbadie 

suggested that there had been no reasons to fear Henry, 

since the spirit of the Reformation had demonstrated that 

Protestants were not necessarily intolerant, whereas the 

Papists had an unbroken tradition of persecution and in-

tolerance. Hence, Abbadie, concluded, in the events sur-

rounding the two monarchs, such few similarities as existed 

were only superficial ones. The fact that Henry was a 

conqueror and James was a ruler by legitimate succession 

made for two different sets of criteria to be used in 

. , . ,̂ . . 75 judging their reigns. 

Another question which the Avis' author advanced 

was that of the Vaudois "revolt," which had developed after 

the revocation of the Edict of Nantes in 1685. In 1686, 

the Duke of Savoy ousted the Vaudois Protestants as a re-

sult of pressure from Louis XIV. The Calvinists, however, 

returned in 1689 by force. The Avis' author conderaned the 

violent return as "revolution," but Abbadie regarded it as 

a defense against Louis XIV's unlawful interference in the 

Vaud. A foreign aggressor is always to be fought, Abbadie 

asserted, and the definition of aggression included 

Louis XIV's action in putting pressure on the legitimate 

7 6 
ruler to do his bidding. Abbadie raaintained that the 

causes of both the Vaudois peasants and the Protestants 

^^lbid., pp. 415-423. ^^lbid., pp. 464-469. 
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within England were the same, in that they had to protect 

themselves against incipient tyranny engendered by the 

Holy Roman Church and her political allies.^^ The expanded 

European view to which Abbadie had advanced by 1692 is 

evident here. 

With regard to the Dé^fense, exactly what were 

Abbadie's views regarding the exceedingly important issue 

of toleration? Most of what Abbadie thought must be drawn 

from incidental remarks he made in the context of his-.cora-

ments on Papism. He viewed Catholics as persecution-

oriented, intolerant, and manipulative and suggested that 

7 8 this was the spirit of the antichrist, although he did 

not call the Catholic Church by that name directly. Con-

stantly citing the mistreatment of the Protestants in 

France, Abbadie condemned the Roraan Church and its adher-

ents throughout the Defense. Against this background of 

negation, Abbadie contrasted the situation in England. 

The new arrival did not suggest that coraplete 

toleration existed in his adopted country, nor did he 

intimate that he even agreed wholly with the concept. 

7 7 

Ibid., p. 91. Abbadie perceived the Vaud epi-
sode as an exaraple of Catholic "Godly justice," and empha-
sized it for years thereafter. See "Le regne glorieux," 
p. 113, as an example. 

^^ldem, Delíense, p. 515. In 1714, he directly 
referred to the Pope as "Antichrist." See "Le rêgne 
glorieux," where numerous statements witness his open 
hatred. 
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However, he did appear to support civil tolerance of the 

Catholics, while denying to them any political responsi-

bility or opportunity. He suggested that the Catholics 

could choose to live peaceful lives, without fear, and 

that this held true not only in England, but in Ireland 

79 
as well. All violence against them in both countries 

had been taken as a result of their political stands 

rather than the religious convictions they held. Abbadie 

minimized the nuraber of English Catholic refugees within 

France, saying that two dozen or so Catholics may have 

fled to other lands, but repeated that their political 

agitation alone was responsible for the necessity of their 

flight. 

In one passage, the minister raade reference to the 

Dutch Protestants' tolerance. He suggested that they had 

shown great wisdora in the tolerance they afforded various 

81 
groups. Thus, he raentioned that if the Dutch Magistrates 

ever changed their toleration policies for the two congre-

gations of Jews in Arasterdara, then all raoderate men in the 

8 2 city would have to seek asylum. This is the closest he 

79 y 
Idem, Defense, p. 339. 

^^lbid., pp. 46-49, 229. In the History of the 
late Conspiracy, p. 22, he affirmed that Protestantism 
did not persecute Catholics when it was victorious in 
Europe. A consistent theme, Protestant tolerance was 
obvious, according to Abbadie. 

•̂'•Idem, Defense, p. 174. ^^lbid., pp. 78-79. 
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came to saying that he was for outright tolerance within 

society, and, as is obvious, the exact meaning of the 

statement is elusive. 

Abbadie's constant problem in the De'fense was that 

either he was on the offensive against Papism or on the 

defensive against the Avis. Therefore, he did not ever 

make clear-cut statements as to his concept of tolerance. 

In the absence of further information, the above is as 

far as we can go in assessing Abbadie's views on the con-

cept. He obviously was more tolerant than were most 

Catholics of his day, but, judging by Abbadie's own opinion 

of the "Papists," that may not say very much. 

In Abbadie, the existence of a Papist monarch in-

spired bitterness. He went so far as to say, as his last 

word, that it would be easier for an atheist to be a good 

8 3 
monarch than it would be for a Papist to be one. Abbadie 

assumed this to be true because the atheist would have 

nothing standing in his way in carrying out the protection 

and security of the people, while, on the other hand, any 

potentially tolerant Catholic ruler would have the Papacy 

behind him condemning any desire, on his part, to live 

with the "heretics." 

Finally, Abbadie, although raore than once disavow-

ing any intention of discussing France, raade reference to 

^^lbid., p. 360. 
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it several times. He could not allow the Avis' author to 

assume persecution of the Huguenots to be in the best in-

terests of France, as he had done in his publication. The 

French minister pointed out that, on the contrary, internal 

strife and the decline of true prosperity illustrated the 

uselessness and injury done by Louis XIV's policies, even 

though the physical boundaries of France had grown through 

war. Abbadie's final judgment of the "Sun King" was that 

84 he was a "sraall prince." By contrast, Williara was a 

"hero." 

The French pastor ended his book with a stateraent 

smacking of satire. It reads: 

One has responded to your insults with reason and 
he will not be surprised when you reply with insults 
in your rationale. Therefore, Monsieur, I give to 
you, with all my heart, the best wishes that you have 
given the refugees.^^ 

It is significant that the Defense de la nation 

britannique did not gain broad attention. Evidently, no 

English editor came forward to translate the weighty tome, 

which should indicate its lack of impact. Taken in the 

context of the times, this lack of interest must be attrib-

uted to the fact that it was a God-oriented theory bearing 

resemblance to Whig, Tory, and High Church explanations 

already made. Also, its detailed and often contradictory 

logic made it less interesting than it might otherwise have 

been. 

^"^lbid., pp. 500-501. ^^lbid., p. 519. 



CONCLUSION 

Jacques Abbadie was not a simple man. Therefore, 

any interpretation of the political statements which he 

made in his lifetime needs to take cognizance of that 

fact. For instance, it would be possible simply to dis-

raiss the Frenchman as only a bitter-end Calvinist, and 

stereotype his life and words accordingly. But to do so 

would be to do injustice to the Huguenot thinker. He cer-

tainly was Calvinistic, as he indicated throughout his 

literary productions, but that is only the initial point 

of departure, and, by no means the coraplete explanation 

of the man. 

In order to analyze the several aspects of the 

political Abbadie, the subsequent material falls into 

three divisions: 1) a sketch of how the Frenchman's cir-

curastances and personality affected his political theory, 

along with a shorter recapitulation of his rhetoric, forra 

and style; 2) the dividing of his life into five component 

parts, in the expectation that this will shed light on the 

development of his political theory; and 3) an overall 

assessment of the raan and his theory. 
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Part I: Generalities 

Jacques Abbadie was, before all else, a Calvinist 

"man of the cloth." Throughout his assorted literary en-

deavors, that fact becomes overwhelmingly evident to the 

reader. This is reflected in his political statements no 

less than in his theology. Attributing all to God, Abbadie 

saw in the events of his day and, more generally, of his-

tory, the unfolding revelation of divine omnipotence. To 

Abbadie, all issues were moral. In the panegyric of Queen 

Mary in 1694, the minister reflected that 

She labour'd earnestly to raake England a Divine 
Monarchy, or the Kingdom of God, and to iraprint the 
Image of Heaven on these Fortunate Islands, where 
nothing can be wanting if they be not destitute of 
Piety and Truth.l 

And, in his dedicatory statement included in his 1719 

liturgical translation, the pastor ended with the hope 

that George I might reign "for a long time for the good of 

2 
Jesus Christ in the land." Four times in the Apocalypse, 

the statement is made that Jesus is the "Alpha and the 

3 Omega, the beginning and the end," and Abbadie deeply 

believed this. All things existed to the glory of God, 

and, above all else, he was minister to that glory. 

Abbadie, A Panegyric on our Late Sovereign Lady 
Mary, p. 26. 

2 y 

Idem, "Epitre dedicatoire au roi de la Grande 
Bretagne, George I," p. 416. 

Revelation 1:8, 11; Revelation 21:6, 13. 
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But more specifically, Abbadie was a Huguenot, a 

minister to that persecuted sect which after almost a 

century of sufferance in France, had, in 1685, undergone 

complete legal disbandment. He viewed, from close prox-

imity, the suffering, agonized thousands who had left 

everything behind them in France in an effort to achieve 

religious freedom in other lands. He felt the anger of 

their frustrations as their world collapsed around them, 

the tension of their fears as they faced the unknown,. and 

the joys of their new accomplishraents, as well as the sad-

nesses of their failures in their new homes. And Jacques 

Abbadie was not imraune to their emotions, which he re-

flected in his cries to God and King on behalf of his 

fellow sectarians and their needs. In 1684, he stated: 

Heaven and Earth see with approval and joy the 
charity of our Prince, deploying itself in favor of 
the unfortunate who had nothing, but they found in 
this place an island, a retreat, an homeland, a 
Church, an illustrous and generous protector, all 
this which they had lost, and in some ways more than 
they had lost. And without doubt these voices and 
the prayers of many over which the great Prince cried, 
have already raounted to the throne of the Divinity 
and God, touched by their voices and ours, has added 
years and new brilliance to the life of a raaster so 
loving and perfect, which he gives us in his love.'^ 

In 1686, in his L'adoration spirituelle, the rainister be-

came even more emotional on this subject: 

4 X 

Abbadie, Panegyrique de Monseigneur l'Electeur de 
Brande'bourg, p. 210. 
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Our sad and miserable homeland has become an hell, 
if I may dare say so, an hell where one may neither 
live nor die, and where life is nevertheless tangled 
in the horrors of death and the death of the most 
painful sentiments of this life. 0 death! Open your 
tombs and receive us in your sad sepulchers since we 
fmd neither security, nor retreat, in the land of 
the living.^ 

Thirty-one years later, and twelve years before 

his death, Abbadie, in 1715, voiced the same sense of 

attachment to the refugees in the context of a statement 

to George I on behalf of the French Protestants living in 
6 

Ireland. And, in numerous other places in the works of 

the Huguenot minister, particularly in the dedicatory pas-

sages, are found like indications of involvement in the 

plight of the sectarians, either as a group or as specific 

congregations. For instance, in a dedicatory passage in 

one of his serraons, he voiced the following in tribute to 

the Duchess of Ormond: 

You are, above all, obliged to God for this solid 
and clear piety which attaches you to Him; for the 
moderation which you demonstrate in the midst of His 
goodness; for the charity which you demonstrate in 
aiding the poor members of Jesus Christ, for which 
you descend into the detail of their afflictions and 
of their necessities. . . .7 

5 
Quoted by Frank Puaux, ed., Les plaintes de 

protestans cruelleraent oppriraez dans le royaurae de France, 
par Jean Claude (Paris: Librairie Fischbacher, 1885), p. 
89, n. 1. 

6 -' ^ 
Abbadie, "Adresse des francois refugies en Irlande." 

Idem, La theologie de St. Paul ou le pur 
christianisme expliquá dans un serraon sur les paroles de 
St. Paul, 1 Cor. 2:2, pp. i-ii. 
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That serving his fellow exiles and his religion was fore-

most in the Huguenot clergyman's thoughts is clearbeyond 

doubt. 

The aforementioned two factors are of critical 

importance in appreciating the underlying forces which 

motivated the French minister. In order to demonstrate 

more fully how this is so, it is necessary to look at two 

divergent aspects of his publications: the pure theology 

and the politics. Typically Calvinist in the former,-. 

Abbadie was forced by his Huguenotism to define his polit-

ical viewpoints as the situation deteriorated in France 

and, later, to expand them when he settled in post-

revolutionary England. Nevertheless, he did not ever go 

so far as to cast aside his theological convictions with 

their leanings toward subraissiveness. Midway in his life, 

Abbadie adopted semi-liberal clothing, and, because of 

that, some have seen him as a "resolute partisan" of 
o 

popular sovereignty. But his liberalism was confined 

within the Huguenot, or Protestant, experience. The rea-

son he accepted the 1688 English Revolution was because it 

realized the "right" policies for which the Huguenots had 

suffered in France and signaled, in his estimation, the 

victory of those policies against the enemy of God in 

Puaux, "L'evolution des theories politiques," 
p. 495. 
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Europe. The French Calvinist refugees needed conflrmation 

of their liberties, the stamp of approval on their martyr-

dom for the "Faith," and a leader against their tormentor, 

the Papacy. William was the Calvinist "hero," and the 

Revolution was proof of God's support for the oppressed. 

But, if we leave aside the issue of the Huguenots' situa-

tion and Abbadie's expectations of God's victory against 

Papism, there stands revealed the Calvinist clergyman, 

vaguely distrustful of arbitrary power, true, but fearful 

of the masses, and crediting absolute authority to 

Jehovah—He, whose wisdom, unlike that of man, was eternal 

and complete. 

Basically, Abbadie, in the last thirty-five years 

of his seventy-three year life, could be described, not 

as a constitutional monarchist, but an exponent of—in his 

phrase—"tempered government." This obviously was a more 

constrained condition than constitutional monarchy. His 

refusal ever to call for the overthrow of Louis XIV illus-

trates his reluctance to advocate revolution even in what 

was, frora his point of view, an extreme case, and raakes 

clearer his support of a single revolution, the 1688-89 

English one, only after the event, for very specific rea-

sons, and in a constricted way. In 1714, Abbadie voiced 

clearly what he had only iraplied in 1692 in giving his 

interpretation of previous events: 
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. . . consider that the Reformation was the estab-
lisliment of the Christian Religion in the world, that 
the Revolution has been the reestablishment of the 
Reformation and of our liberties in these Kingdoms, 
and that the Protestant Succession is the means by 
which God asserts himself to assure to us the fruits 
of the Revolution and of the Reformation 
together. . . .9 

In light of this statement Abbadie's direction and rationale 

become more logical. With reasons divine and eternal behind 

the 168 8 Revolution, other revolutions, by comparison, be-

came mediocre and short-sighted in their meaning and in-

tent. How many times would a revolution come along which 

would merit these vaulted explanations? 

Within the framework of the Calvinist tradition-

alism, Abbadie sought to be in some degree rationalistic. 

His attempt, in his first work, the Vindication of the 

Truth of the Christian Religion, to give intellectual ex-

pression to his religion shows a certain reflection of the 

growing rationalistic tendencies of the era. The same 

holds true of his political stateraents, notably in the 

Defense of the British Nation, which certainly was an 

attempt to make divine government understandable to 

Abbadie, "Le regne glorieux," p. 130. 

A century later, Edmund Burke expressed a 
similar viewpoint when he looked back to the "final and 
once-for-all raeasure" of "re-establishing the constitu-
tion . . . " in the Revolution. See Jones, pp. 328-329 
for these and other coraments on Burke's "myth" in his 
Reflections on the Revolution in France. 
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rational man. Often he remarked that God had given man 

the ability to reason and that he should utilize it. 

For instance, in the Vindication, the minister reflected 

that " . . . it is this union of the INTELLIGENT creature 

with his God that we believe to be the goal and the end 

of his works." And, in the Defense, in discussion of 

man's ability to determine his direction, he stated that 

13 reason must be the basis of the action. However, since 

the Huguenot pastor conceived of God, on a rational basis, 

as omnipotent, controlling all things from creation to 

Armageddon, he could provide no free developraent of his 

rationalistic bent. Possibly there was in hira an echo of 

the medieval scholastics, although his was the interpreta-

tion of scripture within the Calvinistic framework rather 

than in that of the earlier church structure. 

In a different direction, as a factor directly 

affecting his political thought, it should be recalled 

that, at least until his move to Ireland, Abbadie was 

"'•"'•Even in his theological writings, Abbadie in-
jected a rationalistic element into the spiritual area as 
far as he safely could. For instance, in 1684, he referred 
to the "whole earth replenished with the KNOWLEDGE of the 
true God. . . . " (Emphasis added.) Such stateraents are 
coramon and the tone of all his works indicates the im-
portance of raan's COMPREHENSION of God and His works. Abba-
die, Vindication of the Christian Religion, p. 409. 

"^^Quoted in Monod, p. 105. Emphasis added. 

•'•"̂ Abbadie, Defense, p. 150. 
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always close to centers of power and intellectual activity. 

He was, in two lands, on the fringes of the court-circles, 

if not directly included in them. Further, he carried on 

correspondénce with his contemporaries, mostly on the sub-

ject of his theological writings, and, as we have noticed, 

he was well-known among the Huguenot refugees—including 

the prominent ones—for whom he struggled so hard. Thus, 

until his later years, he was steadily in a position in 

which he was able to observe the powerful and the intel-

lectuals of his day, as well as to know the lot of an 

oppressed group in seventeenth-century society. 

We have further indications of how the situations 

in which Abbadie found himself help to account for his 

actions. Take, .for instance, his life as an exile. At 

the tirae he was reared and educated, he was already a 

member of a minority sect in Louis XIV's France, with the 

position of his group steadily deteriorating. As he left 

for Prussia, he could not have failed to be aware of the 

increasing danger for his confreres. Indeed, this may 

have been one factor irapelling hira to leave, although 

there is no evidence to indicate that he felt personally 

threatened by the unfolding situation. 

Probably his theologically-originated inclination 

to respect paternal authority was increased by his presence 

in Brandenburg during the final years of Frederick William, 

the Great Elector. The contrast between the protection 
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provided by that benevolent monarch and the unsettling 

leadership of Louis XIV obviously impressed him vividly. 

Because Abbadie had been invited to the Prussian court 

by a man explicitly trusted by those in positions of power 

at the court to locate an agreeable French preacher, he 

must have felt especially protected by the Elector himself. 

Abbadie brushed shoulders with the great and near-great 

in Berlin and even performed services well-recognized by 

Frederick William. Due to his safety and personal status 

at court, this further encouraged him to view those in 

authority as "heroes," who were utilizing, ably and justly, 

the power which God had originated. In Brandenburg, God 

was working among men and through authority to achieve His 

desired ends. This attitude was still visible in the 1688 

Coronation sermon for Frederick III. On that occasion, 

the minister advised Frederick to follow the paths forged 

by his illustrious father. Eventually, Abbadie left Berlin, 

possibly dissatisfied with Frederick III's leadership, 

particularly if, as may be surmised, he had some advance 

indication that Frederick was going to force the French 

Discipline upon the Berlin congregation, as ultimately 

he did in 1689. That Abbadie never thereafter mentioned 

the man in his political works raay lend credence to this 

supposition. At any rate, that the situation in his 

adopted state was turning sour may have been a subordinate 

factor in contributing to his changing political outlook. 
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The transference to England must at first have 

been chiefly the result of his close connection with 

Marshal Schomberg. After that ancient General's death at 

the Boyne, William III looraed large in Abbadie's thoughts. 

He obviously had help from the court in being placed at 

the Savoy as minister in 1692, and, then, into Ireland in 

1699. Therefore, he was a man at least partially dependent 

upon the good graces of Williara or his rainisters, sorae of 

whom he knew personally, since the work on the Assassina-

tion Plot of 1696 was written with the use of the personal 

papers of two of William's trusted ministers. It was to 

his advantage to see the events of 1688 favorably, although 

such a stateraent should hardly merit the charge of personal 

opportunism on any conscious level. Rather, it is explana-

tory of Abbadie's total support for the new authority in 

England as representative of God's unfolding will. Years 

later, Abbadie instructed a body of French officers on 

the subject of the Protestant rule of Queen Anne, advising 

them to 

Cast your eyes over the preceding reign. Oh, what 
good days, Oh, what agreeable days in which a glorious 
ministry and glorious Parliaments followed the plan 
of God, as if they had been divinely inspired, ani-
mated by a vigorous spirit against Papism. . . . 

In these glorious marks do you not recognize the 
benediction which God attached to such governraent?15 

•'"'̂The papers of Sir Williara Trurabull and the Earl 
of Portland were used. 

•'•^Abbadie, "Le regne glorieux," pp. 140-141, 142. 
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What more need be said about Abbadie's attachments at 

this point? 

The fact of William's Protestantism thrilled 

Abbadie, for a Protestant on the throne where a Papist had 

so recently been, produced in him a surge of hope that God 

was at work for the "oppressed" saints of Europe. For a 

number of reasons, personal, sectarian, political, and 

international, Abbadie found William a man worthy of sup-

port. Of Abbadie's written statements on the English.. 

scene, the dominant ones were the Defense, the Panegyric 

on Queen Mary, and the expose of the Assassination Plot. 

In all of these, and in the secondary statements which 

followed in 1714, 1715 and 1719, he displayed submissive-

ness to any authority which he defined as Godly. Simul-

taneously, he was critical of any other regime, particu-

larly any judged by him to be an instrument of the hated 

Papacy. 

Finally, there is an area important to an under-

standing of Abbadie's political theory in which, not his 

circumstances, but the nature of his character seems to 

be preponderant, namely, an aversion to violence which 

surfaces periodically in his work. His rejection of the 

death of Charles I is best understood in this context. 

Certainly, he was extremely fearful of revolt for the 

destruction it would bring, as well as for the anarchy 

which might then ensue. However, force, when in the hands 
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of God's earthly "lieutenants," the Monarchs, and used 

against the Diety's enemies, earned his praise. When 

violence was distant, Abbadie could accept it; when near 

him, he shied from it. It is interesting to note that, 

after 168 0, he never personally witnessed the violence 

in France, and, indeed, possibly saw bloodshed first-hand 

only once, in Ireland at the Boyne. But, there, God's 

army defeated the forces of Anti-Christ, thus lifting the 

action from the realm of raere bloodshed to that of divine 

justice. Doubtless, Abbadie's refusal to call for revo-

lution against Louis XIV was motivated in some raeasure 

by his tendency to avoid violence. 

To return to circurastances, but ones of lesser 

importance, which affected Abbadie's life, and only in-

directly his thought, his presence in two other regions 

needs mention. Ireland obviously isolated the minister 

from the mainstrearas of European thought, both theological 

and political. After his removal to the westernraost of 

the British Isles, he added little to his literary 

achieveraents. The other location which left a raark on 

Abbadie's outlook was the Netherlands. There the 

minister was able to witness the contrast between political 

"freedom" and the "slavery" of France. Pierre Jurieu was 

there, as were many other Huguenot spokesraen. Abbadie 

always spoke well of Holland and, if it is true that as 

late as 1720-23 he spent time there, as some secondary 
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sources suggest, it perhaps indicates a desire, in the 

last years of his life, to gain access to mainland intel-

lectual circles once more. 

As to Jacques Abbadie's rhetoric, form and style, 

little more needs to be said. Pedantry, verbosity, and 

repetitiveness were typical characteristics of his expres-

sions. This is not to say that he deserves condemnation 

for these habits because, to twentieth-century observers, 

much of the literature of that period seems the same.. As 

one source, referring to the Defense of the British Nation, 

put it, Abbadie, by repetition, sought to "take vengeance" 

1 6 
and destroy his opponent. This certainly cut into the 

effectiveness of the presentation and may have been a 

factor in the declining interest in his literary output. 

A further characteristic of his production was a taste for 

dramatic conceptualization. As an illustration, the 

Panegyric on Queen Mary contains a striking example 

of his eloquence. 

God, she cries, is your Benefactor, the only 
Deliverer of nations, Protector of empires, and Com-
forter of the afflicted; He alone is Good, Merciful, 
Wise, Great, and Wonderful; He is All in Hiraself, 
and I was nothing but by Hira. Go to ray grave, and 
see there what I am; come to Heaven, and see here 
what He is. 0 ye adrairers of Dust, or rather of 
that which is nothing, do not persist longer in 

1 fi y / 
Puaux, "L'evolution des theories politiques," 

p. 495. 
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your injustice to the glory of the Alraighty, Cease 
to praise me, and begin to serve Him. Carry your 
incense to his altars, and leave my body to the 
worms. Open His temples, and shut my tomb!l7 

One would have to concede considerable draraatic force to 

such statements, but their overwhelming number tends to 

diminish their impact. The exaggerations characteristic 

of his panegyrics to prominent men and woraen also reduce 

their credibility. Another habit was to disclaira responsi-

bility for overstateraent, thus further reducing their 

believability, at least by raodern standards. Had Abbadie 

written nothing else save these, he might fairly be charged 

with blatant opportunism. However, the era, the very per-

sonality of the man, and even his religion made hira stand 

in awe in the shadows of the faraous. These stateraents 

illustrate Abbadie's fascination with authority, a condi-

tion which, by itself, raust raise the question of his 

ability to believe in "popular sovereignty" to any appre-

ciable degree. 

Part II: The Periods of Abbadie's Life 

To enhance our understanding of Abbadie, it is 

useful at this point to affix five divisions to his half-

century-long political developraent. These raay be desig-

nated as: 1) pre-1688, 2) 1688, 3) 1688 to 1692, 4) 1692, 

•'•̂ Abbadie, A Panegyric on our Late Sovereign Lady 
Mary, p. 32. 
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and 5) post-1692. In what follows, an effort has been 

made to combine brevity with analysis. 

Before 1688, Jacques Abbadie was pre-Monarchomach 

in his political position. Like the great Calvin himself, 

the Huguenot minister divided the responsibility for man's 

affairs into those for which God was responsible, i.e., 

the conscience, and those whith the King handled, i.e., 

public affairs. Calvin had said, in his Institutes of the 

Christian Religion, " . . . the spiritual kingdora of Christ 

18 and civil government are things very widely separated." 

But, Calvin also said that " . . . they are not adverse to 

19 each other." Indeed, God had provided the arrangement 

to counteract the depravity, and, thus, the disorder of 

man. As long as the Church's spiritual leadership was 

left unchallenged, nothing could be brought against the 

King, for he had all power within the secular arena, and 

the right and duty of fostering the success of the Church, 

itself. No individual had the right to overthrow a sover-

20 
eign, for he was the personal "substitute" for God. 

Abbadie subscribed to these notions, as is obvious from 

the things that he said in his published works, and even 

more, in the things that he did not say. 

In the Pane^yrique to the Elector of Brandenburg, 

•^^Calvin, 2: 651. "^^lbid., 2: 652. 

^°Ibid., 2: 653. 
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Abbadie began his dedicatory passage by stating that 

" . . . Heaven . . . had destined him [the Elector] to 

command all the people . . . "^^ and continued on to 

praise the wisdom and piety of the Elector throughout the 

work. In general, both the description of the ruler and 

the spirit of the work underline Abbadie's assumption 

that here was a man set aside to do God's bidding in the 

public arena. Other dedlcatory passages, written during 

the 1680's, pursue the same therae, and deraonstrate, beyond 

doubt, the willingness of Abbadie to allow the secular 

authority to handle affairs of this world. But, in the 

spiritual world, which was Abbadie's calling, the ruler 

was restricted. As long as the spiritual needs of the 

Huguenots of Brandenburg were great, Abbadie had no tirae 

for, nor interest in, philosophical contemplation of a 

monarch's responsibilities; his was the siraple Calvinist 

faith that God was in charge and affairs in the political 

arena were not his concern. Also, the fact that Frederick 

William and his ministers seemed aware of the responsibility 

they carried encouraged Abbadie to leave unquestioned the 

basic concepts of monarchist political theory. Hence, 

the unspoken is louder than the spoken in the period be-

fore 1688. All indications are that, in this period. 

21 / 
Abbadie, Panegyrique de Monseigneur l'Electeur de Brandebourg, p. 153. 
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Abbadie departed from Calvin not a wit in either politics 

nor theology; no indication of a wish to resist the civil 

authority appears; Abbadie was content under a benevolent 

despotism. 

The year 1688 constituted Abbadie's second period, 

as, in the sermon celebrating the coronation of Frederick 

III, the new Elector of Brandenburg, he made his first 

direct political statement. This is a distinct interval, 

not because his views had in any way changed, but because, 

as a spokesman for the refugees in Berlin, the time had 

arrived for him to make an official statement. To do so, 

he had to analyze his thoughts to that point and determine 

for himself the scriptural direction which he believed raan 

should follow. .It is not strange that Abbadie did not 

coraraent on resistance or illegitiraacy, the subject which 

would have brought the idea to the level of theoretical 

speculation. Legitimacy was the only subject which 

Abbadie felt he was equipped tô discuss, for the opposite 

state was God's concern, not man's. As Abbadie raust have 

thought at the tirae, the subject was both anti-scriptural 

and dangerous, for it would surely lead to a forraulation 

of theories that would go beyond the liraits of strict 

Calvinistic theory. God was the safety-valve for the 

political society and Abbadie was not about to interfere 

with the system. 

In a passage illustrative of the clergyman's 
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thought both prior to and in 1688, he remarked in the 

Coronation sermon that 

Happily, we do not have the disposition of our-
selves. If we had it, we would lose ourselves and 
the others; but God thought it good to save us. In 
reserving for himself the disposition of our con-
science that he bends according to his pleasure, by 
the virtue of his grace or by the sentiments of his 
justice, and, in giving to the Sovereigns that he 
made to reign over us, the disposition of our persons, 
which are not subjected to the will of another except 
to form a public good by the submission of each 
particular.22 

In the above, the potential for popular sovereignty or 

resistance nowhere appears. 

Through 1688, Abbadie came very near to being a 

divine-right absolutist in word and tone. Although there 

appeared a suggestion of the concept of illegitiraacy, this 

chiefly indicated a weakness in his logical approach be-

cause he held that whether illegitiraacy could exist was 

God's affair. That society soraetiraes deserved punishment 

and the medium of an illegitimate ruler was God's way of 

inflicting it explained it sufficiently. He did not call 

for the overthrow of Louis XIV, even though he adraitted 

that the Huguenots were persecuted in France. Instead, 

he praised the sectarians for their support of the monarchy, 

even when the monarchy was persecuting thera. He even enun-

ciated the proposition that absolute power was absolutely 

necessary because "of the great number of needs to which 

22 
Idem, Coronation, p. 137. 
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we find ourselves fixed by sin."^^ Thus, here was all 

but complete subservience to the authority. The sixteenth-

century Monarchomachs, in comparison with the Abbadie of 

1688, were radicals. 

The four years which lapsed between the Coronation 

sermon of 1688 and the Defense of the British Nation of 

1692 was a period of change which comprised Abbadie's 

third stage. Near divine-right Absolutist he had been, 

but after 168 8, he came to see at firsthand the continued 

machinations of the Antichrist Papacy. He possibly had 

witnessed the army which supported James II in Ireland at 

the Battle of the Boyne, doubtless interpreting the victory 

as one in which God had vindicated the forces against His 

enemies. He saw, in that same battle, his close friend 

Schomberg killed. And, when he returned to England, he 

saw and heard much about the manner in which James II had 

been an instrument of the Papacy and had run amuck with 

arbitrary power. This affirmed all that the rainister 

tneded to believe: the Anti-Christ was stalking the 

world, raaking alliances with temporal governraents, and 

causing every sort of miscliief, evidenced by the besiege-

ment of the "Faith." Revolutionary England appeared to 

Abbadie to be the instrument of God and the hope of anti-

Papal Christendom. And William, as the Calvinistic 

^^lbid., p. 133. 
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"avenger," would lead God's people to victory against the 

oppressor. 

For Abbadie, the publication of the Avis aux 

refugie's was too much to accept. Pen in hand, Abbadie, 

in 1692, determined to respond to the horrendous insult 

to all that mattered to him. Thus began his fourth 

period. In attempting a new generalizing framework, he 

struggled with all that he had been, and, when he wrote, 

he clung to as much of his original political theory -.as 

he could, but couched it in rationalizations acceptable 

in his day and situation. Insofar as he changed, it was 

in his full comprehension of the enemy. Weapons, then, 

were necessary to combat him. To lead the counterattack, 

God had provided the man, William III. In the 1688 

English Revolution, God had also provided the inspiration 

with which to animate the anti-Papist cause. For the 

benefit of the intellectuals of Europe, and even of England, 

William's accession to the English throne must be shown in 

the light of God's activity. As Abbadie understood it, if 

God intended a takeover of France, it would happen; in the 

meantime, weapons of words would inspire the English and 

would convert the more reasonable of those in the enemy 

camp. It was especially iraportant to develop and maintain 

a unity among the Protestants of Europe, many of whora 

evidenced a conservative skepticism regarding the right 

of anyone to attack a monarch actively reigning, for fear 
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that it was God's will that the monarch should continue, 

whether a tyrant or not. Since Pierre Bayle was assumed 

by most Protestants to be the author of the Avis, Abbadie 

considered him to be one of the Papist lackeys. Also, 

France was filled with those who by their subservience to 

Louis showed a similar reluctance to struggle against the 

Antichrist. On the scene in England, Abbadie witnessed 

that God was involved in the Revolution. The De'fense 

was his attempt to convince both Protestants of England 

and the world that the acts of 1688 in England were blessed 

with a divine validity. 

To defend the Revolution, raere charges against 

Papism would be insufficient. A definitive political 

theory was necessary, to which would be appended the 

general discussion of the Antichrist and his subversive 

ways. Therefore, Abbadie evolved a "milieu raisonable," 

or a compromise between the theory of an absolutist prince 

and its opposite, popular sovereignty. He explained his 

system in great detail, allowing participation to the 

people through the Parliament, but consistently insisting 

that God was supreme sovereign. This made the "people" 

at best a secondary factor. In fact, his old concept of 

the King as God's vice-regent did not change. What 

altered was that he no longer limited the overthrow of 

tyrants only to God's direct act, but now also allowed Hira 

to accoraplish this by the hand of the "people." 
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The Monarchomachs, Theodore Beza, Francois Hotman, 

and the author of the Vindiciae contra tyrannos, hád 

evolved theories verging on popular sovereignty a century 

before, and Abbadie's thoughts appear to be little more 

than an independent elaboration of them, i.e., a redefini-

tion of Calvin's basic ideas in the light of conteraporary 

events. As one well-known critic, Harold Laski, in his 

introduction to the English translation of the Vindiciae, 

saw it, 

The Vindiciae, indeed, raakes the people sovereign, 
but in such a fashion as to raake its supremacy raean-
ingless save when it is governed by a tyrant who has 
usurped his power . . . No one, in fact, can read the 
Vindiciae without being irapressed by the meagreness 
of its concessions to the people. The latter is an 
originating but not an áctive agency. Duplessis-
Mornay shares to the full the characteristic Huguenot 
contempt for the people.24 

Abbadie fits this analysis exactly, for in him the people 

have no right to a will of their ov;n. If the will of the 

people is not the will of God, then the people are without 

rights. This explains why Abbadie never appealed for revo-

lution, for such a position went beyond what an orthodox 

Calvinist such as he could stomach. Revolution also had 

to be explained ex post facto; man could never be certain 

until after the event whether God was or was not involved. 

The great abstraction which had always answered the ques-

tions of man, i.e., the "Will of God," was, in the world 

^"^Laski, p. 48. 
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of 1692, the great force preventing Jacques Abbadie's 

theory of "popular sovereignty" from having anything more 

than the narrowest possible meaning. 

Insofar as Abbadie had modified his previous theory, 

he had reluctantly added a dimension to it. Previously, 

he had suggested that God overthrew those rulers with 

whom He was displeased; in 1692, he simply expounded one 

specific way in which God did the same thing, elaborating 

it thoroughly. If this was a move in a deraocratic direc-

tion, it was not very far. 

Abbadie's De ense created no sensation, as would 

have been the case had it elaborated a bright and original 

theory. Much later, a few excerpts were taken frora it, 

but no general translation into English was ever atterapted, 

which says much. In a gradually secularizing age, the 

attempt to defend the English Revolution by squaring the 

circle via a theory of ex post facto limited popular 

sovereignty based upon a supranatural agent failed to 

persuade by its own illogic. To John Locke belonged the 

future; Abbadie was living in the past. 

As of 1692, Abbadie might fairly be termed, no 

longer a near-divine right advocate, but a "tempered" 

monarchist, which suggests a narrowly-defined, limited 

interpretation of the ability of the people to participate 

in the political arena. As long as VJilliam sat on the 

throne of a Protestant England, and governed it within the 
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limits of Protestantism, Abbadie allowed no force to chal-

lenge him. And, since William was in a tenuous position, 

there was little doubt but that he would reign "justly." 

The enemy was vanquished within England, and, as far as 

Abbadie was concerned, all things were well in that isle. 

The minister paid lip-service to the concept of the "people," 

but allowed God to dictate "rightness," which he could de-

fine as it proved necessary. From this point onward, 

Abbadie paid little further attention to the political 

theory of the state, his comments being directed at the 

enemy of all Godly people, or Papism. 

In his last period, Abbadie's theory amounted to 

a continuation of the position he had assuraed in 1692, 

with an ever-inoreasing elaboration of the religious 

struggle against Papism, which, as emphasized, he thought 

to be the work of Jesus Christ, begun in 1688 with the 

Revolutionary success in England. The Panegyric on Queen 

Mary, the description of the plot against William in 1696, 

the sermon preached in 1714 on the occasion of the acces-

sion of George I to the throne, the statement of the French 

Protestants of Ireland to George I in 1715, and the dedi-

catory passage of his liturgical work of 1719 to George I 

are all descriptive of Abbadie's ultimate desire to remain 

subservient to Monarchy. Several times, and particularly 

in the 1719 statement, Abbadie praised Parliament and the 

English for limiting the power of the King, but in the 
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1694 Queen Mary panegyric, attributed even the right of 

Parliament to exist to the mercy of the monarch.^^ 

Throughout all of his post-1692 publications in which he 

discussed political matters, submissive statements are 

apparent. 

In the utterances of this last period of his life, 

the major topic invariably was Papism. Abbadie overwhelm-

ingly was absorbed in the conflict which he took to be 

the chief threat to the religious "truth" which the Refor-

mation had discovered and which he represented. This is 

why he placed such stock in the Protestant monarchy of 

26 
England and cheered the Vaudois in their struggle against 

Louis XIV, for he saw in their plight the predicament of 

all Protestants and the beginning of the end for the 

25 
Abbadie, A Panegyric on our Late Sovereign Lady 

Mary, p. 17. Abbadie, obviously not a systematic political 
theorist, did not recognize numerous contradictions, in-
cluding this one, in this thought. 

2 6 
A very interesting and revealing passage ends 

the 1696 Assassination Plot work and indicates his anti-
Papist and European orientation: 

When the long expected Tirae shall come, that the 
Just Desires of those who long to see Peace and 
Tranquility once more established in Europe shall be 
accomplish'd, it will appear and be acknowledged by 
the grateful World, that as England was delivered 
from Slavery and Oppression, by the Blessing of God 
upon His Majesty's generous Undertaking, so 'twas 
England that had the greatest share in the general 
deliverance of the Christian World. 

Idem, History of the Late Conspiracy, pp. 194-195. 
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Antichrist. He dabbled in the interpretation of Biblical 

prophecy, indicating in his 1714 sermon that the Bible, 

by describing the destruction of the arch-enemy of Jesus-

Christ, had forecast the events of his times in the forra 

of the imminent downfall of the Antichrist Papacy.^^ So 

wrapped up was he in the Papist problem that he failed to 

sense that, not Catholicism, but rationalism and secularism 

would be, in the long run, the great threat to the world 

of religious faith in which he believed. There is irony 

in the fact that Abbadie, by offering a semi-rationalistic 

theory to justify the English Revolution, meant to try to 

save the God-inspired political world 'in which he believed, 

but, in reality, contributed in a small way to its ulti-

mate destruction. 

Part III: The Assessment of Jacques Abbadie 

Jacques Abbadie is an interesting subject for 

several reasons. First, as one commentator stated, his 

was the voice which best approached the thoughts of the 

28 average Huguenot of his day, Although,certainly, that 

statement must be qualified to allow for his superior edu-

cational attainments and his social background. However, 

the average Huguenot refugee in England after the 

^^ldem, "Le regne glorieux," p. 53. 

^^Puaux, "L'evolution des theories politiques," 
p. 496 
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Re'vocation must have felt the same worries and attempted . 

to understand the complexities of his new life in much the 

same fashion which Abbadie did. The refugee Huguenots 

mostly de-emphasized their nationality and became assim-

ilated into the society in which they moved, "content to 

make their contribution in business, industry or the 

II2 9 
arts." Abbadie, to a certain extent, must have under-

taken the same task, and this may partially explain his 

appearance as a man theologically close to Anglicanism 

and politically close to constitutional monarchy. 

Second, Jacques Abbadie's writings say something 

about one direction of Huguenot life and political thought 

as they entered the eighteenth century. The Huguenot 

minister, throughout his lifetime, sought to cling to 

Calvin's teachings, both theologically and politically. 

On the other hand, Pierre Jurieu, in the Netherlands, was 

actively enunciating a much more forceful and democratic 

political system, although he certainly did not intend to 

leave God out of that systera. Thus, it raight be said that 

the Huguenot theory broke into two strains in the chaotic 

days after the Revocation_ of 1685: 1) politically and 

religiously traditionalist, looking only as far as the 

sixteenth century Monarchoraachs for a resistance theory 

^^G. Elmore Reaman, The Trail of the Huguenots in 
Europe, the United States, South Africa and Canada (London 
Frederick Muller, Ltd., 1963), p. 20. 
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which would fit the modern age with slight modification, 

and 2) a much more democratic movement, more in tune with 

the developing secular emphasis, such as found in a John 

Locke. If Jacques Abbadie was a "precursor of democracy," 

as Jurieu is called by one source,^^ it is only in an 

extremely indirect fashion. Perhaps, in his own efforts 

at change, even if they were harnessed to an anachronistic 

theory, he may have helped to nudge the Huguenots out of 

their attachment to the status quo with which they had 

lived in France for a century until the Revocation. 

Third, Abbadie's own life is an interesting illus-

tration of the rigors and changes under which the Huguenots 

lived at the time of, and after, the Revocation. In 

Brandenburg, Abbadie's life was directly linked to the 

suffering, troubled faith, and continued to be affected 

by it in England and Ireland. To study his career is to 

witness, in an individual life, the effects of the religious 

persecution unleashed in the France of Louis XIV. 

Finally, the nature of Abbadie's political thought 

demonstrates, inobvious fashion, the logical inconsisten-

cies resulting from a God-oriented theory utilized to 

justify the 1688-1689 revolution. As a Huguenot tradi-

tionalist caught up in an age of rapid political change, 

the Be'arnese Abbadie is not to be condemned for failing 

30 Seippel, pp. 164-168. 
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fully to comprehend the meaning of that change, for he 

had seen the old theories work well under paternalistic 

despotism in Brandenburg. But lie can be criticized for 

not thinking through the liraitations of a theory which 

allowed only for ex post facto explanations of momentous 

events. He launched what by its nature was a highly sub-

jective theory which ascribed success to God, but allowed 

to its author the applications of it. As a political 

thinker, Abbadie's chief limitation was his faith, which 

told him what was "right," and what was "wrong." A 

political theory based on such tenuous abstractions lacks 

solidity. In a sense, Abbadie, all of his life, was 

absorbed in fighting a losing battle. His faith locked 

him into a frarae of thought which caused hira to fight the 

sarae battle until the end of his life, by which tirae the 

early traces of the death of the battle had begun to appear 

In a fictionalized history by Donald Douglas, 

entitled The Huguenot, one character, Isaac Rivoire, 

referring to the Sun King's tirae, said: 

When we speak so lightly of the death of our King, 
reraeraber we Huguenots speak in all proper loyalty to 
the institution of raonarchy . . . so for two centu-
ries we Huguenots have spoken and acted, and even 
recently and despite the evil years following the 
Revocation.31 

•̂ "'•Donald Douglas, The Huguenot, (New York: E. P. 
Dutton & Co., Inc, 1954), p. 27. 
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Abbadie was like that character; the rainister wanted the 

old loyalties to remain. Basically, Abbadie was a 

sixteenth-century religionist who lived mostly in the 

seventeenth-century, and who presented a political theory 

for the eighteenth which was inappropriate to the secular 

world of the Enlightenment and its aftermath. 
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